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ABSTRACT

This thesis is about the similarities of process between aesthetic experience

and ethical judgement. I claim that in both cases the activity is best

described as a fyPe of play in which elements interact in mutual

adjustment and transformation. This conception of play has its roots in

Kant's aesthetic theory. Describing aesthetic experience as play results in

emphasis on three central characteristics. These characteristics become the

basis of constraints on judgement. In the case of ethical judgement these

are important because they save from subjectivism a moral theory,

particularism, which relies on individual judgement rather than moral

rules. Seeing the activity of judgement as play suggests a conception of the

outcome of judgement as picturing. This conception helps to make sense

of reason-giving within the particularist model. A further analogy with

the grounds of aesthetic qualities is used to illuminate the problem of

justifying the values put into play. These values are ultimately defended

in terms of their relationship to human flourishing. Perennial problems

for theories based on human flourishing are avoided by *y account

because prescriptions for action are not derived from the characterisation

of flourishing but from the process of individual judgement which values

based on flourishing merely inform. one positive effect of adopting my

model of judgement as play is the reduction of problems concerning the

motivation to act on ethical judgements'
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INTRODUCTION

When I began writing this thesis my PurPose was to characterize aesthetic

experience. At that stage I had no thought of analogies between aesthetics

and ethics. But when I did see that there could be interesting connections

between the two, I saw that the analogies could inform, not just an

account of ethical experience, but an account of ethical judgement' There

are many ways, I saw, in which the process of coming to an ethical

judgement is like the experience of aesthetic play' I also think that in both

the aesthetic and fie ethical case exPerience of a certain sort is the basis of

judgement, the raw material from which judgements are created.

When I come to an artwork or an ethicatly-loaded situation desiring to

make a judgement about it, I must engage with the elements in that work

or situation in a particular way. First I should be aware that I am bringing

to the experience a great deal of my own self: my values, my desireS, OY

beliefs about the world, my past experienc€, hY physical constitutiolr, ffiY

cultural heritage, my personal associations. Second, I should allow what I

have brought to the experience to interact with the elements in the work

or the situation, in a play of mutual influence and adjustment' It is this

experience of open interaction between myself and the given object,

between what I bring to it and the elements within it, that is the basis of

judgement. This may sound like an account of judgement that is

dangerously subjective, but it is not; the very nature of the Process of play

suggests constraints on the Process that save it from subjectivism'

"Play" is the central concept in this thesis' By "play" I mean that

movement in the mind between ideas and images, values and

experiences, facts and emotions, that is marked by being a free flow of

mutual influence, adjustment and transformation' This is just a sketch of
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the concep' it is a hard one to nail down. One of the tasks of the first part

of this thesis is to build uP a conception of play, by exploring it as a central

characteristic of aesthetic experience. One result of this exploration is to

focus on certain essential features of the experience of play. These

features suggest constraints on the Pfocess of play, constraints that are

derived from an understanding of the nature of play itself. These can

then be used as constraints on the process of iudgement'

The reason why I am interested' in judgement is because I am an ethical

particularist. What I mean by this is that I believe there are no universal

rules which determine and justify ethical judgements and that there are

no properties which are always morally relevant. The danger for

particularists is the charge of subjectivism; where there are no rules' surely

anything goes. But I want to resist this; anYhing does not go. The way to

resist this is to give an account of the process of individual judgement that

can be used in the absence of rules. My account of judgement suggests

constraints on the Pfocess itself, and also constraints on those elements

that enter into the play of judgement. This is enough, I claim, to save

particularists from subjectivism.

I begin this thesis by examining the concept of play as it appears in Kant's

Critique of Judgement. Kant has been my inspiration in choosing the

concept of play as a central one and I find his use of the term very

interesting and fruitful. I examine his account of the Process of play as it

emerges from his discussion of genius and the aesthetic ideas and then

turn to the task of making sense of that mysterious phrase "the free play of

the imagination and the understanding" which plays such an important

role in Kant's aesthetics. What emerges from this is a picfure of aesthetic

experience as being stimulated by an artwork to imaginatively connect a

wealth of associated images, which relate to each other in free and

unfettered ways, constrained only by the role of the understanding in



making them into a (provisional) unity'

The second, chapter approaches the ideas of the aesthetic attitude theorists

with the intention of unearthing the truth in what they say about the

aesthetic requirement of distance or disinterestedness. My position is that

there is something that gets in the way of aesthetic experience, but it is not

merely the operation of practical interests. Anything, (interests, emotions'

memories or theoretical perspectives) can be brought to the experience to

enrich it and, as a result, anything can be inimical to aesthetic experience if

it determines the path or content of the play of elements' Because the

aesthetic experience is essentially the free play of associations and the

forgrng of new patterns and connections, then anything which blocks this

process limits or destroys it. The real requirement for aesthetic experience

is not distance or disinterestedness but the underdetermination of

response. This is the first of my characteristics of aesthetic experience and

it is also the first constraint on the Process of p\ay, whether it be in

aesthetic experience or ethical judgement'

Chapter Three expands my account of aesthetic experience and defends it

by exploring how it matches and doesn't match one conception put

forward. by Monroe Beardsley. Features that emerge as very important are

the activity and creativity of aesthetic experience, and its richness and

coherence. Then I defend my conception of the aesthetic against those

who would exclude from it intellectual play. It is important that the

experience of play embraces all of the resources of the person engaging in

it.

In Chapter Four I turn to the topic of aesthetic judgement' I argue that

attributions of aesthetic qualities depend on the interaction between the

primary qualities of the artwork and the physical, cultural and personal

characteristics of the perceiver. This explains why both realist and
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relativist intuitions about aesthetic qualities have appeal' My concern

here is to show that the resPonse we have to art is not passive perception

but an active (although sometimes unconscious) construction of value. I

offer a set of criteria for the evaluation of judgements about the meaning

and overall worth of artwork which is based on three characteristics of

aesthetic experience: underdetermination of resPonse, richness and

coherence.

Between parts One and Two of the thesis I not only introduce the themes

of the second half but also discuss some of the ways in which art and

morality have been connected in the past. There are both inadequacies

and insights in all of these, but one that I find attractive is that which I

think can be derived from Kant's view of the effect of the sublime. My

secularisation of his position is one that highlights the nature of humans

as value creators.

part Two of the thesis concerns itself directly with ethics. Since I reject or

question the scope of most other accounts of the relationship between art

and morality,Ipursue instead the defence of a particularist position using

the model of judgement and its constraints that can be drawn from my

discussion of aesthetic interaction.

My position on ethics has been much influenced by Aristotelian and other

virtue theories, but in Chapter Five I say why I am not an Aristotelian'

The inadequacy of the Aristotelian system is that, since it characterises the

right act in terms of what the virtuous Person would do, it fails to explain

how the continent person manages to make good judgements' I conclude

that what is needed is an account which engages directly with the question

of what jud.gement is and how it can be enhanced and constrained'

Chapter Six begins by outlining what is required for good judgemenu the
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right input, in terms of information and values, and the right Process. I

then go on to demonstrate how the constraints on Process, those of

underdetermination of response, richness and coherence, operate with

respect to three important issues in ethics, the role of emotion, the role of

partiality and the role of rules. In my discussion of rules I begin to give an

account of how reasons can oPerate within the particularist model.

This task is furthered in Chapter Seven, where I discuss a real life case and

offer a description of the outcome of the Process of judgement not as a

moral perception but as a kind of picturing. I maintain that reasons have

force, not independently, but only as a result of their position in a picture.

Competing or defeating reasons cannot have force in isolation, but only as

parts of alternative pictures. This supports the particularist stance on the

inability of reasons, or "moral properties" to be always or universally

relevant.

In Chapter Eight I turn to the problem of defending the objectivity of

values that enter into judgements. I do this by offering an account of

human flourishing. Perhaps more importantly, I defend *y account

against some common anti-naturalist objections. The most important

move I make is to reject the naive naturalist's move straight from facts

about human flourishing to prescriptions for action. Human flourishing

is what justifies values as good ones, but these values must be entered into

the process of judgement and as they interact with the particulars of the

case, may turn out to be irrelevant. The fact/value problem is solved by

admitting that there are no value-free facts, but also pointing out that

there are no fact-free values, and ranging these on a continuum of the sort

I used in Chapter Four to explain both the objectivity and the relativity of

aesthetic qualities. The problem of conflict between aspects of human

nature is revealed as a pseudo problem, because of the possibility of giving

an account of, for instance, appropriate aggression, which does not conflict
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with our social natures. The problem of those who dissent from the

general account of human flourishing is solved by insisting, again, that

the account is not intended to provide straight prescriptions. Within the

play of judgement there is room for facts about idiosyncratic personalities

to play their role.

The conclusion of this thesis is not a summing up but a suggestion of ways

in which adopting this conception of judgement has positive payoffs'

Having the picture of judgement that I reconunend has the effect of

lessening some of the problems of motivation and weakness of will that

seem such a feature of human life. I emphasise the ways in which the

process of judgement is a Process of self-integration and also self-

constitution, and these result in a closing of the gap between judgement

and action.

There are some things I have not done in this thesis. I do not spend time

on philosophical analysis of certain concepts. The concept of coherence,

for example, which plays a significant role in this work, is one that has' in

the philosophical literature, undergone much concePtual analysis' I have

chosen not to engage with this, but rather to use the word in the manner

of common speech; that is, to accept a simple, core meaning and then

allow the context in which it is used to supply the richer connotations that

can attach to it. The Collins Concise Dictionary offers: "coherence - a

logical or natural connection or consistencY", dltd I am perfectly happy

with this as a starting Point.

This thesis is unusually broad and. wide-ranging. For this reason I have

been unable to give for each topic I approach a survey of the positions of

even the most important writers in that area. To do this would have

involved writing five or six theses and certainly have left no room for

what I thought myself. Instead I have chosen to interact with the work of
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a small numbet of writers, with the admitted purpose of using them to

clarify and extend *y own views.

Another point I want to make - this thesis is eminently deconstructable. It

practically deconstructs itself. It demands to be evaluated, at least in part,

by the very criteria of evaluation that it is arguing for; it is permeated with

metaphorical expressions which presuppose the picture (there !) that it is

presenting for consideration. This is not a worry for me at all. I fail to see

what else is possible when pursuing and exploring a particular way of

talking.

Finally, I would like to say something further, in an informal way, in

defence of my choice of "play" as a central term in my discussion of

aesthetic experience and ethical judgement. Some word is needed to serve

as an umbrella-term for the particularly open-ended relations between

images ideas, forms, theories, emotions, meanings etc that I think are

characteristic of a certain type of experience. One good way to defend the

choice of a central term is, I think, by showing that the associations that

come with it are rewardi.g. I chose "Pluy" because it is suggestive,

through the association with children's play, of the use of the

imagination. The image of open-endedness is very importanU specifically

the lack of a supposition about what the activity should produce, or what

direction it should take. This fits with the intuition that the aesthetic

experience should not have a determinate end and it is perhaps what

underlies the talk about appreciating att "for its own sake". In the ethical

sphere, the lack of a supposition about what the play of judgement should

produce is also important. Clearly, the process should result in a

judgement, and in action, but the content of that judgement should not be

a foregone conclusion, if an unbiased iudgement is to be reached.
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I am particular$ huPPy with the lesonances that attach to "play" through

games and spor! images of the to-lng and fro-ing of balls and players create

a spatial metaphor for the interplay of elements, and suggest oPen

variation within limits, rather than random association. The spatial

metaphor also suggests the multi-dimensional, non-linear nature of the

relation.

The ultimate justification for the adoption of a concept like "Pluy" lies in

how fruitful that adoption is, both in explaining our experience of the

aesthetic and in illuminating the Process of ethical judgement' fust how

reward,ing is it to see judgement as play? The answer to this question is

the task of this thesis. Read on, and tind out.



CHAPTERONE

IQ\NIT'S FREE PLAY OF THE IIVIAGINATION AND THE

UNDERSTANDING

Introduction

The origin of this concept of play that I am using is in Kant's Critique of

Igdgemen!.1 There are other conceptions of play which have been

influential in literary criticism, notably that of Roland Barthes, but I take my

inspiration from Kant and accordingly I devote this chapter to an exegesis and

exploration of his use of the concept.2 This exploration forms an important

part of the project of enriching the concept of play and demonstrating it to be

both well-entrenched in our understanding of aesthetics and a fruitful concept

to concentrate on.

One of the most sfriking things about reading Kant's Third Critique in the

twentieth century is the ease with which his views on the nature of aesthetic

experience can be related to modern art and modern aesthetic sensibilities.

This is most evid.ent in his d.iscussion of genius and the role of the aesthetic

ideas in aesthetic appreciation and creation. The view of aesthetic experience

which emerges from his treatment of these topics is one that places a

surprising emphasis on indeterminacy, interaction and play. This emphasis is

even more surprising when we consider that Kant himself had standardly

llmmanuel Kant, The Critique of ludgement. trans' James Creed Meredith, Clarendon

Press, Oxford, L952.

2My ir,t"rpretation of Kant came from reading The Critique of Iudgernent on my own' Some

of the conclusions I came to also aPPear in Salim Kemal, Kant and Fine Arf An Essay on

r(anr and thp Philosoohv of Finedrbnd-Cnlfure, Clarendon Press' Oxford' 1985'
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conservative eighteenth century tastes in art. In reading his descriptions of

the operation of the aesthetic ideas the applications that spring most readily to

my mind are to conceptual art, language poetry and the various forms of non-

realist painting. There is no doubt that in Kant's time some works of this sort

would not be recognised as works of art at all, yet his talk of indeterminacy,

inexpressibility and free play suit them very well. But the fact is that this

modern seeming concept of play lies at the heart of Kant's conception of

aesthetics, and So must, for him, be central to all aesthetic experience.

My intention in this chapter is to discuss and expand those parts of the Third

Critique which have remained relevant to understanding art and aesthetic

experience to this day. The picture Kant gives of aesthetic appreciation in his

discussion of the aesthetic ideas is both appealing and useful, and it is

primarily from this source that I derive my understanding of what Kant

means by play. I will start with a consideration of this. Then I will go on to

discuss what Kant calls "the free play of the imagination and the

understanding"; that (rather mysterious) experiential state that is the

underpinning of his whole aesthetic theory. Finatly I will address the

question: "why is aesthetic experience pleasurable?" My aim here is not so

much to produce Kantian scholarship as to enlarge uPon certain ideas used by

Kant in a way that illuminates our understanding of the nature of aesthetic

experience. I want to draw attention, as many others have, to the enduring

value of Kant's philosophical intuitions, while neither criticizing nor

defending the way he systematizes them. My interest is primarily in the

fecundity of his conception of art and experience, but I will, however, discuss

his exposition of the concepts I am concerned with in some detail'
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Section One: Genius and the Aesthetic Ideas

At the beginning of The Critique of Aesthetic Judgement Kant announces his

project of explaining the peculiarify of the judgement of taste. The peculiarity

lies in the fact that judgements of taste are both subjective and universally

valid. They are subjective because they deal with obiects which are not

subsumable under concepts; they are universally valid because we require that

others concur with our judgements even though we can offer no objective

reasons for them to do so. The explanation of both these features is grounded

in the way that art stimulates the experience of play in the mind. So play is

very important in Kant's system. I found the most easily understandable

description of ptay in Kant's discussion of genius and the aesthetic ideas.

This discussion comes late in The Critique of Judgement. Kant thought that

the primary case of the judgement of taste was the judgement of natural

beauty. Appreciation of art, he seems to have thought, was just a special case

of appreciation of beauty. But what he says about art goes well beyond a mere

extension of the general theory, and his remarks about art are the richest

source from which to extract his conception of aesthetic experience.

Why does art have the effect it does on us? Kant's answer to this is that it is

the creation of genius; genius is what animates the mind. By animation he

means:

sets the mental Powers into a swing that is final, i.e'

into a play which is self-maintaining and which

strengthens those Powers for such activity.3

The workings of genius, then, are closely linked to the free play of the

3K"ot, pU5.
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faculties. And how does genius, through its products, animate the mind?

Kant says that the animating principle "is nothing else than the faculty for

presenting aesthetic ideas"4 It is the expression of these aesthetic ideas in art

then, which accounts for the effect that art has on us. This is Kant's first

attempt to explain what an aesthetic idea is:

that representation of the imagination which induces

much thought, yet without the possibility of any

definite thought whatever, i.e. concept, being adequate to

it, and which language, consequently, can never get on

quite level terms with or render completely

intelligible.s

Two closely related characteristics of art emerge from this description of its

contents. First, its richness; it "induces much thought", inviting the person

who responds to it to go beyond what is given in the art work' Second, its

indeterminacy; no definite thought or concePt can capture all that there is in

the work. Taken together these explain a third characteristic of art, its

unffanslatability; it is because the work is rich in associations and because the

relationship between these associations cannot be fully captured by

determinate concepts that the content of art and the experience of art cannot

be rendered in language. These remarks about the nature of art seem, from

our temporal perspective, to be almost platitudes; in the context of modern art

these features have become conventions. But Kant's introduction of these

ideas is not only of interest to me because of its historical significance; he also

offers a detailed description of the way these characteristics of art work. It is

from this description that we can derive his conception of play, which is so

central to his account of aesthetic experience'

amia przs.
stbid pprzs-s.
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For Kant the purpose of the aesthetic ideas is to express concePts which cannot

be given, or given fully, in experience. One class is that of rational concepts to

which nothing in experience corresponds but of which reason postulates the

existence. Kant's examples of these are "invisible beings, the kingdom of the

blessed, hell, eternity, creation etc".5 The poet's task, says Kant, is to

interpret these to sense. The other class of concepts that require the mediation

of aesthetic ideas for their expression are those which do occur in experience;

"death, envy, and all the vices, as also love, fame and the 1ike",7 but which

require the hetp of the imaginative work of the artist to convey in all their

complexity. What the poet attempts to do with these concepts, says Kant, to

"body them forth to sense with a completeness of which nature affords no

parallel".8

I think Kant is mistaken here in limiting the role of the aesthetic ideas to the

expression of concepts which are either outside experience or are concepts

which are d.esignated bigger than everyday experience; grand emotions and

the like. It is true that not all concepts, images and objects are equally rich in

the complex associations and reson.rnces that aesthetic ideas are meant to

evoke. But there are always facets of experience and perspectives on objects

which are not called to mind by simple depiction. Different paintings of, for

instance, a flower can "body forth to sense" the concept'flower' with a

complexity that could not be matched by ordinary experience. These paintings

could evoke the aspects of the concept (which have been added to it by

cultural an{ literary usage) which connect it with love, sexuality, death, spring

and many other things. Kant implies by his list (love, fame, death) that the

proper function of aesthetic ideas is to present the largest and most complex of

6luid przo.
Twiapvo.
sriapvz.
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our concepts and experiences. This is an implication to be avoided. The

representations of the imagination that are the aesthetic ideas can be used to

induce a wealth of thought about any concept, experience or object, albeit with

varying degrees of richness. Kant's remarks about how this Process works,

though, are very rewarding, and it is here that the concept of play receives its

fullest explication. I will examine some of the crucial Passages'

If, now, we attach to a concept a representation of the

imagination belonging to its presentation, but inducing

solely on its own account such a wealth of thought as

would never admit of comprehension in a definite

concept, and, as a consequence, giving aesthetically an

unbounded expansion to the concept itself, then the

imagination here displays a creative activity, and it puts

the faculty of inteltectual ideas (reason) into motion - a

motion, at the instance of a representation, towards an

extension of thought, that, while germane, no doubt, to

the concept of the object, exceeds what can be laid hold

of in that representation or clearly expressed'9

Let me attempt a "translation" of this passage. We can Present a concePt by

using, not a simple definition or depiction of it, but an imaginative picture of

it. This picture can be realized, we suPPose, in visual images or in the

Ianguage of poetry. Such a picture would go beyond what can be conveyed

about the concept in plain language. It would do so by stimulating the person

experiencing it to use their imagination and their cognitive assets to create a

network of associations and resonances, to bring to mind connections with

other concepts and images, to explore connotations and possible symbolism'

and so on. Theoretically, there are no limits to the expansion of our

etaiapvz.
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understanding of the concept in this way. But there are constraints. The

various relationships that arise from this process must have at least two

things in common: they must all be tied to the original concept in some way

and they must all, in some wa,fr go beyond what could be clearly expressed in

language.

Sometimes Kant talks as if these imaginative pictures are the aesthetic ideas,

sometimes he calls them the aesthetic attributes of an object, which "furnish"

an aesthetic idea. In this latter context he says they are:

secondary representations of the imagination,

express[ing] the derivatives connected with [the

presentation of the concept] and its kinship with other

concepts.lo

His example of an aesthetic attribute is fupiter's eagle, with the lightning in its

claws. This picture does not represent the contents of our concept of Jupiter,

but rather something else - something that gives the

imagination the incentive to spread its flight over a

whole host of kindred representations that provoke

more thought than admits of expression in a concept

determined bY words.11

The aesthetic attribute then, is that which stimulates the mind to create that

network of connection and association with other things which I have

described. Yet Kant says quite clearly:

by * aesthetic idea I mea.n that representation of the

imagination which induces much thought, yet without the

possibility of any definite thought . ' ' )LZ

r\aiaptn.
rttuia pvz.
lzlbid ppr75-6.
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Is there any difference between aesthetic ideas and aesthetic attributes? And

how do these relate to the extension of thought that is stimulated by them?

One of the most perceptive accounts of the nature and function of the

aesthetic ideas is given by Mary McCloskey in Chapter l'2 of her book Kant's

Aesthetic.l3 She says about the aesthetic attributes:

It would, however, be a mistake to think of these as the

ideas, rather they express or "furbish" the ideas. \Alhat

Kant is concerned to stress is that such expressions

invite and expand thought, "animating the mind by opening

out for it a prospect into a field of kindred representations

stretching beYond its ken"'14

Whatever the relationship between the aesthetic attributes and the aesthetic

ideas it is clear that she thinks that the most important thing for Kant is the

way in which the mind is stimulated to go beyond the given representation in

a free play of ideas and images. The aesthetic idea, say, of Jupiter's Eagle,

stimulates in the person perceiving it an extension of the obvious ideas of

power, farsightedness and wisdom that connects them with an indefinitely

large and widely ranging set of associations and resonances' Some of these

connections will be shared by anyone from the same culture, some will be

shared only by those with the same background knowledge and some will be

personal and idiosyncratic, but all will share the experience of their minds

being stimulated. into play. The operation of genius, then, in generating and

representing aesthetic ideas, is important just because it stimulates in the

mind. the kind of playful connections and associations that I claim are

characteristic of aesthetic experience-

Is it possible to be more specific about what this play of ideas is like? Perhaps

ltrtury A. McCloskey, Kant's Aesthetic. Macmillan Press, Hampshire,l987'

ltuia prro.
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the best way to convey what Kant means is to provide an example' The

artwork I have chosen for this purPose is not a famous "great work of art"'

One reason for this is that aesthetic experience is not confined to great art only

and to use the familiar, famous examples would show less about what is

typical of such experience than a more commonPlace example would'

Nevertheless it is a piece which suits my PurPose admirably since it

stimulated a great deal of connections, ideas and "kindred representations" in

my mind. It is also easy to describe. The work is a photograPh entitled "Nude

Behind Cobwebbed Window" by Wynn Bullock, taken in 1955. It is a black

and white photograph of a naked female torso seen through a many paned

window covered in thick cobwebs. The window panes are slightly otf square

and the body is outside the window. Now I am not going to offer you an

interpretation of this picture - that would be an example not of thoughts

stimulated by an artwork but of the result of ordering, systematizing and

clearly expressing those thoughts. Instead I wilt gtV€, unedited, the "free

association" (free, although tied to the object) that arose from my

contemplation of the Picture.

Here it is: "this is a beautiful body - but obscured by heavy cobwebs - does the

obscuring make the picture coy? - or does this have the flavour of soft porn? -

but the concealing drapery is atypical; natural, dilty - (new direction) -

windows are to see through - but perfect transparency (of windows and

people) is an ideal - it is difficult to see through to ourselves, to our sexuality -

crossed panes of the window - t\Mo dimensions - Kant's ordering in space and

time as part of perception - PercePtion coloured and filtered by our

contribution, by what we look through - (new direction) - the oddness of

having the private (nakedness) outside the window - reversal of classic

voyeur situation - inside the window is inside the perceiver - others are
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outside, our owrr sexual nature is outside? - Woman as other, obscured by the

accumulated muck (cobwebs) of the past (childhood) and the skewed

perspective (tilted frame) we have because of cultural stereotyping, because of

the early relationship with the mother - - . . . "

Clearly this is at least partly an idiosyncratic set of associations; not everyone is

going to connect dirty window panes with Kantian epistemology. But seeing

nakedness as a symbol of sexuality and cobwebs as exPressive of the past is a

fairly common response. And I will argue later that the specific content of

the play of representations need not be shared by all who respond to the

object. It is important to note that some parts of the content of my response to

the picture are not conveyed in the verbal rendition above. Why is this?

Kant says that the contents of aesthetic experience cannot be captured in

concepts; they are untranslatable. Perhaps this is why: many of the elements

that seem purely intellectual have accompanying images and emotions, and

some elements are not representations or ideas at all, they just are images and

emotions, and these are difficult to render in language. This goes counter to

Kant's claim that the result of the stimulation of the mind by the work of

genius is a chain of ideas. The imagination, he says, "puts the faculty of

intellecfual ideas (reason) into motion.....toward,s an extension of thought".ls

Although Kant has an explicitly non-cognitivist conception of the function of

the aesthetic ideas (he does not think they provide us with knowledge) he

does seem to think that the content of an aesthetic idea is cognitive. Even if

we take his talk of "kindred representations" to refer not to ideas but to

images, he cannot be interpreted as allowing emotions, as he conceives of

them, a role in the wealth of associations evoked by the artwork. But this, I

think, is unnecessarily restrictive. The wealth of associations need not be

confined. to the cognitive; some associations will be images, pnst experiences

lkant p177.
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and emotions, not just ideas. Moreover, the exclusion of emotions as part of

the play of elements in an aesthetic rerponse does not fit with our exPerience.

Kant is concerned to demonstrate the richness of aesthetic experience and it is

only his views about the "empirical" nature of the emotions that leads him to

deny their potential to enrich and enliven the "mind stretch" offered by art.

To sum up, Kant's account of the operation of the aesthetic ideas provides an

historical basis for claiming that the open-ended and indeterminate play of

ideas and associations is the heart of the aesthetic experience. But Kant's

account is also useful in explaining features of our modern concePtion of art

and how we interact with it.

One feature of our common conception of art is the claim that it cannot be

paraphrased and that Kant's description of the operation of the aesthetic ideas

might shed some light on this. What are we claiming when we say that art

cannot be paraphrased? It seems to me that two separate ideas are bound up

in this question. The first is that the content of an artwork cannot be captured

in even in a thousand words. The second is that the experience of an artwork

cannot be replaced by reading a description of it. I address the first idea first.

What could Kant say about the question: "Can the content of art be captured

in words?" He says quite explicitly about the content of the aesthetic ideas that

no concepts can be adequate to them and that language can 'never get quite on

level terms with or render completely intelligible' But what is it about the

content of an aesthetic idea that makes it unable to be rendered in language?

He savs:

In a word, the aesthetic idea is a representation of the

imagination . . . with which . . . such a multiplicity of

partial representations are bound lrP . . . .16
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This says something, I think, about the peculiar nature of the aesthetic ideas

and also about the nature of play. Kant says of the aesthetic ideas that they are

"partial representations" and later that the material contained in them is

"undeveloped". Now I think I know what Kant is talking about here; namely,

the difference between the unsystematised thoughts and inexplicit

connections in my resPonse to the photograph discussed above and an

"interpretation", in which responses would be ordered into a pattern explicit

enough to allow of communication. Of course even my free association has

been to some degree made more explicit and coherent merely by the act of

verbalizing it whereas Kant's pure play of representations in the mind will

have an indefiniteness that verbalization cannot faithfully render. But I do

not want to argue that the particular elements in the aesthetic idea are alwalrs

indescribable or unparaphrasable; in my examPle I succeeded in rendering at

least some of my response in words. What does escape explicit description is

the connections between those elements; that which makes them a whole. I

want to maintain that the characteristic relation between elements in an

aesthetic response is an indeterminate one. By this I mean that the

connections perceived are often, as Kant says, partial and undeveloped. What

is more, they are open-ended, they contain the possibility and suggestion of

connections with other ideas, images, emotions. These two features are

closely related; if the connections were not partial, but fully explicit, the

possibility of other associations would be closed off'

The fact that the content of the aesthetic idea is indeterminate in this way

explains why it has the effect that Kant thinks is so important, namely the

stimulation of the wide ranging play of ideas that is the free aesthetic

response. While it is possible that something completely determinate (like a

newspaper) could stimulate such a free response, it is much more common to

find that a play of ideas is caused by something that is playful and un-pin-

downable itself. The aesthetic idea, because it is "partial" and "undeveloP€d",

\\vtaptn.
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is singularly effective in evoking the kind of extension of thought that Kant

thinks so important.

To sum up, an aesthetic idea is a complex idea/image whose own nature is as

rich in possibitities and as indeterminate as the wealth of material it

stimulates in the mind of the responder. It is "small" enough that it can be

embodied in a painting or a poem but it must be indefinite enough to allow

and encourage many more ideas and images than it contains. This, then, is

why the content of the aesthetic idea, and therefore the content of the art

work, cannot be given in a paraphrase. Paraphrases attempt to make explicit

and determinate something which must, if it is to fulfiIl its function, remain

rich and indefinite. This is not to say that paraphrases can never tell us

anything about a work of art; they often serve as signposts on the road to

grasping (though not, Kant would want to say, understandit S) the aesthetic

idea that the work embodies. After seeing the film "Blue Velvet", I can say

"that film was all about the Oedipal violence underlying romantic love" and I

will be telling you somethit g about its content but I won't be rendering in

word,s the aesthetic idea that the film expresses. If I talked to you for half an

hour about the connections between love and violence in the film I could

trace some of the richness and resonances that form its content but in the

process would ignore or close off other possible resPonses.

I turn now to an issue which I think is closely related to the claim that the

content of art cannot be given in words. The experience of a work of art, it is

said, cannot be replaced by a description or analysis of that work. This is a less

controversial claim than that of the unparaphrasability of art. There are some

who would deny it in the case of certain modern works of art, Duchamp's

urinal for instance; I think this raises interesting questions which I will deal

with later. My interest here is to show how Kant has something enlightening

to say about the reason why the experience of art is, in general, not replaceable
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by an explanation of its content. Again the answer is suggested by the account

Kant gives of aesthetic ideas and the rich and varied play of thought they give

rise to.

What is the function of this kind of mind-stretching experience? One answer

is that it expresses concepts which are incompletely articulable. But I have

argued (as Mary McCloskey does) that the role of the aesthetic ideas should

not be restricted to a particular class of concepts. Instead McCloskey fixes on

the idea of the aesthetic idea "bodying forth to sense" concepts which are

incompletely known to us. I want to pursue this issue because of what it

reveals about the benefits of engagrng in the play of associations. She says that

death, for instance, is so sanitized in the modern world that we require the

help of poetry or drama to experience the full impact of it. She says of the

ability of aesthetic ideas to "body forth to sense" concepts which are

imperfectly understood that those ideas illustrate

the difference between experiences lived through, or

relationships and states of affairs observed, correctly

categorised and truly stated; and those that come fully

home to us.17

How d.oes the aesthetic idea bring an experience or a concept "fully home to

us"? One example that McCloskey concentrates on is a line from Shakespeare.

About this line: "The marigold which goes to bed with the sun and with him

rises weeping" she says that the novel connection between marigolds and eyes

(both shutting at night and associated with drops of water, tears and dew) has

the effect of bodying forth the marigold to sense more fully than a mere

description of the way the flowers close up at night and accumulate dew in the

lTMccloskey, p118.
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morning. She writes:

Shakespeare's image opens uP "a prospect of a host of

kindred representations stretching beyond our ken" and by

doing so creates the impression of the fullness of the

experience of currently looking at the marigolds, which is

lost when the perceptual knowledge obtained in that

experience is recorded and rememberedlS

This is very perceptive but I think that McCloskey is taking too literally Kant's

phrase "body forth to sense". It is not merely the experience of looking at a

marigold that is being conveyed by the aesthetic idea embodied in the line but

that extension of the concept marigold which connects it in our minds, as a

result of the poem, with the persistent sadness and depression that causes a

person to go to bed for no other reason than that the sun goes down and to

wake up in the morning crying. Shakespeare is not trying to recreate having

the full sense experience of the marigold but to stimulate us to use the

marigold as a "take off point" for making our own novel connections out of

what is suggested in the line.

Strangely enough, she follows this example with the admission that Kant

thinks that works of art exPress ideas, which seems to contradict the

conclusions we are meant to draw from her example. The most confusing

thing she says is:

Whilst an aesthetic idea is for Kant a novel synthesis of

intuitions which body forth concepts to sense, the role of

the aesthetic ideas in works of art is to extend the mind

in thought.le

Is she here d.istinguishing between the role of aesthetic ideas in nature and

ltuia przz.
lemia przs.
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their role in art, where in the first their effect is on the senses and in the

second, on the mind? If so then I think she is wrong, for the aesthetic ideas in

nature are meant to stimulate in us thoughts of the supersensible. How can

we resolve this problem that Kant has set us: explaining how the aesthetic

ideas are ideas, give rise to an extension of thought, yet body forth concepts to

sense? McCloskey is right when she writes that what Kant meant by bodying

forth a concept to sense was its somehow coming fully home to us. But she

doesn't say what this coming fully home to us amounts to, talking only of

'fully grasping the finality of death in reading a Poem or a short story',

without any elaboration of the nature of that grasping.

The key to understanding what "bodying forth to sense" means lies in linking

the idea of something coming fully home to us with the idea that an aesthetic

idea is a novel synthesis of material. Let us look again at the resPonse we

have to the presentation of aesthetic ideas in an artwork. As I illustrated in

my own example above, the dynamic of the resPonse is a forging of

connections between elements in the work and concepts and images drawn

from one's owrr repertoire of knowledge, experience and imagination. It is

important to note that not only do the contents of the extension of thought

originate from the person responding to the artwork but also that the

connections themselves are the creative work of that Person. The novel

synthesis occurs not just in the artist's mind when they hit uPon an aesthetic

idea with which to express themselves but also in the mind of the Person

responding. I want to suggest that it is specifically this creative activity of

synthesis in which the responder engages that is what guarantees that the

"message" of the work, if there is one, comes fully home to us.

The work of art does not give us a fuller grasp of death by describing it in a

particular way or by providing us with an ersatz sense perception. Instead it
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offers us the opportunity to find out for ourselves the impact of death by

making the vital connections in the creative process of responding to the

work. What these vital connections will be will vary, of course, from Person

to person; there may be many ways of distancing ourselves from death, and

many different connections needed to close that distance. The important part

of this process is that these connections are not offered to us, complete, by

someone else but made by ourselves; and what we make ourselves, I claim,

cannot fail to be truly ours, to come fully home to us. This is what is true, I

think, in Kant's claim that the aesthetic ideas body concepts forth to sense.

Th.y do not provide us with replacement sense perceptions (at least, not

generally, sometimes they might). lnstead, they stimulate a direct experience

of an intellectual and possibly emotional nature, of the ideas expressed in the

work. The directness of the experience is guaranteed by the fact that we are

creatively involved in generating it, and it is this directness of the experience

that Kant is trying to capture in the phrase "body forth to sense". One

important feature of play then is that it is creative engagement, and the results

are the honouring of the creative contribution of the self and the integration

into the self of the experiences and judgements that arise from it.

Before I go on to defend this interpretation or extrapolation of Kant, I will

now give the answer to the question: Why can the experience of an artwork

not be replaced by a description and analysis of it? The answer is that you

have to see it for yourself. The necessity is not in the physical seeing (or

hearing or touching) but in being in a position to interact with the art work,

bringing one's own exPerience to the interaction and forging one's own

connections. Nobody else's connections will do. I said before that some

people deny that we have to have a physical confrontation with an artwork in

otder to get the aesthetic benefit from it. Timothy Binkley is one such
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person.2O He argUes that we have no need to see Duchamp's Fountain; we

can have the same experience merely by hearing a description of what it is and

its title. I think Binkley is right about "Fountain" and he would be right about

many modern works of art Rauschenberg's "Erased De Kooning Drawing",

Magritte's "Lobster Telephone" and most readymades. The reason is that the

physical objects themselves are easy to describe and function only as take off

points for the concepfual matter that is the true content of the artwork. But,

and this is very important, an analysis of these artworks, explaining, for

instance, their connections with the history and conventions of art would not

preserve the essential nature of the experience, which is, I have claimed,

making these connections oneself.

Is my characterization of the essence of the aesthetic resPonse and my account

of its function backed up by Kant? My interpretation of what is meant by the

aesthetic id.eas bodying concepts forth to sense is supported, I claim, by Kant's

remarks about aesthetic ideas in nature. As in art, he says, in the aesthetic

contemplation of nature we respond not just to beauty but to aesthetic ideas.

The content of the aesthetic idea we find in nature is the idea of the

supersensible; we see the hand of the Designer and through Him, our owTt

supersensible natures. What the aesthetic idea in nature offers us is not a

sense perception of the supersensible, for this would be an impossibility.

Instead we are offered an opportunity to make, for ourselves, the intellectual

journey from the beauty of nature to the thought that we are perfectly

designed to appreciate it, to the thought that there therefore must be a

designer in whose essence we partake. This thought is made real to us by the

fact that we have originated it, in interaction with nature. It is like inventing

for oneself the teleological argument; and it is in this sense that we say about

2oTinothy Binkley, "Piece: Contra Aesthetics" reprinted in Philososphy Looks at the

Arts. ed. Joseph Margolis, Temple university Press, Philadelphia,1978. pp?5,45-
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any concept or argument that one doesn't really understand it until one has

discovered it for oneself. This interpretation fits very well, I think, with what

Kant intended.

Since I am putting a lot of emphasis on the creativify of aesthetic response, I

should say something about the relationship between that creativity and the

creativity of the artist. Both, I think, have as their essence the recombination

of elements already given, where "element" is to be understood very loosely,

and could include images and ideas of the most partial and indeterminate

sort. Kant sees the operation of genius in these terms, saying that the

originality which is its primary property consists in creating a second nature

out of the materials of nature, in "remodelling experience". Of course this

talent for putting things into new combinations is not enough on its own.

There must also be the ability to render them communicable by embodying

them in an art work. Here the plausibility of Kant's picture of the artist's

creativity begins to waver. He seems to think that genius provides the

content of art, in the form of the aesthetic ideas, but that the form in which it

is expressed is the product of taste only and is arrived at by 'a slow and even

painful process of improvement'.21 Not only is this form/content

distinction too strong but it also restricts genius to the realm of the mind; for

Kant there can be no genius in the physical representation of the ideas. But

his views about originality as essentially recombination are correct. Now if

we take it that the person responding to the work of art is also involved in

recombination of ideas, images etcetera then it seems that there is a mirroring

of the creative Process. By 'mirroring' I do not mean that the exact play of

ideas that went on in the mind of the artist is produced by the art work in the

mind of the person responding to it. Of course what is in the art work will

21Kurrt, pu4,
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ensure that there are strong similarities and many overlaps between the

elements at play in the mind of the artist and the elements at play in the mind

of the responder and in the ways those elements are connected together. But

the work of art, because of its very nature, will underdetermine the content of

the response. What is mirrored is not the content then but the process; the

responder must construct their own combination, forge their own

connections in the play of ideas. They do not construct this out of nothing, of

course, they have the work of art to suggest and stimulate the routes along

which their imagination can travel; this is why we generally do not speak of

their resultant construction as "original". But they are engagiog io a creative

activity; and one which is the s€une in kind (as well as often similar in

content) as the activity that characterizes the mind of Kant's genius. Kant

himself does, I claim, have this in mind. This is what he says about what is

communicated. by the embodiment in the artwork of the aesthetic ideas:

the expression by means of which the subjective mental

condition induced by the ideas as the concomitant of a

concept may be communicated to others'Z

What is communicated is not the content of the ideas but the mental state

they induce. This mental state, Kant says, is the free play of the imagination

and the understandiog. Is this free play of the faculties to be understood as the

siune as the creative activity of the artist? Kant says:

The mental powers whose union in a certain relation

constitutes genius are imagination and understanding.23

It is quite clear, I think, that the creative activity occurring in both the artist

and in the person responding to art is, for Kant, properly described as a free

play of the imagination and the understanding. Now this mysterious phrase

ztuia pteo.
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is not one that gets a lot of attention in commentaries on KanU most just

accept it without further analysis as describing some co-operative function of

the faculties. I will not be content with this, though, since I claim that this

concept of play is the basis of his conception of genius and the effect of the

aesthetic ideas; that is to say, it is the heart of his conception of the aesthetic

experience. Moreover, I will argue that the free play of the imagination and

understanding is a concept of vital importance in the explanation Kant gives

of the universal validity of judgements of taste and in explaining the pleasure

that attends the contemplation of aesthetic objects.

Understanding

So far I have been building up a picture of the operation of play by discussing

Kant's account of the aesthetic ideas. I now furn to a more formal

examination of his concept of the free play of the imagination and the

und.erstandit g. The first reference to the free play of the cognitive faculties

comes in Section 9 of the Analytic of the Beautiful. This is a very important

moment in the work, for the solution to the problem dealt with in this

section, he says, will provide the key to The Critique of Taste' The problem is

to determine the relative priority of the feeling of pleasure that attends an

aesthetic judgment and the estimation of the object which constitutes that

judgement. This feeling of pleasure, he says, cannot be antecedent to, and the

basis of, the estimation of the object, for then it would be a sensual pleasure

and have no more than subjective validity.

Hence it is the universal capacity for being communicated

incident to the mental state in the given representation

which, as the subjective condition of the judgment of taste,
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must be fundamental, with the pleasure in the object as its

co.rseqrlence.24

Here Kant has moved inexplicably from talking about estimation of the object

to talking about the universal capacity for being communicated but the most

important thing to notice is the introduction of the idea of a particular mental

state. This is the key to The Critique of .Iudgement:

that the determining ground of the judgement as to this

universal communicability . . . [is] nothing else than the

mental state that presents itself in the mutual relation

of the powers of rePresentation5

And this relation of the powers of representation is, he says over and over

again, one of "free play". Since this free play of the imagination and the

understanding is to be the basis of aesthetic judgement, the gfound of its

universal validity and. the source of the pleasure that accompanies the

judgement, we would expect to find a careful description of that mental state.

None is forthcoming. But it is possible, I think, to construct an account,

taking direction from explicit statements made by Kant both in the Third

Critique and elsewhere, that shows the connection between the state of the

free play of the faculties and the subjectivity, pleasure and universal validity

of the judgement of taste.

Kant often contrasts aesthetic with cognitive judgements, so it will be helpful

to consider the relation between the imagination and the understanding in

the cognitive process. Kant gives this account of the role of the imagination

in cognition in The Critique of Pure Reason:

Now since every aPPearance contains a manifold and

since different perceptions therefore occur in the

z\aia psz.
2smia psz.
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mind seParately and singly, a combination of them such

as they cannot have in sense itself, is demanded'

There must therefore exist in us an active faculty for

the synthesis of the manifold. To this faculty I give

the title imagination.26

The work of the imagination then is to arrange the manifold, and the work of

the understanding is to impose a unity on that arrangement. In the case of

cognition the understanding does so by subsuming it under a concept'

The knowledge yielded by the understanding. . . must

therefore be by means of concepts . . . Whereas all

intuition as sensible, rests on affections, concepts

rest on functions- By "function" I mean the unity of

the act of bringing various representations under one

common rePresent ation.Z7

The process I take it is this: the perceptual data to which a subject has access is

a manifold of unconnected and disorganised elements. The imagination

combines an{ arranges these elements. For example, the imagination might

arrange equine perceptual data as follows: ears (shorthand, actually some list

of qualia that adds up, for us, to ears) at the top, mane a little behind and

below, back, a curve approximately parallel to the ground, haunches behind,

etc etc. This arrangement of the manifold, these various representations, are

then unified by the understanding into one representation and subsumed

under the concept "horse". FIow does the work of the imagination and

understanding differ in aesthetic judgement? It is clear that the role of the

understanding must be different, for Kant maintains that in aesthetic

2Q**uul Kant, The Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith, Macmillan,

London,1963. 4120.
ntaia eos.
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judgements no concepts are involved. In a cognitive judgement the unified

manifold is subsumed under a concept and the unity is "recognised"; the co-

operation of the imagination and the understanding comes to an end. In

aesthetic judgements this conclusion is not possible for there is no

subsumption under concepts. The imagination and understanding merely

"harmonise" says KanU they are in a relation of free play. How are we to

understand this? Here is one interpretation.

Let me consider the case of the judgement of a work of art, again using as my

example, the photograph "Nude Behind Cobwebbed Window". I refer to a

work of art rather than one of the beauties of nature to make my point

because I believe that we can best understand the free play of the faculties by

seeing first how they operate in response to an art work, using ideas suggested

by Kant's discussion of genius and the aesthetic ideas. The work of the

imagination is to arrange the elements of the photograph, to combine the

various representations that comprise ih the naked torso, the dirty glass, the

cobwebs, the slightly off square window panes. The work of the

understanding is to create a unity out of the arrangement of these elements, to

"bring the various representations under one representation", to package uP

the manifold into a labelable whole. But this last is impossible, for in an

aesthetic judgement, Kant tells us, nothing can be brought under concepts.

And now we can see why. The understanding can create a unity of the

elements of window, naked woman, cobwebs, etcetera but these elements

combine into something which concepts are unable to capture fully. The

understanding fulfills its unifying function in representing the elements as a

whole but in the process of doing just that the indefinability of the

relationships befween the elements is brought into focus. There are in fact a

multiplicity of possible relationships between the elements in the photograph

and it is this richness that prevents the understanding from packaging and
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labelling the unified representation. Since there can be no subsumption of

this rich unity under a concept, the co-operation of the imagination and of the

understanding cannot come to a natural end in the way it does in a cognitive

judgement. lnstead, the co-operation of the faculties is maintained in a "free

play". As "no definite concept restricts them to a particular rule of

cognition"2S the faculties of imagination and understanding are free to

construct a number of differently unified arrangements; the imagination

prod.ucing a series of arrangements of the manifold, each one unified by the

operation of the und.erstanding but none that can be completely definitive of

the possibilities in the work.

This account helps us to understand what Kant meant when he claimed of

the imagination that:

it is not taken as reproductive, as in its subjection to the

laws of association, but as productive and exerting an

activity of its own (as originator of arbitrary forms of

possible intuitions).29

One of the things Kant says about the role of the understanding remains

confusing: the imagination, in generating these many different unities of the

elements in the work, is constrained by the understanding; it must conform to

the faculty of understanding by "conforming to law without a law"' Perhaps

what is meant is this: the imagination conforms to the lawlike operation of

the understanding in so far as the understanding imposes a unity on the

representations of the imagination. But no particular law, in the form of a

concept, constrains the continuing activity of the imagination.

My interpretation emphasises that the free play of the imagination and the

2t(ant, The Critique of Tudgement. p58.

2tuia pso.
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understanding is maintained not just by the richness of the object that

stimulates it but by the richness of the productive power of the imagination. I

would not want to say that there is no end to the play but only that there is no

determinate end. This is consistent, I think, with the feeling we sometimes

have with an art work that we have "got the point" of it. Getting the point of

a work of art is, roughly, feeling that we have, as a result of our playful

thinking about it, slmthesised for ourselves some major theme or meaning,

or dominant image or emotion, which we may or may not attribute to the

intention of the artist. We can get the point though without exhausting all

the facets of and connections within the work exactly in the way we can get a

joke without explicitly acknowledging all the resonances that make it a good

joke. Getting the point is a possible end point to aesthetic contemplation but

it is not a determinate end point - there will always be more connections to

draw, resonances to experience, more free play that is possible.

After all this is said, do we have an understanding of how the free play of the

imagination and the understanding operates in aesthetic appreciation? I

think that there is one major problem. The relation of the imagination and

understanding that Kant contrasts with cognition seems to be quite different

to the relation of the imagination and understanding which is suggested by

his discussion of aesthetic ideas. In the first case "imagination" and

"understandi.g" are used in a technical sense peculiar to Kant, imagination

being the faculty that synthesizes or puts together the disorganized manifold

of sense data, and understanding the faculty that unifies that synthesis. These

are not to be seen as temporally separate operations nor as consciously or

intentionally performed but as an inevitable part of any act of perception. The

relation of free play in this sense I will call free play on the perceptual level,

since it happens as a part of the act of perception.
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In the second case the interpretation of imagination and understanding

suggested by Kant's remarks about the aesthetic ideas is quite different.

Imagination in this context is far more like the Romantic notion of a faculty

which operates on the conscious level and puts together not sense data but

ideas, images, things and parts of things in a new way. hr the same way, the

understanding operates on a higher level, not unifying the synthesized

manifold but testing the combinations of fancy for coherence, and throwing

new light on the on the object under contemplation. I will call this the

reflective level.

What are we to make of the fact that Kant uses both these senses? There are

three possibilities: he was confused; he thought that the different senses

applied to different objects, for instance, one for nature and one for arU he

thought that they were really just aspects of the same thi.g. Which of these

did Kant acfually intend, and which is the most rewarding way to read him?

Disregarding the first possibility, what of the second; does Kant think that play

happens on the perceptual level in our appreciation of nature and on the

reflective level in our appreciation of art?

One reason for rejecting this idea is that when talking about art and genius

Kant writes about formal beauty and he does this before talking of the play of

ideas in the content. One interpretation of this is that he thinks that both

levels of play are experienced in art. This point needs elaboration. Kant

(along with most people, I think) makes a distinction between the formal

beauty of an object and the aesthetic appeal it has by virtue of its content and

the interrelations therein. I want to argue that the appreciation of the formal

beauty of an object is identical to the experience of play at the perceptual level.
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Appreciating the lines and shapes of, for instance, a landscape really is a

matter of arranging and rearranging the sensory manifold into different

unities. When we look for formal beauty in a scene what we do is to run our

eyes over the various contours and lines in search of pleasing forms, seeing

similarities and contrasts, foregrounding now this group of diagonals, now

that set of related curves, trying out different gestalts on the scene as a whole.

Very rarely do we do this with full consciousness of the process, it just seems

part of appreciating the landscape as beautiful. This looks at first glance to be

quite different from the intellectual process of pursuing connections between

ideas and images and feelings that occurs when we aPPreciate the play within

the content of an object on the reflective level.

If we identify the appreciation of formal beauty with the experience of play at

the perceptual level and the appreciation of ideas and interrelations between

them with the experience of play at the reflective level, does this help us

answer the question of whether the fwo tyPes of play are restricted to,

respectively, nature and art? I think it does. Appreciating art is, of course, not

always or only a matter of appreciating a certain type of rich and

indeterminate play of ideas. Most art works have formal beauty as well as

intellectual or emotional content and not a few (perhaps some landscapes and

some abstracts) have almost solely formal beauty. Moreover, I want to argue,

the appreciation of nature is not confined to the experience of formal play;

often the aesthetic pleasure we get from the contemplation of natural beauty

is a combination of appreciation of form and the play of ideas resulting from

the configuration of elements in the scene or object and the associations that

they call up. Contemplation of a rose, for example, can stimulate a play of

ideas that spans the way they symbolise love, the evocation of the petal-

softness of the beloved's skin, the biological fruitfulness of beauty in flowers

and in humans, the importance of names ("a rose by any other name""") and
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so on. Emotions too are appropriate elements in such a play. I think this

suggests how much richer an interaction can be when the natural beauty in

question is not a single rose but a collection of flowers, a profusion of different

plants, a whole vista including mountains, sky, animals; all of nature's

variety. Kant himself would never deny that nature offers the stimulus for

the play of ideas, his own view being that nature communicates to us an

intuition of the supersensible. It is evident however that the content that can

be found in nature is wider than it serves Kant's purposes to admit. It is not

possible, I conclude, to suppose that perceptual play and reflective play are to

be relegated to different domains.

The other way of resolving this difficulty about the apparent differences

between the two ways of understanding the free play of the imagination and

the understanding is to defend the claim that they are really just aspects of the

same thing. Are there common features of both the unconscious play of the

cognitive faculties at the perceptual level and the conscious play of the

"romantic" imagination and understanding at the reflective level? I think

there are two. The first thing they both have in common is a certain type of

movement. The play of ideas and images is characterized by the connections

that form between the elements. The process of forming these connections is

one of moving back and forth between the elements, seeing how different

aspects of each element might relate to different aspects of the others. "Play"

seems a particularly apt word here because it suggests the to and fro

movement of, for instance, a ball between players. Think of a good game of

soccer, and imagine that the ball is your attention being passed backwards and

forwards between the players, whose positions in the field are constantly

changing. Of course, the ball is too passive an image of a person's

involvement in the process of play, which is a dynamic and creative one.
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Nevertheless the picture of movement gained from this analogy is a fruitful

one. One result of this movement is the construction of different pattems of

interrelation, patterns which are altered, amplified or discarded on criteria of

coherence and richness. (These two criteria will play an important part later

in this thesis.) I conceive of these patterns as indeterminate and not fuIly

explicit, and not as interpretations of the object or artwork but as the raw

material from which interpretations are built. The complete picture is of the

movement of the imagination forming new connections between elements

and the understanding attempting to systematise them. The understanding

can only attempt, though with some success, to systematize the imaginative

connections because, as Kant puts it, the artwork cannot be subsumed under a

single concept. (We would say, the work cannot be given a single, exhaustive

interpretation) This movement on the reflective level is mirrored on the

level of perceptual play. As I claimed above, the process involved in

appreciation of form is one of moving one's attention from line to curve to

shape, constantly readjusting the focus of the attention and perceiving new

gestalts of the forms given. This is consistent with Kant's description of the

role of the cognitive faculties; the imagination arranges and rearranges the

lines and forms and the understanding unifies them. Play at both levels is, I

claim, characterizedby a particular type movement in the mind of the

beholder. Kant does talk about this and I shall come back to what he says

when I discuss the source of the pleasure associated with aesthetic experience,

The second feature shared by both perceptual play and reflective play is

creativity. It is easy to see that this is true of the formation of connections and

resonances, which is the heart of the play of ideas. Creativity is thought to be

a mysterious process but we can be sure that a large part of it is nothing more

than the novel recombination of given elements. The activity that goes on in
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the mind of the person responding to an art work or to a natural object as they

are stimulated to engage in a flight over a host of kindred representations

undoubtedly is an activity of recombination. There is a sense in which this

recombination is not a novel one; we could say that the artist has already

made the connections and suggests them by their work. But this contention

rests on an inaccurate conception of what occurs in the beholder. First, the

connections that the beholder makes are neither the same as nor restricted to

the ones that the artist makes. Second, a work of art does not explain or assert

the connections, it offers the beholder an opportunity to make them for

themselves. The recombinations constructed by the beholder are novel in

that they are not the result of learning or knowledge but are the work of their

own imagination and understanding.

Is play at the perceptual level creative? This seems a lot harder to defend; for

how can we call a process creative when it happens unconsciously and in an

act of perception? I think we can only call this process creative in a very weak

sense, but it is an important one for Kant. The imagination and

understanding, he says, originate the different possible representations of the

object; their power is to combine the sensory manifold into patterns. In

aesthetic perception, as opposed to cognitive perception, the faculties continue

to rearrange and recombine the elements without a determinate end; they

continue to create different patterns from the given. In non-Kantian language

we could say that the process of focussing on different sets of lines or related

curves and thereby discovering different perspectives on the object as a whole

is a creative process. The point is that we do not passively discover them but

generate them.

Though they look very dissimilar at first glance, then, I think that what I have

said suggests strongly that play of form and of play of content are aspects of the
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same process. Now I want to show how these two common features,

movement and creativity, are the basis of the special pleasure that attends

experience of the beautiful and experience of the mind stretch that the play of

ideas offers, both through art and through nature.

In Section 54 of The Critique of ludgement Kant talks about the gratification

afforded by the play of sensations. He contrasts this with that which "pleases

simply in the estimate formed of it", namely, the beautiful. But I think what

he has to say here has a direct, though unacknowledged, bearing on the

pleasure in aesthetic appreciation. The reason is that although he is talking

about sensations, which he denies can be the basis of judgement of taste,

(sensations might not be acceptable as the basis of a judgement of taste; this

doesn't mean that they are irrelevant to a characterization of aesthetic

experience) he is also talking of free Play.

The changing free play of sensations (which do not

follow any pre-conceived plan) is always a source of

gratification, because it promotes the feeling of

health3o

He then extends the scope of his claim beyond the merely sensuous. This

gratification, he goes on to say, even if its source is in the mind, is a physical

one;

Music, on the contrary, and what provokes laughter are

two kinds of play with aesthetic ideas . . . By mere force

of change they yet are able to afford lively gratification.

This furnishes pretty clear evidence that the quickening

effect of both is physical, despite its being excited by

ideas of the mind, and that the feeling of health, arising

3tuia prez
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And later;

from a movement of the intestines answering to that

play, makes up the entire gratification . . . .31

We may, therefore, as I conceive, make Epicurus a present

of the point that all gratification, even when occasioned

by concepts that evoke aesthetic ideas, is animal or

bodily sensation.32

So Kant thinks that the pleasure of. play, even of the intellectual play of ideas,

is the pleasure of physical movement. Perhaps the unintentional hilarity

generated by identifying the movement with the movement of the intestines

might lead us to reject this theory out of hand. But it would be wrong to do

so. Not only are we stimulated to perform unconscious muscle contractions

by listening to music and watching dance, but, more significantly, recent

research has shown that there is a characteristic brain activity which attends

both artistic creation and aesthetic appreciation, namely movement back and

forth between the two hemispheres. This supports my contention that the

artist and the person appreciating the work are engaged in similar activities.

(It also provides, if we want to take hemispheric specialization seriously, an

amusing reson€rnce to Kant's claim that aesthetic appreciation and creation

are a product of the free play of the imagination and the understanding.)

Whether we identify th" movement as physical or intellectual the fact

remains that it is pleasurable. Not all movement is pleasurable, of course, but

spontaneous and self-directed movement nearly always is. Add to this the

fact that this movement constitutes an exercise of our mental faculties (and an

exercise much less like a fitness program than an exuberant dance), and the

pleasure of such an experience, given what kind of beings we humans are, is

31rbid ptes.
34iapzoz.
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guaranteed. The other main source of the pleasure of aesthetic appreciation

is the creativity of the process. Again, support for this contention can be

found in Kant. There is, he says, something in the sensory being brought

under intellectual control that we find pleasurable. There is in us a nafural

capacity for and pleasure in the bringing of order into the world. The pleasure

here is, I think, not just in the order itself but in the making of it, in the

exercise of our capacity to slmthesize new and coherent forms out of a given

manifold. And this is exactly what we do when engaging in the free play of

the imagination and the understanding both at the perceptual and at the

reflective level. My emphasis on the creativity of aesthetic resPonse, I believe,

makes it easy to understand the particular pleasure that we derive from

aesthetic rather than purely sensuous aPPreciation of objects. The

involvement of the resources of the beholder in the process of playing with

the elements in the aesthetic object marks off this experience from the

passivity of the purely sensuous. Having said this, I must add that I think that

pwely sensuous experience is probably something of a rarity in our experience

and this is because of our natural appetite for constructing connections and

engaging in play wherever possible.

I turn finally to the question of the universal validity of judgements of taste.

What is at issue here is not the universal validity of interpretations but the

universal validity of attributions of aesthetic value. For Kant this value lies

in the pleasure that the object affords the person interacting with it. And that

pleasure, as I have just argued, is the pleasure of the experience of the play of

the faculties. So even if I have quite a different interpretation of an artwork

than you do, I can still confidently attribute to you the same judgement of

taste. This is because what underlies the universal validity of the judgement

is not the same experience of the content of the work but the same experience
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of the play of the faculties. One artwork can stimulate a range of different

contents of experience, but it witl also stimulate the same type of play of the

powers of the mind. Since the judgement of taste is a judgement about

quality and not about content, there is no need for the universality of the

judgement to be based on shared interpretation. The evaluation of the object,

and the pleasure that attends its estimation rely solely on the propensity of

this particular object to stimulate play.

It is worth mentioning here that perhaPs even the universality of the

experience of play is too much to ask for. Perhaps Kant should have been

content for it to be true "of the most part"; it seems possible that some

humans might fail to have the capacities of mind, or be so foreign to the

conventions and symbols used, that approaching the work might produce no

mental play at all. But Kant's point is still an important one: it is the

experience of the free play of our imaginations and understandings that

underlies the judgements we make about the value of artworks.

Conclusion

The picture of aesthetic experience that emerges from my reading of Kant is

firmly centered around the concept of play. My understanding of this concePt

and how it operates has been elaborated through my expioration of Kant. Play

is the process in which movement between associated ideas, images and

feelings generates new connections between those elements. Play is the

process in which the imagination and the understanding work together to

produce novel (but always provisional) unities. The imagination explores the

possible terrain suggested by the object, and the understanding conslrains that

exploration through its search for unity and coherence. This, I claim, is just
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the conception we need to understand aesthetic experience - a conception

which emphasizes the tension and cooperation between the fecundity of our

soaring imaginations and the ordering, grounding role of the understanding.
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CHAPTER TWO

TFIE TRUTH BEHIND AESTHETIC ATTITUDE THEORIES

Introduction

The idea that aesthetic experience is best characterizedby reference to a

distinctive state of mind, attitude or type of attention is no longer

fashionable. George Dickie, in several articles, has criticized the idea at

length and his work has had great influence. But the aesthetic attitude

theory has had a long and influential history and a re-examination of the

ideas of those who propounded it uncovers the valuable insights about

aesthetic experience that made the theory appealing. My aim in this

chapter is to extract what I take to be the correct intuitions from two

writers. I claim that what is true about the aesthetic attitude theory is so

because aesthetic experience is essentially the experience of play.

Section One: What's the Use of an Aesthetic Attitude?

I begin by asking: Why would anyone want to claim there is such a thing

as an aesthetic attitude? One answer to the question might be prompted by

our experience of failing to have an aesthetic resPonse to something that

clearly is an "aesthetic object" in the ordinary sense. I find myself

complaining, for instance, when I listen to romantic comPosers, that they

are too noisy and emotional for me to enjoy. I might also claim that I

cannot enjoy a particular film because of the sexist attitudes it depicts and

promotes. The conrmon resPonse to this is something like "but you
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haven't given it a chance" or "even if you don't aPProve of it, can't you

just enjoy it for its beauty and complexity?". Taking this advice would

amount to putting aside the irritation and disapproval that had got in the

way of my aesthetic response. It seems natural to say, if I succeed, that I

have changed my attitude to the music or film. If this 'clearing away' of

distractions can be identified with having the aesthetic attitude then we

can see how it might constitute a necessary precondition of the aesthetic

experience. If so talk about the aesthetic attitude will be useful in

characterising the aesthetic experience. Another answer to the question

might be that the existence of an aesthetic attitude could provide a

criterion for distinguishing between ordinary experience and aesthetic

experience. I shall assume there is such a distinction and that there is a

d.ifference between the experience of reading a Poem and of reading a

newspaper to find out what has been happening in the world. Now there

is a reason why I felt I had to qualify 'reading a newsPaPer' by describing

the intention with which it was done; it is not impossible that reading a

newspaper might be, in some circumstances, an aesthetic experience. And

this points to one reason why it is tempting to distinguish ordinary from

aesthetic experience by reference to a particular attitude rather than by

reference to the qualities of 'aesthetic objects'; for it is possible to have

aesthetic experiences in relation to objects and events which fall outside

the (ordinarily conceived) category of aesthetic objects, which is that

covering works of art and natural beauty. Instances of aesthetic

experiences relating to newspaPers, slum streets, random collections of

objects and the like cannot be convincingly explained by reference only to

their 'aesthetic qualities' - in most people's eyes they don't have any'

These sorts of experiences lead some aesthetic attitude theorists to claim

that it is possible to view absolutely anything aesthetically. This is a very
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strong claim and, even though it is impossible to falsify, (I can't view this

rotten apple aesthetically but there might be someone who can), I think it

is unsatisfactory. One reason for rejecting this claim is that it implies that,

since there are no restrictions at all on the object of experience, it is the

state of mind or attitude alone which constitutes the aesthetic experience.

The problem here is that, if we take the state of mind of the subject to be

imposing the aesthetic character on an object, then it is difficult to explain

why some objects and scenes are more aesthetically appealing than others.

This brings out the shortcomings of trying to characterise the aesthetic

experience either solely in terms of its object or solely in terms of its

subject. If the object and its properties do alt the work in constituting the

aesthetic, then it is difficult to explain variations in resPonse to that object.

If the attitude of the subject does all the work then it is difficult to see why

some objects are associated with more rewarding experiences than others.

And given the differences between subjects, it would also be difficult to

explain why there is so much agreement about what is aesthetically

rewarding. Not many aesthetic attitude theorists however want to make

this strong claim that the subject's state of mind imposes or constitutes

aesthetic experience. The attitude is seen as a necessary but not a sufficient

condition for aesthetic experience.

Part of the usefuhress of talk about aesthetic attitudes consists in being able

to describe the necessary conditions that must obtain before aesthetic

experience is possible. But is it useful as a criterion for distinguishing

between ordinary and aesthetic experience? A weaker claim that can be

made is that although not just anything could be the obiect of an aesthetic

experience, the realm of the aesthetic is nonetheless considerably wider

than the realm of art and natural beauty, and that some people have

aesthetic experiences in relation to objects that others do not. If this is
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accepted then it follows, I think, that talk about the aesthetic attitude

might be useful in explaining why some relationships between Persons

and objects are 'aesthetic' and some merely 'ordinary'.

Section Two: Edward Bullough

One historically important defender of the aesthetic attitude theory is

Edward Bullough. Bullough begins the explication of his concept of

"Psychical Distance" by illustrating its operation in a fog at sea.

Abstract from the experience of the sea fog, for the

moment, its danger and practical unpleasantness ' . .

direct the attention to the features "objectively"

constifuting the phenomenon - the veil surrounding you

with an opaqueness as of transparent milk . . . observe the

carrying power of the air, producing the impression as if

you could touch some far off siren merely by putting out

your hand and letting it loose itself behind that white

walL note the curious creamy smoothness of the water. . .

and the experience may acquire, in its uncilnny mingling of

repose and terror, a flavour of such concentrated

poignancy and delight as to contrast sharply with the

blind and distempered anxiety of of its other aspects.l

This, I take it, is presented as a paradigm example of the operation of

Distance in an aesthetic experience. How are we to understand this idea?

Distance, says Bullough, has two parts; a negative, inhibitory aspect, which

lEdward Bullough, "Psychical Distance as a Factor in Art and an Aesthetic Principle ,

British Joumal of Psychology V,1912-LgL3. pp87-188, reprinted in The Problems of

Aesthetics. eds. Vivas and Kreiger, Rineheart, New york, 1953- p379.
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consists of putting oneself out of gear with one's practical interests, and a

positive one, the elaboration of the experience on a new basis. Is Distance

constitutive of the aesthetic experience, or merely a necessary precondition

for it? Taken together, the two aspects seem to describe the experience as a

whole. This makes Bullough's account something of a rarity among those

who discuss disinterestedness or related notions; most have little to say

about exactly what it is that disinterestedness makes way for and why. But

after the initial definition of Distance Bullough goes on to discuss only the

negative aspect. His critics also confine their discussion to the negative

aspect; in fact they take Distance just to mean the inhibitory action of

putting oneself out of gear with practical PurPoses' Divorced from the

positive elaboration, the negative action of Distance can only be a

precondition of aesthetic experience and in what follows I shall treat it as

such. The positive aspect however, though neglected in other discussions

of Bullough,z will turn out to be vitally important in mine. It is only in

conjunction with a consideration of the positive aspect that I will be able

to explain why talk about disinterestedness and distance tells us

something about the conditions required for an aesthetic experience.

First, it should be remembered that in reading the extract above, the

recognition of the experience described as an aesthetic one depends on the

presence of the positive elaboration, that is, on the reports of the

'metaphorical' perceptions of the phenomena; seeing the fog as

transparent milk, as a white wall you could lose your hand behind, seeing

the water as creamy, et cetera. These metaphorical perceptions are

2sneh Pand.it, "In Defence of Psychical Distance", British Joumal of Aesthetics. Volume

L6,L976. pp5660.

Shelia Dawson, "'Distancing' as an Aesthetic Principle", Australasian Journal of

Philosophy. Volume 39, I96L. PP155-74'
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characteristic of the aesthetic experience. Second, it should be realized that

any adequate account of the operation of Distance or disinterestedness

should contain an explanation of the relationship between that negative

precondition and the positive nature of the experience. Although

Bullough suggests by his two-part definition that there is a strong link

between them, he fails to give any account of it. In what follows, I will be

looking at Bullough's elaboration of the concept of Distance and some

criticisms of it with a view to understanding how disinterestedness might

be a requirement for having an aesthetic experience and what the

relationship is between this and the nature of the aesthetic experience.

Bullough's defence of his theory, I claim, yields sound and fruitful

intuitions about the nature of the aesthetic experience.

I turn first to George Dickie's criticisms of Distance in his article 'The Myth

of the Aesthetic Attitude'.3 Dickie takes Bullough to claim that there is

some psychological act of distancing that is a necessary Precondition of

aesthetic appreciation. His initial counter argument is that he, for one,

cannot recall performing such an action of distancing or 'putting himself

out of gear with his practical interests'. This need not trouble Bullough;

there is no need for him to maintain that Distancing is an intentional (and

conscious) action - it may happen automatically and unconsciously as a

tesponse to the conventions of the theatre and the art gallery. Dickie's

arguments concerning the possibility of interpreting Distance as a type of

attention are more interesting. In response to the distance-theorist's

question "But surely you put the play (painting, sunset) 'out of gear' with

your practical interests?" he says:

This question seems to me to be a very odd way of asking

3c"org" Dickie, "The Myth of the Aesthetic Attitude". American PhilososPhical

Ouarterly. Volume 1, Lg64, reprinted in Philosophy Lokks at the Arts ed. foseph Margolis,

Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1978. pp2&45'
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fty employing the technical metaphor 'out of gear') if I

attended to the play rather than thought about my wife or

wondered how they moved the scenery about- Why not ask

me straight out if I paid attention?4

Dickie is denying that there are two sorts of attention, namely, 'interested'

and 'disinterested'. If the jealous husband at Othello is concentrating (for

instance) only on the similarities between his experience and Othello's,

then, says Dickie, he is not attending to the play in an undistanced way,

rather he is not attending to the play at all. Similarly, the play-goer who

concentrates on the technical details of the production or on her

daughter's performance is guilty not of undistanced attention but

inattention. Now it is certainly true that if a person merely uses a work

of art as a springboard for their owrr musings and reminiscences then they

are not attending to the work of art. But the jealousy of Othello, the

technical details, and the performance of one of the actors are all parts of

the play, and the play-goer who concentrates on them is not failing to

attend to the play. What Dickie must mean by his charge of inattention is

not inattention to the play but inattention to the whole PIay. This might

be more precisely described as "selective attention"' But however we

describe the play-goer who concentrates on only one asPect of the play (as

undistanced, inattentive or selectively attentive) we all agree that this

person is not in a position to appreciate fully the aesthetic qualities of the

play. This is the intuition that the aesthetic attitude theorists attempt to

explain by their use of terms such as Distance and disinterestedness. The

question that must be answered is: why is selective attention inimical to

the aesthetic experience? The answer to this and to other related questions

will become clearer as I consider some of the remarks that Bullough

ania pst.
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makes in support of his concept of Distance.

Towards the end of the first section of his article he argues against the use

of oppositions and dichotomies, such as "subjective" and "objective",

when talking about art. The mutual exclusiveness of these terms, he says,

soon leads to confusion when they are applied to art.

. . . no work of art can be genuinely "objective" in the

sense in which this term might be applied to a work on

history or to a scientific treatise; nor can it be seen as

"subjective" in the ordinary acceptance of that term, as a

personal feeling, a direct statement of a wish or a belief,

or a cry of passion is subjective.s

What is meant here is that art is not like science which ideally presents its

meaning completely and exhaustively; in art there is both room and

necessity for the personal contribution of the subject. Art is neither

entirely objective nor wholly subjective because the aesthetic experience is

constituted neither by the work nor by the subject, but by the interaction

between them. Shelia Dawson6 recognises this when she claims that the

important question in aesthetics is: how much of oneself, qua individual,

does, and ought to, enter into creative work and aesthetic appreciation?

(Unfortunately, she never answers this question.)

Given that Bullough suspects, and correctly, that applying dichotomies to

art leads to confusion, it is surprising to see that he goes on to do just that,

by creating a strict opposition between the practical and the aesthetic. He

d.oes this by claiming that it is practical interests that must be put aside in

eBullough, p398.

6sh"liu Dawson, "'Distancing' as an Aesthetic Principle", Australasian loumal of

Philosophy. Volume 39, 196'J'. PPt55-74.
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order to experience the aesthetic. But when I consider what can make my

attention to a work of art limited or selective I see that more than just

practical interests can get in the way. Moral views, erotic interests and

political perspectives can limit the appreciation of art. It could be argued

that these are subsumable under 'practicaf interests, but there are other

factors, not obviously practical, that can make our attention selective.

Personal associations, the customs and commonplaces of a culfure, the

tendency to identify with the main character in narrative fiction and in

films; these are some of the factors that can play a determinative role in

what we see and don't see in a work of art. Another possible barrier to full

aesthetic appreciation is devotion to a single critical theory or

interpretative method; some Marxists, feminists or

formalists might be incapable of seeing anything in a work which does not

fit into their interpretative scheme. I am not claiming that simply having

moral views, personal associations or a favoured critical theory is what

gets in the way of aesthetic appreciation, or that it is inappropriate to apply

them to works of art - in fact, it is an essential part of the process of

appreciation, for in order to come to understand an art work we must

attempt to structure our response to iU and we naturally use as structuring

devices the associations, theories and perspectives that we have to hand.

The claim that I am making is that if we let any of these factors determine

or dominate our response to the work of art then we are closing ourselves

off from the possibilities in that work and consequently, and either we fail

to have an aesthetic experience or fail to have as rich a one as is possible.

Underdetermination of resPonse is, I maintain, the real precondition of

aesthetic experience and moreover, in identifyi"g this we have captured

the sound intuition that underlies talk about disinterestedness. In order

to substantiate this claim and to show that it is an advance on merely

claiming that disinterestedness or distance is a precondition for aesthetic
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experience, I need to say more about what I take to be the essential

characteristics of 'aesthetic experience', a term which has gone

unexamined so far. I do this by continuing my discussion of Bullough.

In expanding the concept of Distance, Bullough warns us against

understanding the distanced relation between the self and the object as an

impersonal one.

On the contrary, it describes a Personal relation, often

highly emotionally coloured, but of a peculiar character'

Its peculiarity lies in that the personal nature of the

reiation has been, so to speak, filtered.7

I take him here to be suggesting that in approaching a work of art we do

and should bring with us our Personal qualities and experiences, our

emotions, our knowledge about the world and about art, and our

perspectives. Bullough, I think, is obviously right; we could not

und.erstand or recognise even the elements in an art work without

perceiving them in the context of our knowledge and experience of the

world.. This personal contribution though, according to Bullough, must be

filtered or 'cleared of the practical, concrete nature of its appeal, without,

however, thereby losing its original constitution.'8 What does it mean

for one's personal contribution to be "filtered"? In *y view the anSwer to

this is that the personal associations, emotions, moral reactions and the

like inform and enrich out experience of the art work without controlling

and directing it. That they are cleared of their practical nature means, on

the crudest level, that they don't direct the experience in terms of practical

action. The example raised most often in connection with this is the

"unfiltered" playgoer who leaps onto the stage in defense of the heroine,

TBullough, p399.

tuid paee.
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but this unconvincing story serves only to obscure the more subtle point

that can be drawn from Bullough's argument what needs to be filtered

out of the personal contribution to the aesthetic experience is not just the

urges toward practical action (saving the heroine, buying the painting) but

anything that threatens to dominate the experience to the exclusion of

other elements. The jealous husband at Othello, for example, is in a good

position to have an unusuatly rich and deep understanding of Othello's

actions and the theme of jealousy in the play, if he can resist making

straightforward identifications between himself and Othello. But the

personal experience that informs his understanding must not determine

his response to the play to the extent that it blinds him to all other themes

and the interactions between them. I claim that the most plausible

reading of Bullough's remarks about distance is one that emphasizes the

underdetermination of response. One's personal contribution is "filtered"

when it is not imposed on the work but is in interaction with it.

With this in mind we can now make sense of Bullough's "antinomy of

distance", which consists in the mysterious claim that what is desirable in

both the appreciation and production of art is the "utmost decrease of

Distance without its disappearance". For the sPectator this means/ says

Bullough, that the greater the resemblance between the play and their own

experience, the more they will appreciate the play, if they can keep

Distance between the play and their personal feelings. The optimum

d.istance then is the smallest possible distance that is consistent with

distance existing at all. Now if we think of distance as putting ourselves

out of gear with our practical interests it is difficult to see how such a

condition could admit of degrees, for all that the spatial metaphor suggests

it. Practical interests either operate on the subject or they don't. What
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Bullough should say here is this: what is required for aesthetic

appreciation is that the subject's contribution to the aesthetic experience is

as great as possible without that personal contribution getting in the way

of the experience. Distance is supposed to prevent this from happening.

The only way I can understand this is by interpreting disinterestedness and

filtering as the underdetermination of response. What is to be avoided in

bringing one's own personal contribution to an aesthetic experience is the

determination of that aesthetic experience by personal association,

emotion, presuppositions etc. What is to be avoided is the emotional or

theoretical train-tracks that keep us from exploring the whole range of

resonances, images and interpretations that arise out of interaction with

an artwork. The more one brings to an aesthetic experience the richer the

interaction will be, provided that nothing is allowed to determine the

response by shutting off the subject to the possibilities suggested by the

artwork. This, I believe, is the most fruitful and sensible way of

understanding Bullough's "antinomy of Distance".

This emphasis on underdetermination can also throw light on Bullough's

claim that the degree of distance can vary within one Person in their

relation to different art forms. Without explanation he claims that "the

same individual differs in his ability to maintain it in the face of different

objects and of different arts". One example will suffice to show how this

can best be understood. It sometimes haPPens that, when people first

approach the study of literature, they identify automatically with the main

character in a novel or play. This is encouraged by and is appropriate for

the generally sympathetic main characters in 'pulp' fiction. But such a

habit of reading can be a serious impediment to the understanding and

appreciation of some of the works that feature in first year university
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literature courses. In some cases the effort to identify will so determine

the reader's response to the character that, for instance, their ability to see

the significance of that character in relation to themes in the novel will be

limited. In the crudest case, if they don't like the character, they won't like

the book. A person suffering from this kind of aesthetic impediment

however, will have less trouble appreciating sculpture or music or any

other art form where such identification is less possible.

It might be objected that my reinterpretation of Bullough's remarks about

distance in terms of underdetermination of response is such a departure

from his concept of psychical distance that it cannot be called an

"interpretation" at all. I, like many of his critics, do not believe that this

concept can be understood as it stands; I cannot see how it can be used to

explain the aesthetic phenomena that Bullough sees as in need of

explanation. Talk about "putLing oneself out of gear with one's practical

interest" does not explain what really gets in the way of aesthetic

appreciation, how to go about avoiding it, or what the relationship is

between the personal contribution of the subject and the requirement of

distance. Bullough's concept of distance is inadequate to explain aesthetic

phenomena, but his presentation of what needs explaining is very

illuminating. I call the results of my reading of Bullough a

reinterpretation because it acknowledges the same explananda and goes

further in a similar direction in making explicit the relationships between

subject and artwork in the aesthetic experience. My analysis of the

preconditions of aesthetic experience in terms of underdetermination of

response, I believe, captures the intuitions underlying Bullough's account

and provides a way of understanding aesthetic experience which opens the

possibility of saying explicitly just what the relationship is between

Bullough's negative precondition and the nature of the aesthetic
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experience. It is to this that I now turn.

At the beginning of Bullough's paper he says that distance has two aspects:

the negative, inhibitory action and the positive elaboration of the

experience that this negative action clears the way for. Beyond giving us

an example of the positive elaboration in his description of the fog at sea

he says little more about it. What can I say about positive elaboration on

the basis of this example? I claimed earlier that we recognized the

experience described as an aesthetic one because of the presence of what I

called metaphorical perceptions; seeing the fog as transparent milk, as a

white wall etc. Now it is obvious that one does not literally see that the

fog is milk. What is 'seen', I suggest, is the fog conditioned by *
interrelated open set of similarities (and possibly contrasts) between fog

and milk, associations promPted by the idea of milk that have some

resonances with the idea of fog or with the experience of being in a fog,

including emotional associations, images, half-remembered picturings of

fairytale scenes . . . . And here the dot dot dot is an entirely appropriate

way to (not) conclude the list. If this kind of open-ended, playful,

associative response to the object is indeed characteristic of aesthetic

experience, as I maintain, then we can see how underdetermination of

response is related to it.

Underdetermination of response will be a necessary condition for aesthetic

experience just because that experience is essentially one of free play

between elements in the object and the rich variety of ideas, associations,

images and contexts which the subject brings to the experience. If the

subject's response is narrowed or determined by any part of their

contribution; by their jealousy, or moral opinion, or by their favourite
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critical method, the possibilities for perceiving new relationships and

associations will be limited or even denied. Earlier the question was

asked: why is selective attention inimical to aesthetic experience? I am

now in a position to answer. Concentration on only one asPect of a work

not only precludes attention to other aspects but also precludes perception

of relationships between aspects. The play of suggestive meanings,

associations and altered significations which is characteristic of and

essential to aesthetic experience is a function of such relationships.

Section Three: Ierome Stolnitz

I turn now to the work of another aesthetic attitude theorist, Jerome

Stolnitz, and continue with my project of extracting what seems to me to

be the correct intuitions underlying the theory. Stolnitzg says that to

have an attitude is to be disposed to direct and control one's perception in

a certain way. Attention is not passive but selective, and this selection is

determined by purposes. In ordinary 'practical' perception, he claims, we

"perceive things only as means to some goal which lies beyond the

experience of perceiving them".l0 Ordinary perception, because it is

directed by practical purposes, is therefore limited and fragmentary.

Contrasted with this is the aesthetic attitude, which he defines as

disinterested and sympathetic attention to, and

contemplation of, any object of awareness whatevet, for

its own sake alone.ll

gJ"ro*" Stolnitz, 'The Aesthetic Attitude", Aesthetics and the PhilosoPhy of Art

Criticism. Houghton Mifflin Co, 1960. pp32-42, reprinted in PhilosoPhy Looks at the Arts

ed. |oseph Margolis, Temple University Press, Philadelphia,1978' pplT-Z7'

ltuia pra.
i1ruia pu.
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His account and defence of this conception of the aesthetic attitude takes

the form of an expansion on each of the terms in this definition. Even

before I begin to examine the explanations Stolnitz gSves of his terms, I

observe that he, like Bullough, is too quick to accept the traditional, strict

opposition between the practical and the aesthetic. He claims that

selectivity of perception is determined by purposes; I have argued that

what we see and how we respond can also be determined by emotions,

personal associations, cultural stereotypes, critical theories and many other

things. Not all of these can reasonably be collapsed into the 'practical',

certainly not the way Stolnitz talks about it.

The first term in his definition is the familiar and apparently

indispensable 'disinterestedness'. He takes this to be the requirement that

there is no PulPose governing the experience other than one's having it.

The purposes and interests he thinks should be excluded are cognitive

ones, critical evaluation, ild so on. The way to achieve the appropriately

disinterested attention to the object, he thinks, is to isolate it. He writes:

We may say of all these nonaesthetic interests, and of

'practical' perception generally, that the object is

apprehended with an eye to its origins and consequences,

its interrelations with other things. By contrast, the

aesthetic attitude 'isolates' the object and focuses uPon

it - the 'look' of the rocks, the sound of the oceans, the

colours in the painting. Hence the object is not seen in a

fragmentary or passing manner, as it is in 'practical'

perception, €8 in using a Pen for writing. Its whole

nature and character are dwelt upon.12

ltuia pzo.
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There are three things to be noticed about this paragraph. First, the desired

isolation of the object is contrasted with its interrelatedness with other

things. Secondly, the result of this isolation is the focusing solely on the

appearance of the objec! the look of the rocks, the sound of the ocean.

Thirdly, and it would seem, in contradiction, the isolation of the object is

supposed to allow us to perceive the object's whole nature and character.

Now Stolnitz can only mean by 'whole nature' the entire aPPearance of

the objecf this is what we Pass over in perception which is directed by

practical needs. He explicitly excludes the relationships in which the

object stands to other things. I want to agree with Stolnitz when he says

the object's whole nature should be dwelt uPon in aesthetic perception,

but I do not accept his limitation of the object to its aPPearances. The

obvious counter-examples present themselves when we think not of the

Iooks and sounds of the natural world but those of art. A person attending

(no matter how completely) only to the aPPearances of a painting by

Mondrian misses out on nearly everything that the painting has to offer as

a work of art. Without an appreciation of its relationship to the history of

painting it might just as well be a design for a bedspread. My objection to

Stolnitz's requirement of isolation, though, does not rest solely on a rather

tailor-made example from modern art. As I insisted in my discussion of

Bullough, the richness which is characteristic of our experience of art

depends upon the relationships that exist between the obiect and other

things, such as our knowledge of art history, our emotions, our

embeddedness in a particular culture, and so on. There is a more

general point to be made about Stolnitz's demand for disinterestedness.

Stolnitz, like Bullough, seems to think that practical purposes and

cognitive interests exclude the possibility of aesthetic interests. He thinks

you cannot at the same time appreciate a painting aesthetically and notice

what it tells you about history. This is a very common theme among
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aesthetic attitude theorists, and one about which I am sceptical. I do not

deny, however, that there is a truth about aesthetic experience which

underlies Stobritz's claim. It is true that if I devote myself eglcly to the

historical or erotic aspects of a painting, then I cannot be experiencing it

aesthetically. Stolnitz does not say why this is so but I find the explanation

obvious. Since aesthetic experience is characterized by the oPen interplay

of images, responses and ideas, to approach a work with only one PulPose

in mind is to cut off the possibility of such a free-flowing experience.

Underdetermination of response, I have claimed, is essential to the

aesthetic experience. To bring one's erotic or historical interest to the

work merely as EI! of one's total response, though, is to increase the

scope of the play that interaction with the artwork offers.

In his discussion of the second term in his definition, Stolnitz goes some

way toward recognizing the necessity of what I have called

underdetermination of response. Our attention to the art work must be

'sympathetic' he says, we must make ourselves responsive to whatever

the object may have to offer.

We must therefore inhibit any resPonses which are

'unsympathetic' to the object, which alienate us from it

or are hostile to it. . . ,any of us might reject a novel

because it seems to conflict with our moral beliefs or

our'way of thinking'. When we do so, we should be clear

as to what we are doing. We have not read the book

aesthetically, for we have "interposed moral or other

resporues of our own which are alien to it. This disrupts

the aesthetic attitude.l3

Ituia pzr.
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Stolnitz is on the right track here but he, like Bullough, fails to realize that

the class of things which might get in the way of the aesthetic response is

much wider than just practical purposes and moral beliefs. He also fails to

see that these factors might in fact play a part in appreciation so long as

they do not make the subject 'unsympathetic', i.e. determine their

response to the work. These failures, I think, are a consequence of his

emphasis on the isolation of the aesthetic object. It is surprising, then, to

discover that when he goes on to talk about attention and discrimination,

he seems to abandon his isolationist policy. The aesthetic attitude, he says,

is not passive; it requires that we focus our attention "and 'key up' our

capacities of imagination and, emotion to respond to it."14 And it is not

just our imagination and emotions that take part in this active attention.

To savour fully the distinctive value of the object, we

must be attentive to its frequently complex and subtle

details. Acute awareness of these details is discrimination.lS

He goes on to say that this awareness often requires knowledge about

allusions or symbols and sometimes technical training in the art form.

The more discriminating the attentiory the more richness and unity the

experience has. Now this seems to contrast strongly with what he had said

about the necessity for the object to be isolated, cut off from its

interrelations with other things. His example of discriminating attention

is with reference to a musical work and he talks as if all the relations

important to the understanding of the work are internal ones, relations

between musical themes and their development throughout the

symphony. This, I suspect, is an attempt to square his present discussion

with his earlier insistence on isolation. But an understanding of internal

relations is not enough to provide the richness he speaks of. What seems

l\aiapzz.
ltuia pzs.
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equally important to the fine discrimination required fully to appreciate

the work is a knowledge of the form and tradition of the symphony, the

relation between this symphony and other symphonies, etc, That these

external relationships are vitally important in the appreciation of the

work and the experience of its richness is even more evident in the case of

literature, with its allusions and symbols. What is an allusion but the

construction, within the work, of a relationship between that work and

some external thing? It is difficult to account for such an obvious

inconsistency in the way StoLritz thinks about aesthetic appreciation. He

maintains that the object should be viewed in isolation and yet he is also

committed to the claim that one should understand its relationships with

other things in order to give it the most discriminating and rewarding

attention.

Perhaps the apparent inconsistency can be explained in this way: one of

the things Stolnitz wants to exclude from the aesthetic attitude is the

interest in gaining knowledge from the object. He does not, I assume,

wish to exclude the use of knowledge to enrich our aPPreciation of the

object. His remarks about discrimination i-ply that he sees this as good

and necessary. The problem is this: Stolnitz thinks that isolating the

object from its interrelations with other things will exclude the interest in

gaining knowledge from the object. But isolating the object does not have

any effect on the possible success of someone who has an interest in

gaining knowlege from the object. Instead it excludes the possibility of

using knowledge to enrich the appreciation of the object. Stolnitz intends

to rule out one thing, but succeeds only in ruling out something quite

different. This is why there seems to be a contradiction between what he

savs about isolation and discrimination. I think it is clear that he has
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failed to distinguish adequately between the two roles that the cognitive

might play in the aesthetic experience i.e. that of directing and that of

contributing.

There is another reason why Stolnitz insists upon the isolation of the

aesthetic object. Remember that he identified the isolation of the object

from other things as that which promotes concentration on the 'looks' of

the object. He does this, I think, because he wants to uphold the common

view that aesthetic interest is an interest in the object 'for its own sake'

and he identifies the interest in 'looks' with this interest in the object for

its own sake. He is right about the need for isolation when concentrating

on looks alone, but his mistake is in thinking that an interest in the object

for its own sake will be an interest only in its looks. It is not inconsistent

with the interest in an object for its own sake to be interested in anything

that arises out of the interaction with the object, whether it be cognitive,

emotional or even practical, so long as the intention is to experience

whatever arises out of that particular object. I say that to appreciate

something for its own sake is to be willing to experience, without trying to

direct or control the course or content, the play of ideas, images,

associations and so on that naturally arises out of the interaction between

subject and object. It is important that the only limitations on the

experience are those provided by the object. Let me make the point

another way. To say that we should appreciate art for its own sake is to say

that our attitude towards it should be one of interestedness. that is, one of

interest in, and openness to, anything that may arise from our interaction

with it.

We have seen that Stobnitz's attempt to secure disinterested attention by

insisting on the isolation of the object was confused and misguided.
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Another part of the same project is his claim that it is necessary to the

aesthetic attitude that the percipient is not concerned to analyse the object

or ask questions about it. In this he echoes C.J. Ducasse, in his article "The

Aesthetic Attitude", who maintains that the art work, if it is to invite the

aesthetic attitude, must not be a puzzle. He also requires that

representational works be unambiguous in what they represent, and that

the titles of non-representational works should not pique our curiosity!

Ducasse is unusually extreme on this but it is not uncommon to find a

similar hostility to analysis and criticism in the work of other aesthetic

attitude theorists. I think that there is a useful intuition underlying this

hostility and I will say something about it in response to Dickie's criticisms

of this line in Stolnitz. But first I want to consider Dickie's general

objections to Stolnitz's implied claim that there is both 'interested' and

'disinterested' attention.

Dickie's argument is that all the examples that can be given of interested

attention turn out to be inattention or just like standard attention to the

artwork. These are some of the examples: Jones is looking at a painting

that reminds him of his grandfather and reminiscing about him; an

impresario is attending a play and thinking only of the full house and the

till; a play-goer is concentrating only on her daughter's performance. Alt

of these, says Dickie, are 'just different ways of being distracted from the

[work] an{ hence, not interested attention to the [wor11".te I want to

claim in response to this that there can be cases in which there is attention

to the work, but that it is a type of attention which is inimical to the

aesthetic experience. Let us redescribe the case of Jones. Instead of simply

using the painting as a springboard for his reminiscences, he attends to the

lbickie, p33.
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painting very closely indeed. But what he is doing is not responding to

what the work has to offer, but examining it for resemblances to his

grandfather. I don't want to follow Stolnitz and call this 'interested'

attention, of course; the relevant fact about this case is that it is attention

the outcome of which is determined by a preoccupation of the viewer.

Similarly, the play-goer whose daughter is performing might be attending

to the play but concentrating exclusively on the character her daughter is

playing, to the exclusion even of that character's relationships with the

other characters. This determination of her response, of course, prevents

her from experiencing the work as a whole and seeing the relationships

between those parts and the total structure.

Dickie thinks that Stolnitz's talk about the aesthetic attitude misleads

aesthetic theory in three ways. I will comment on two of them. First, he

maintains that Stolnitz is wrong to connect the criterion of relevance of

responses to disinterestedness. The question Stolnitz asks of a response is:

is it compatible with disinterested attention i.e. does it reinforce the

focusing on the object or does it draw attention away? Dickie claims that

the only way to defend the idea that some response is incompatible with

disinterested attention is by pointing to its incongruence with the

meaning of the work. He concludes that relevance depends entirely on

this and that talk of disinterested attention is redundant. I would like to

offer a defence of StoLritz's intuition, even though I reiect his general

argrrment. It is possible that a resPonse could be congruent with the

meaning of the work yet not be 'disinterested', as Stolnitz would say. I

would say that the jealous husband's response to Othello is consonant

with the meaning of the play but that it might so determine the nature

and extent of his resPonse that aesthetic appreciation is reduced or

impossible. This does not mean that the jealous resPonse fails a criterion
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of relevance; clearly the response is relevant, though it might be

damaging. What is needed is not a way to pack disinterestedness (or

rather underdetermination) into the criterion of relevance, but a way to

make it a constraining condition on how the relevant response may

operate. But this has already been guaranteed by making

underdetermination a precondition of the possibility of aesthetic

experience. I can agree with Dickie, then, that congruence with the

meaning of the work is the sole criterion of relevance of responses. There

is a problem, though, in talking of the meaning of a work, because it may

be indeterminate, or there may be more than one meaning. In fact to talk

of meaning as a criterion for relevance of responses is to beg the question

about how meaning is generated; it is quite possible to claim, at least with

respect to some works of art, that their meaning is to be constructed out of

the responses of those who experience it. A less contentious (and more

minimal) criterion for relevance would be consonance not with the

meaning but with the physical features of the work and the basic facts

about the culture from which it originates.

The second way in which Dickie thinks that Stolnitz's aesthetic attitude

theory is misleading is that it gives the wrong picture of the relation

between the critic and the artwork. Stolnitz believes that the critic's

attention to the work is different from the ordinary Person's, and that the

type of attention is in conflict with the aesthetic attitude. The critic, of

course, has the purPose of analysing and passing judgement on the work

and it is this analytic activity to which Stolnitz and many other aesthetic

attitude theorists are hostile. Indeed, hostility to an analytic approach to

art is widespread in non-theoretical circles. It is not uncorunon to hear

first-year English students protesting that to analyse a Poem is to rob it of
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its beauty and effectiveness. Stolnitz does not, however, deny the value of

criticism in so far as it prepares people to appreciate the subtle details and

nuances of artworks. He maintains only that we should not be analysing

and criticising at the same time as we are appreciating the work. Dickie

claims that Stolnitz draws this as a logical consequence of his defining the

aesthetic attitude in terms of disinterested attention, rather than basing it

on observation of cases.17 Dickie reports that, on an occasion when he

had to make notes about aspects of a film he was watching, his

appreciation was enhanced by looking for reasons to support his

interpretation and evaluation of the work. He concludes from this: "I see

no reason why the same should not be the case with the professional critic

or any critical percipient."lS Again, I want to offer a defence of Stolnitz's

intuition, although I do not agtee with his position. The critic can, indeed

must, experience the work like anyone else but the job of the critic is not

solely to appreciate the play of ideas, images, forms etc but to solidify or

systematise them into a determinate interpretation or reading. Such a

determinate reading must necessarily close off some of the possibilities for

the play of meaning in the work. This is one reason why an interpretation

or description can never convey everything that can be gained from the

experience of the artwork. The way in which a critic's attitude might

interfere with appreciation and be inimical to the aesthetic experience is if

he or she is not just attending to details, noticing reson€rnces and making

connections, but is constructing a determinate reading while appreciating

the work.

I want to emphasize the difference I see between two sorts of interpreting.

One is a process that occurs during the appreciation of a work and is the

17rbia pse.
ltuia p39-40.
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way in which the viewer comes to an understanding of the work. This

interpretative process allows for change of direction, the possibility of

many readings operating at once and each element having more than one

possible significance. The second sort is a self-conscious construction of an

interpretation of the themes and meaning in a work, and characteristically

takes place after the experience of the work. I call this a determinate

interpretation. A subset of this second sort is the definitive interpretation

which seeks to pin down a single meaning or set of themes in the work.

Constructing a determinate interpretation while appreciating a work can

result in the inability to see how later details and patterns suggest different

readings. Engaging in determinate readings too soon almost always

resfricts the scope of the first kind of interpretation, which, I maintain, is

the raw material from which determinate readings are collstructed.

This way of understanding what might go wrong with criticism helps us

to see why there is a hostility to the analytic approach to art. The first-year

English student is perhaps resisting the restriction of resonance and play

that results from an attempt to construct a determinate interpretation of a

poem. And if analysis of an artwork is seen to be a matter of searching for

or constructing a single definitive rendering of its meaning, then hostility

to analysis is understandable and justified. But the activity of looking for

connections in the work, asking questions about it, searching for reasons

to see a particular element as having one meaning or anothet, or puzzling

over which Greek myths it might be referring to; if this is taking the

analytic approach, then it can only increase the pleasure and complexity of

the aesthetic experience.

A final word about determinate readings: Even though the process of
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constructing them can in some cases be damaging to the aesthetic

experience, they make an important contribution to our ability to

appreciate art, as Stolnitz recognizes. But some are better for this than

others. My emphasis on play and underdetermination suggests a useful

criterion for evaluation. A good instance of criticism is one which oPens

up to its readers meanings and connections in the work that they did not

experience before. More importantly, good criticism invites the readers to

go on making their own connections by offering, not knock-down

arguments for interpretations based on single critical perspectives or

preoccupations, but instead, many-stranded, open-ended explorations of

the possible play of meaning in the text.

Conclusion

I conclude by returning to the points I made in the introduction and

connecting them with my claim that the aesthetic experience requires

underdetermination of response because part of its essence is the activify I

have called "pluy". I said at the beginning of this chapter that one of the

reasons why we might want to claim that there was such a thing as the

aesthetic attitude is because of the experience we have of failing to have an

aesthetic appreciation of objects which clearly are aesthetic objects in the

ordinary sense. Is there some clearing away of impediments which

amounts to a precondition of the aesthetic experience? Bullough thought

that there was, and he called it the action of distancing. Dickie's objection

to this was that there was no psychological force operating in ordinary

cases of aesthetic experience; that such a force existed might seem plausible

in cases where actual danger threatened (e.g. in the fog), but that such
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desperate cases cannot be generalized. He concludes that there are no

forces operating, no voluntary actions performed and hence, that there are

no characteristic states of mind associated with aesthetic experience. My

response to the question: "Is there a precondition of aesthetic experience?"

is "Yes". I have argued that, although the concepts of distance and

disinterestedness should not be accepted, they do contain a valuable

intuition about what is required for aesthetic experience, and that my

proposed condition, the underdetermination of response, captures that

intuition. The question arises: is underdetermination of resPonse a

psychological force, a voluntary action or a state of mind in the way that

the aesthetic attitude is conceived to be? The answer to this is that in

itself, it is not. It is merely the requirement that none of what I bring to

my interaction with the object determines the result of that interaction.

However, if I become aware that there is some emotion or intellectual

disposition that is determining my response, then self-conscious action is

necessary if I am to be in a position to experience the play of aesthetic

interaction. What action must I take? Here it becomes clear why

Bullough relies on the metaphor of distance. It is very difficult indeed to

prescribe a way in which one could somehow detach oneself from the

tyranny of an emotion or disposition. I believe, though, that merely the

action of gaining and retaining awareness of how one's response is

determined might be enough to subvert that determination and re-oPen

the possibilities of the aesthetic experience.

Does this underdetermination of response amount to a state of mind? I

think not, since it is merely a precondition of a particular type of activity,

namely the playful, open-ended interaction between subject and object

which consists of the experience of relations between ideas, images, forms,

emotions and so on. But perhaps this activity itself can be called a state of
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mind. Would anything be gained by doing so?

Another reason why I was interested in the aesthetic attitude is that I

hoped it might provide a citerion for distinguishing between aesthetic

and ordinary experience. These two types of experience do not divide

neatly along the line between art and beauty on one side, and non-art and

"non-beauty" o. the other. Can talk about underdetermination of

response and the special activity I have called play help us here? I said at

the beginning that there were two ways in which an aesthetic attitude

could provide a distinction between aesthetic and ordinary experience.

First, it could be said to constitute the aesthetic experience, the

consequence of this being that absolutely anything could be viewed

aesthetically. I think it is obvious that mere underdetermination of

response could not be said to constitute an aesthetic experience. Nor,

from what we have seen, could Stolnitz's disinterested attention. But

remember that Bullough claimed that his concept of distance had two

parts, the negative requirement and the positive elaboration of the

experience. These two together were said to constitute the aesthetic

experience. Now I take underdetermination of response and play to be

reinterpretations and extensions of these two elements. But I want to

place the burden of actually constituting the aesthetic experience firmly on

the characteristic activity of play. I reject the idea that a particular state of

mind can constitute the experience because such a view places too much

importance on the experiencing subject. The virtue of talking about the

activity of play is that it is essentially an interaction; it places equal

importance on the contributions of the subject and the object. It is

possible, I think, to speak of the activity of interactive play as a state of

mind, (after all it does happen in the head, so to speak), but nothing would
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be gained by this. In fact, it would be misleading i. that it places the

emphasis back on the subject's contribution. The advantage of

characterizing the aesthetic experience as the activity of play is that it cuts

across that opposition between aesthetic-attitude-based and aesthetic-

quality-based characterizations.

I have said that this activity of interactive play constitutes the aesthetic

experience. If we want to distinguish between aesthetic experience and

ordinary experience, this is the kind of activity we look for. Is it possible,

then, to approach anything aesthetically? The answer to this is: "yes",

with qualifications. It certainly is possible to attempt to engage in this

activity with respect to any object. The rewards of doing so, though, will

vary considerably. It is tempting to claim that at the lowest end of the scale

of complexity of interaction, there is no aesthetic experience at all. The

answer then I think, is that we c€rn always try, though we might not

succeed. But because the experience is partly constituted by the

contribution of the subject, others may succeed where we have failed.

Could the aesthetic attitude be useful in distinguishing between aesthetic

and ordinary experience in a weaker sense? The realm of the aesthetic, it

was claimed, is wider than that of art. What is more, some people have

aesthetic responses to things to which others do not. Could the aesthetic

attitude help us to explain why some relationships befween people and

objects are aesthetic and others are not? Formulated in the way that

Bullough and Stolnitz do, it cannot. Mere talk about the under-

determination of resPonse is not adequate to this task either. But by

characterizing aesthetic experience as play, I can begin to give an

explanation. Some relationships between people and objects are aesthetic

because they are interactions which are characterized by freedom; freedom
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from purposes which determine the progress of the experience, freedom

from emotional or theoretical train-tracks which restrict the play of

responses, freedom within the experience for elements to connect in

perhaps unexpected ways. Such interactions are marked by interestedness

in whatever this freedom of interaction gives rise to, just for the pleasure

of making connections, and for the pleasure in the excercise of a whole

range of personal resources; emotional, intellectual, imaginative,

constrained only by what can be connected to the object. The difference

then between Eu1 aesthetic experience of a newsPaPer or a slum street and

an "ordinary" experience of the same things will be just that

interestedness in whatever experience arises from approaching the object

with a desire just to engage in free "Pluy" with it.

The truth behind the aesthetic attitude theories, then, is that under-

determination of resPonse is required in order to properly engage in the

play of aesthetic experience. If this condition is met, and we approach the

artwork or the object in a spirit of interestedness in whatever play of

elements can result from our interaction with it, then, I think, we are

taking the right attitude to art.
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CHAPTER THREE

MY CONCEPTION OF AESTHETIC E)(PERIENCE EXPANDED AND

DEFENDED

Introduction

It is time to expand my conception of aesthetic experience and defend it

against some objections. But when I look at the recent literature on this

topic I find that little of what has been written attempts to give a positive

characterization of aesthetic experience. The one exception to this is the

work of Monroe Beardsley. Over a period of some twenty five years he

has offered several accounts of what aesthetic experience is and he has

been soundly criticized for them. After putting forward the core of my

own positive characterization of aesthetic experience, I will discuss at

some length what he says. After that I want to comment on recent attacks

on "the aesthetic" and its role in art, most especially those by Timothy

Binkley and Noel Carroll. The point of this chapter is to emphasize the

importance of the activity of ptay in a full conception of aesthetic

experience and to stress again the creative involvement of the subject.

These witl be significant matters when I move from discussing aesthetic

experience to describing ethical judgement.

I begin by tying together some of the features of aesthetic experience which

emerge from my discussion of the aesthetic attitude and of Kant. Like

Beardsley, I offer a positive characterization of aesthetic experience. It will

not, however, amount to a definition. Definitions, I think, are the wrong

thing to be looking for in this context. Marshall Cohen has said, and
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rightly:

There is no reason to believe any ProPerty essential to

aesthetic experience or certainly to believe that such a

property distinguishes aesthetic from say "practical" or

intellectual experience.l

Unfortunately he takes this as a reason to stop talking about aesthetic

experience in general. What I say is this: even if there are no essential

properties of aesthetic experience, there certainly are characteristic and

important ones and moreover they are worth tatking about. I agree with

Cohen that strict distinctions between aesthetic, intellectual and other

types of experience are undesirable - the strategy of trying to charactetize

the aesthetic by isolating it from other parts of life has proved, when not

unfruitful, misleading. If I am pursuing properties that are not

distinguishing but characteristic, I can afford to see the relationships

between aesthetic and other experiences. Furthermore, I can abandon the

search for features which are common to every aesthetic experience and

concentrate my attention on those which are "merely" typical. My aim is a

building up of a conception of aesthetic experience rather than a nailing

down. By adopting this approach I expect to be able to say something

constructive about what aesthetic experience is and why we value it.

Section One: Aesthetic Experience - My Characterisation

I begin with a very basic question and answer with an illustration-

Is there really a particularly aesthetic way of interacting with or responding

lMarshall Cohen, "Aesthetic Essence", in Philososphy in America. ed. Max Black, Allen

and Unwin, London, 1965. P117.
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to something? Here is an example. I am thinking about dyi^g young'

Not a pleasant thought, but since I am an incurable optimist I think that

maybe the one thing that could save it from being an entirely negative

experience is the possibility that I should die a death that was preceded by a

few moments in which I knew I was Soing to die and saw something

peculiarly apt about the time or the circumstances in which it was

happening to me. This pleases me, and why? Perhaps there is something

symmetrical about my death - it takes place on my birthday, or outside the

hospital where I was born. Perhaps something fitting - I am run over by a

Morris L000 and my working life has been spent in lovingly restoring cars

just like it. I am pleased if my end is in any way (that appeals to me)

appropriate, resonant and significant. I find myself dying, for instance, in

the same way as the heroine in that great movie I saw last week, or in that

awful movie I saw last week (this gives me the last laugh). Or I expire

slowly and gracefully and intensely surrounded by the family, friends and

lovers of my short lifetime.

This response to my immanent death is an aesthetic one. Not because it is

characteri zed by my disinterestedness toward the practical implications of

the event, although, as I argued in chapter one, it is a necessary condition

for aesthetic experience that my response is not completely determined by

anything, including practical interest. It is aesthetic because it is a delight

in making connections, in creating a pattern out of what is given

randomly by the world, and purely for the pleasure of it. If there is one

thing that aestheticians agree on it is that our enjoyment of art and our

desire to enjoy experience aesthetically is "for its own sake". What is

meant by this has always been mysterious to me, but I gave a brief account

of how it should be understood in Chapter Two' Here I offer another
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approach to understanding what it means. To enjoy something like the

amusing or resonant or aPPosite circumstances of my own death "for its

Own Sake" is to create for myself the amusement, connections and

significance and for no other reason than the delight in my capacity to do

so. To say, as I did first, that I make the connections purely for the

pleasure of it seems odd in the context of the example I have chosen; in

my last moments I will probably want to do something a little more

important than just have a bit of fun. Delighting in my uniquely human

capacity for synthesis and generation of meaning rE pleasurable but is more

than just pleasure, it is setf-definition, self-creation and self-affirmation.

And these activities are paradigms of activities that are performed for their

own sake.

There are many different ways of talking about aesthetic experience. Why

talk about it one way rather than another? One way of talking might

capture more of what people actually experience when they appreciate art

or approach non-art "aesthetically". So it might perform a descriptive

function. The validity of this way of talking depends on how well it fits

with our intuitions and practices. Another way might highlight features

of aesthetic appreciation which lead to richer and more fertile aesthetic

experiences. Such a way of talking would perform a prescriptive function;

it would recommend certain approaches to art and other things which

result in a higher quality aesthetic experience. The validity of this way of

talking would depend on whether or not seeking to increase the

importance of those feafures in our experience does lead to wide

agreement about the contribution they make to its quality. A third way of

talking about aesthetic experience might link it with other parts of our

lives, serve as a useful model for other activities, say something about its
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value for us and thereby tell us something about ourselves. This

characterisation would perform a Pragmatic function and its validity

would depend on how useful and enlightening it tumed out to be, how

well it contributed to our flourishing. My position is that the description I

give of aesthetic experience offers a useful way to conceptualise the Process

of ethical judgement, and that doing so results in better judgements and

less weakness of will.

Having separated out these three possible functions of ways of talking

about aesthetic experience, naturally I want to claim that my way of talking

fulfills all three. I say that it fits how we already talk, that practical assent

to it promotes the quality of experiences of art and other objects, and that it

tells us something about ourselves and how we might live well.

My way of talking about aesthetic experience is centred around three

interrelated elements. I claim that our experience already has these

features and, further, that the more they do, the better it is for us, both

with respect to aesthetic pleasure and general flourishing.

First, our aesthetic experiences are, and should be, characterized by the

wide rtlnge of resources that we bring to them. Other activities like

solving maths problems, conducting political debates, playing cricket and

doing the housework have a circumscribed area of relevance; variously,

my personal memories, my emotions, my knowlege of the history of

science fiction, my fascination with cookbooks, my grasP of social

structures and my interest in sub-atomic physics turn out to be things

which just cannot appropriately be brought to bear on the activity in

question. In aesthetic experience however, although some things might

turn out to be unreward.ing, nothing is ruled out by the nature of the
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activity. Anything could enrich my interaction with an art work or object,

although in each particular case, not everything does. I think that having

as wide a rlrnge of materials as possible is desirable, not so that as much as

possible can be included but so that the scope for novel connections is

increased. Perhaps the real requirement is not the amount of material one

has to draw from but the freedom one has in drawing from it. Naturally,

other things being equal, the more material one has, the more choice one

has too. Perhaps the most striking way in which we see that this

combination of resources is generally regarded as appropriate to aesthetic

experiences is in the common expectation that in this realm at least, the

co-operation of intellectual and emotional resources is apt. Although no

doubt such a combination would benefit many areas of our lives and

endeavors, I think it is true to say that our culture has encouraged their

separation, usually in the name of impartiality or emotional sensibility.

The second element in my characterization of aesthetic experience is

concerned with the tyPe of movement between the wide range of ideas,

emotions, values, knowledge, images, associations etc that go into the

aesthetic response. I said in Chapter Two that the truth in talk of

disinterestedness lay in the intuition that for aesthetic experience to be

possible there should be no restriction or determination of the experience

by ut y one element of it (eg an overbearing emotion or theoretical

perspective). A dominating role played by any element inhibits the free

formation of relationships between other possible elements' I have called

the ideal movement between the elements in an aesthetic interaction

"free play" because it suggests the to-ing and fro-ing between elements,

trying out new combinations to see where they will lead, the open

endedness of the process and the delight and pleasure in the activity.
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The third element, closely related to the previous two, is the creativity of

the whole process. In interacting with art works or with anything we

choose to see aesthetically, we are engaged in a Process of generating new

relationships between ideas, images, and emotions. One condition of this

generation is a kind of indeterminacy in what is given in the artwork - any

work which is fully explicit in its content will not leave room for the

forging of new connections which is characteristic of aesthetic experience.

These connections we make do not have to be unique to be creative. We

could be moving down a well-worn path to, for instance, interpreting

Duchamp's &l4taint the important thing is that we are not led there but

get there ourselves, exercising our own caPacity (for mentally leaping from

urinal to real fountain, to the society that is blinded by common usage to

the similarities between things, to the art world that is blinded by tradition

to the potential for aesthetic pleasure both intellectual and sensual that

exists in functional objects, to the . . . .) What is important here is not the

originality of the connections I make but the fact that I am making them

myself. This activify, as I have said before, is akin to the creativity of the

artist. In responding to something aesthetically we are always doing

something original in the sense that no other Person has forged those

connections in quite the way and with quite the same resources that we

have and in the sense that these connections, even if they turn out to be

exactly the ones in the mind of the artist, are ours; they originate in us.

These three features - underdetermination, free play and creativity - are

the core of my way of talking about aesthetic experience. If what I have

said seems obvious it is because, as I claim, these are the features that

underlie our common understanding of the way in which we interact
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with art and objects viewed aesthetically. If what I say is obvious, then my

characterization fits the descriptive function. It fits the prescriptive

function if we agree that what we seek in an aesthetic experience is the

experience of creative play between a range of the ideas, emotions, and

images we bring to the situation which is restricted only by the possibility

of connecting with the object. Short of conducting a survey, I argue that

my characterization fulfills the prescriptive function thus: the contention

that we do value just these three features when we are seeking a high-

quality aesthetic interaction is supported by the grounds on which we find

ourselves criticising what Seem to us to be inappropriate responses to

aesthetic situations. I might say of a friend's lack of appreciation of a film

that I liked, that they failed to take an intellectual approach to the subject

matter, or that they lacked an emotional resPonse, or that they just didn't

know enough about the historical period or a certain psychological theory

to get the best out of it. I might also say that that they have been too

intellectual or emotional or historical or psychological in their response.

The frequency of this kind of criticism suggests that we all think that the

highest quality aesthetic experiences are ones which derive from a play of

elements from a wide and unrestricted range. That creativity is an

essential part of the high-quality aesthetic response hardly needs arguing

for, but it seems worth saying that if aesthetic experience is and should be

pleasurable then, because creativity is naturally pleasurable to human

beings, the more creative the experience is the more pleasurable it will be

and therefore the more valuable.

My characterization of aesthetic experience fits well with the descriptive

and prescriptive functions I outlined. I say nothing particularly surprising

in those contexts; even if most academic aestheticians never talk directly

about the features I have claimed are central, many people will recognise
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in what I say the features of their own exPerience. One of the most

important aspects of my way of talking about the aesthetic experience is

the way in which the process it describes can be used as a model for ethical

judgement. What I have to say about this will be more controversial. But

that is the subject of the latter part of this work.

Section Two: Monroe Beardsley

I have made a beginning on the task of communicating my conception of

aesthetic experience to you. In what follows I build on this beginning by

addressing myself to the work of other aestheticians and comparing my

approach and its merits to theirs.

I start with the work of Monroe Beardsley. Beardsley has, over many

years, put forward a number of different characterizations of the aesthetic.

He has described aesthetic enjoyment2, the aesthetic point of vieraF and

written much on the character of aesthetic experience. He is well-known

for his emphasis on formal unity and regional intensity as primary criteria

for aesthetic value. But I am not offering a survey of Beardsley's writings;

my interest in Beardsley lies in using one account that he gives of the

character of aesthetic experience to serve as a basis for the elaboration of

my own position.

2Mo*o" Beardsley, "The Discrimination of Aesthetic Enjoyment" British Journal of

Aesthetics. 1963.

3Mo*oe Beardsley, "The Aesthetic Point of View" ContemProary PhilosoPhic Thought

Volume 3 eds. Howard E. KeiJer and Milton K. Muntz, State University of New York Press,

Albany, 7970. pp2L9-37.
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The account that interests me appears in the 1982 collection The Aesthetic

Point of View4. This characterization is much richer than Beardsley's

previous attempts and it goes a long way toward emphasizing the

importance of the creative role of the responder and describing in detail

the nature of the experience. This account is the most fmitful I have

found but naturally I will have things to add to it.

In this piece Beardsley has given up his former task of defining the

aesthetic and is looking instead for a set of central criteria. He presents

five, and says that aesthetic experience must have the first feature and at

least three of the others. The five criteria of aesthetic character of

experience are: object directedness, felt freedom, detached affect, active

discovery and wholeness. I discuss each one in turn.

1. Object directedness. Beardsley takes this to be the one necessary

condition for an experience being aesthetic. To fulfill this criterion, he

says, we must allow our succession of mental states to be guided by the

object. This includes not only attending directly to the physical art object,

but also thinking, in its absence, about its significance or symbolism, or in

the case of conceptual art, about the ideas or possible states of affairs

suggested by the artist. This criterion for aesthetic experience seems

obvious and unobjectionable. What it is designed to rule out is the case

where a person uses an artwork, for instance, merely as a springboard for

their personal reminiscences. Now I too would rule out such an activity

but I'm not sure that Beardsley has chosen the best way to do this, for

several reasons.

4Mo*o" Beardsley, "Aesthetitc Experience", ch t6 in The Aesthetic Point of View. eds.

Micheal ]. Wreen and Donald M. Callen, Comell University Press,Ithaca, 1982'
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It seems to me that we can have aesthetic experiences that begin as

interactions that are tied closely to objects but which move on from those

obiects without the experience losing its aesthetic character. It may be that

the latter part of the experience is not an aesthetic experience of that obiect.

but that does not mean that it is not an aesthetic experience at all. The

experience is aesthetic because of the type of experience it is, not because of

its object. As long as the experience continues to be an examPle of free,

interactive play between ideas, images, theories, emotions etc then it is

what I want to call aesthetic, whether or not it is tied to one object. Of

course, the aesthetic experience of a Particular artwork will be a close

interaction with that particular object, but not all aesthetic experiences are

of this kind. One reason why Beardsley's account is unsatisfying (and

even misleading) is that his description of the Process is couched primarily

in terms of responses to artworks, and aesthetic experience can be

prompted by objects that were not created or intended by artists. In the

case of these non-art aesthetic experiences, the contents of our aesthetic

play may lead away from the objects pretly quickly, in search of richer

pastures perhaps.

Another important case in which there is often not even an initial

directedness to an object, is the experience of an artist who is in a

preliminary, id,ea-generating stage of their work. Any account of aesthetic

experience which excludes this as a possible instance will be prima facie

implausible. Object directedness cannot therefore be a necessary condition

of aesthetic experience.

The reason why a reminiscence will fail to be aesthetic is not because it is

not object directed but because it involves the wrong kind of train of

thought. A reminiscence is typically a progression down a familiar and
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well-worn path, not a search for new and interesting connections. But

here is something: this fact, and the nature of the play I call aesthetic,

suggests a reason for the desirability (but not necessity) of object

directedness in aesthetic experience. An object like an artwork, or a

complex or suggestive non-art object, provides important stimulation to

the person responding to it. In my view, since aesthetic experience is to be

characterized in terms of a type of mental activity, a Person can have an

aesthetic experience without interacting with an object, or with an idea

suggested by 
"tt 

artist. But since this activity is one of generating new

connections, there is the danger that a Person who is not in interaction

with a rich external stimulus of some kind wilt travel comfortably in their

own established "meaning landscape" and fail to create anything new.

Such a failure would result in an aesthetic experience of Poor quality or

perhaps even an experience with no aesthetic character. But although it is

possible to have unenlivened experiences with artworks too, generally

they chatlenge us to widen our understanding, to incorporate new

elements into the play of meanings that is the basis of aesthetic experience.

One more remark before I leave Beardsley's account of object directedness-

He says that our attention should be fixed on the object "with a feeling that

things are working or have worked themselves out fittingly".S The

feeling of things working out fittingly, or of having made sense of the

many elements in the work or in the experience, is, I think, a feature of

the more complete of our aesthetic exPeriences. Although the paradigm

case of play is one in which the elements are consciously fitted together,

mutually adjusted and illuminated, it is important not to rule out of the

aesthetic the case in which I respond to the suggestiveness of the object, in

smia pzas.
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which I feel the tensions and relationships and the possibilities for

conscious interpretative play but do not work through them. One

example of this might be Beardsley's own case of catching five minutes of

Mozart on the radio; anothel when we are taking in (too) many pieces at

an art gallery. In fact I think there is a continuum of cases available for

description in this area; at one end there is the fleeting, unworked-out

experience just mentioned, at the other, the laboriously constructed

interpretation of the professional critic.

To sum up my response to Beardsley's criterion of object directedness: An

aesthetic experience of a particular object is an interaction of a certain type

between a person and that object; in that sense the experience must be

guided by the object. Aesthetic experience can, however, exist

independently of interactions with particular objects as long as the

relations between the ideas, images, etc that are the contents of the

experience are of the right kind, namely freely connective and creative. It

is true, though, that very many of our richest aesthetic experiences are

interactions with (good) works of art.

2. Felt freedom. This feature and the next, detached affect, taken together

amount to Beardsley's revised account of the eighteenth century theorists'

disinterestedness. Felt freedom is the freedom from the concerns of

everyday tife and the feeling of harmony with what is presented or evoked

"so that what comes has an air of being freely chosen"6 Now I think

that Beardsley is right to emphasize this experience of absorption in the

aesthetic experience; it is one of the valuable things we gain from engaging

in this type of interaction. Often it offers us a welcome release from

pressing problems and, what is more, the exercise of our faculties can

5tia pzaa.
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invigorate us for the return to those problems, armed with the experience

of our capacity to think creatively and to take new perspectives on things.

I think he is too quick, though, to follow Kant and others in describing this

feature as an exclusion of the concerrrs of everyday life. As I argued in

my first chapter, practical concelns can have a role in aesthetic play, as

long as they do not dominate and determine the contents and process of

that play. It can happen that an aesthetic experience of an artwork can give

rise to a new perception of one's own problems, or even offer some

solutions to them; in that case there would not be the "sudden dropping

away of thoughts and feelings that were problematic".

I think the real problem with Beardsley's characterization of this feature is

his belief that this felt freedom is absent from experiences of artworks

which are difficult and puzzhng. I see this as a symPtom of an underlying

anti-intellectualism about aesthetic experience. The experience of that "lift

of the spirit", the "sense of being on top of things, of having one's real

way" that Beardsley talks about is, I believe, a result of experiencing

oneself as creatively engaged with something. It is clear to me that in this

feature he is running together two things: the absorption in the experience

that can give us freedom from our worries, and the feeling of freedom that

we get when we are making sense in our own way of something that is

presented to us. Interaction with a difficult art work can certainly be

absorbing enough to take our mind of our problems, perhaps it is even

more likely to help us forget than a "simple" artwork is. And puzzling

over an intellectually complex artwork is not a re-creation of the problems

of everyday life. With respect to the second facet of felt freedom, unless

the artwork is so impenetrable that we cannot even start to comprehend it,

we can experience the freedom of making our own connections in our
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creative interaction with that artwork.

3. Detached affect. This feature is described as the ability to set the object at

a little distance emotionally, in order to avoid being overwhelmed or

oppressed by it. Beardsley hopes he can avoid the controversies

surrounding "psychical distance" and "disinterestedness"; what his

attempt amounts to is a stipulation that we should not take the art object

as real, that we aren't revolted by the obiect. I think my Precondition for

aesthetic experience, the underdetermination of response, achieves all that

Beardsley wants and more. Again, Beardsley characterizes the aesthetic

experience in terms of responses to art only, so the requirement that we

not take the object for a real one becomes misplaced in the case of an

aesthetic response to a non-art object. My account does more first in that it

does not fall prey to this problem, requiring only that the experience is not

d.etermined by any dominating element in the resPonse, and second, and

more importantly, underdetermination of resPonse rules out much more

that is inimical to aesthetic experience than does mistaking things for real

and being overwhelmed by emotion. It rules out other factors which

count against "detachment", such as, for example, being in the thrall of a

particular critical theory.

4. Active discovery. Beardsley says this beautifully:

A sense of actively exercising constructive powers of

the mind, of being challenged by a variety of potentially

conflicting stimuli to try and make them cohere; a keyed

up state amounting to exhilaration in seeing connections

between percepts and between meanings, a sense (which

may be illusory) of intelligibility.z

Twidpzst.
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At last, the heart of the matter. What Beardsley is talking about here is

exactly that creative, connective play that I take to be the central feature of

aesthetic experience, and is, I maintain, what we value most about it. The

puzzle is why he did not make this the necessary condition for

characterising something as an aesthetic experience. From his discussion

of this feature I can pick out three possible reasons why he does not.

First, he notes that this experience of active discovery is not confined to

aesthetic experience - it is also felt by scientists and mathematicians. Now

a necessary feature of the aesthetic need not be unique to the aesthetic, as

I'm sure Beardsley would agree, but perhaps he shies away from making

this feature too central because of (unconscious?) concerns about

uniqueness. The two previously described features clearly are designed to

mark off the aesthetic from practical endeavour. But I say that if the

process of creative connection is described fully enough there is no need to

appeal to "disinterestedness" to guarantee uniqueness and there is no

difficulty in distinguishing the process from scientific discovery, while still

acknowledg*g the similarities. The special thing about the connections

made in aesthetic experience is that they are generated, in an

underdetermined way, from an unrestricted range of elements; what is

given in the artwork or object, plus any of a multitude of ideas, theories,

emotions, images, associations etc that the responder has at their disposal.

Moreover, these connections are not directed to any end save richness and

coherence, in contrast with (at least our ordinary conception of) science.

There is, then, no reason to shy away from making "active discovery", or

better still, creative and connective play, the central feature of aesthetic

experience because of worries about uniqueness.
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Second, and more obviously a problem for someone wanting to centre

aesthetic experience on something like active discovery is the existence of

minimalist art. Beardsley thinks that the few connections one can make

in responding to this kind of art does not amount to an aesthetic

experience. There are two replies I could make here. The first grants that

there is not much discovery or play to be had with minimalist art but

denies that all of what is institutionally defined as art must offer rich

aesthetic experiences. Since my account of aesthetic experience does not

purport to say anything about the definition of art, I am not discomforted

by the fact that some artworks do not afford (much) aesthetic experience.

What my account offers is not a definition to apply to objects, but one

exfremely important parameter on which to evaluate them. If minimalist

art tums out to be not particularly valuable so much the worse for that

category of art. This would certainly explain its relative unpopularity in

the wider art community.

The second reply denies that there are few connections to make - a piece of

minimalist art can offer the opportunity to make many tinks between it

and other minimalist works, between the practice of minimalism and the

art tradition, between this minimalist object and pieces of "primitive" art

and the different responses we have to them . . . . There is, I think, plenty

of room for creative interaction; if Beardsley does not see this it is because

of the object-centeredness of his approach. This reply also fits with the

limited appeal of minimalist art; not all art viewers have the art cultural

and art-historical background necessary to get a lot out of an interaction

with a minimalist art work. The existence of art works which either are

not, or seem not to be, rich in possibilities for connective play, then, is not

a reason to avoid making something like Beardsley's active discovery the

central element of aesthetic experience.
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The last problem that arises for Beardsley here is the problem of artworks

which have little intellectual content. FIow, he wonders, can we attribute

active discovery to the experience of such art works? His answer is rather

lame:

. . . of course there must always be something there to be

apprehended, and there is always something going on that

can be called, in a broad sense, understanding.S

Here especially I can see how my notion of creative and connective play is

superior to Beardsley's "active discovery". The way he characterizes this

feature goes too far in correcting his former anti-intellectualist leanings by

making the connective process too cognitive. My conception of play, as it

has emerged so far, avoids this over-emPhasis on the cognitive in three

ways. First, it is conceived as a play not just between ideas, theories and

knowledge, but also between emotions, images and memories. So even if

a particular artwork is low on intellectual content, that same creative

connecting can go on. Second, since my picfure of the relationship to the

art work emphasises interaction and the role of the responder, rather than

a more passive, object-centered perception, then no matter how lacking in

explicit, intellectual content an artwork might be, the responder can still

bring cognitive material to the experience. If this were not true then all

experiences of non-art objects would be purely sensuous in their content,

which, I think I can safely assulne, they are not. Third, as I suggested in

the second half of my discussion of Kant, it makes sense to think of the

way we respond to form as an example of connective and creative play. In

responding to the patterns that lines and curves and colours generate, we

are, on a perceptual and often unconscious level, discovering for

tuia pzle.
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ourselves (creating) the relationships that can exist between them. There

is room in this process, especially once we become more aware of it, for the

delight in the excercise of our capacities that Beardsley and I think are so

important.

I conclude, then, that there is no reason why something like Beardsley's

active discovery can be the centre of an account of the aesthetic experience.

The "something like" is what I have been gradually explicating in my

discussions so far. My conception of creative and connective play is an

advance on Beardsley's active discovery which retains all the intuitive

appeal of his concept and adds some more of its own.

5. Wholeness. Beardsley thinks that this fifth feature is so basic to the

aesthetic experience that it might be thought of as essential. Here is his

first description of it in fuIl:

A sense of integration as a person, of being restored to

wholeness from distracting and disruptive influences

(but by inclusive synthesis as well as by exclusion), and

a corresponding contentment, even through disturbing

feelings, that involves self-acceptance and self-

expansion.9

Later he identifies this wholeness with coherence on two levels:

the coherence of the elements of the experience itself,

of the diverse mental acts and events going on in one

mind over a stretch of time; and the coherence of the

self, the mind's healing sense (which, again, may be

illusory) of being all together and able to encompass its

perceptions, feelings, emotions, ideas, in a single

elbid pzls.
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integrated personhood.lo

I agree with Beardsley that an important aspect of aesthetic experience is

the coherence of the elements in the aesthetic play. Aesthetic experience

is about the creation of, or perception of, connections between elements,

and coherence means connections that hold together and interlock in a

multi-dimensional way. Coherence is a defining quality of aesthetic

experiences and it is one way we distinguish aesthetic responses from

garbled nonsense. It is also a primary criterion for evaluating aesthetic

experiences and responses. A good aesthetic response is one whose

elements cohere with each other and with the object that stimulates them.

I take this criterion of aesthetic value to be uncontroversial.

What of Beardsley's view on the coherence of the self? He describes it as

the mind's healing sense .... of being all together and able

to encompass its perceptions, feelings, emotions, ideas,

in a single integrated personhood.ll

He thinks this experience is similar to that associated with religious

experience, the exciting climaxes of games, some intellectual activity. The

difference though is that

in these latter cases there is a tendency to achieve

unification of experience and of self through narrowness

of focus and the pushing away of intmsive elements,

rather than through the widening and deepening of a

pattern or network of relations to take in contrasting

elements.12

ltuia pzea.

1\uia pzls.
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Naturally I have a great deal of sympathy with the characterization of

aesthetic experience that emerges from these remarks. Beardsley

emphasises the creative forging of connections and (in the contrast he

makes with similar activities) that essential ingredient I have called the

underdetermination of response - the ability to include elements from an

unrestricted range of sources without allowing them to determine the

outcome of the process. It is thinking about this contrast with games,

intellectual activity and religious experience, though, that prompts me to

reject Beardsley's suggestion that the wholeness of self comes often from

single aesthetic experiences. The feeling of centeredness and integration

that comes from intellectual excitement and games is gained through the

focus of the whole attention narrowly on one process. Lr aesthetic

experience the focus can be no less complete, but although it should be

narrower, it is wrong to imagine that all the parts of the Person are being

integrated in a single aesthetic experience. Quite obviously, if the

connections made are to be coherent then they cannot incorporate all that

a person could put in. Some parts of a person's self, certain feelings,

knowledge, speculations, perceptions will, when interacting with an

object, make a unified pattem. Others will no| they will be irrelevant or

inappropriate or result in a pattern that lacks richness even if it is in some

minimal sense coherent. The difference between most intellectual activity

and aesthetic activify is that with the former, we know beforehand what

will be relevant, more or less, while with the latter, standards of relevance

and richness may emetge only as the pattern does. My point is that, while

Beardsley is on to something with his talk of personal integration, it is not

plausible to assume that the wholeness of personal parts is something that

comes from single aesthetic interactions. Instead I say that it is the result
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of many aesthetic experiences with a wide variety of art works and

aesthetic objects, each forging links between different ideas, feelings,

theories and emotions, that produces this effect. It is the continuing

practice of aesthetic interactiorL and the extension of that model of

interaction into other areas of our lives, that enhances the wholeness and

personal integration that we find so valuable.

Here ends my discussion of Monroe Beardsley. I have found the

examination of his writings a useful way to discover and exPress some of

the details of my owTI account of aesthetic experience, but now I must

attend to a problem that has been pressing for some time. I have assumed,

as does Beardsley, that the "aesthetic" includes not just the sensual,

emotional and expressive, but also the intellectual. There is a tradition of

denying the intellectual a role in the aesthetic, and I must defend its

inclusion, and indeed, its centrality in my theory. In Chapter One I denied

the Kantian supposition that the contents of aesthetic experience were

purely cognitive. Now I argue against the exclusion of the intellectual.

Both of these arguments are important, because my conception of play,

that I will maintain is so useful in structuring ethical judgement, is one

that must be able to embrace and utilise all the resources of the Person

engaged in it.

Section Three: Keeping the Intellectual In the Aesthetic

What is "the aesthetic"? The concept has been receiving Some critical

attention recently - Timothy Binkley and Noel Carroll have both written

pieces to demonstrate the poverty of the concept of the aesthetic, claiming
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that it does not encompass the intellectual and interpretative activity

required to come to grips with modern art. It has become quite

fashionable to question the value of the aesthetic - witness a collection of

essays on postmodernism entitled "The Anti-Aesthetic" (for no

particularly obvious reason). The general idea seems to be that we will

have a more interesting time if we put behind us, or into a more

subsidiary role, the values of beauty, unity, expressiveness, sensuous

presentation, delight in the perceptual.

But is this all of what the aesthetic is about? I say no, and begin my case by

claiming that the way we use "the aesthetic" today does embrace

intellectual play as a value. The very fact that Carroll and Binkley see

their work as a corrective demonstrates that, in the popular conception, an

intellectual response can be part of an "aesthetic" response. Certainly

many theorists talk this walr Beardsley for instance. I think that what

Carroll and Binkley see as a conceptual confusion is in fact a legitimate

extension of the concePt, justified both by historical usage and by the

benefits of keeping an openly modified concept of the aesthetic alive and

well.

First a word about art and the aesthetic. I believe that the cultural practice

of creating and appreciating art works has always been the focus for the

kind of interaction I call aesthetic. As art has changed and developed so

the way in which we relate to it has widened. From an initial stance of

openness to and appreciation of represented beauty, the aesthetic has

grown to encomPass recePtiveness to symbolism, emotion, sublimif,

ugliness, complex meaning, and self commentary. Our conception of the

aesthetic is tied to what we do with art and it Srows with it. At the same

time, the aesthetic has taken on a life of its own. The practice of
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constructing links between the sensuous and intellectual elements of

artworks can be applied to objects and events which are not art. An

aesthetic object (which is not art) used to be any object which afforded us

the opportunity to take pleasure in the play of forms and colours. As a

result of a process of gradual development, an aesthetic object now can be

any object providing us the opportunity to take pleasure in the play of

forms, images and ideas. Art has encouraged in us a more sophisticated

conception of the aesthetic and thereby widened our taste for aesthetic

objects. Our aesthetic interactions with unlikely objects sometimes

provide material for new moves in the "art game". The relation between

art and the aesthetic is one of dependence but not of definition. Art has

given birth to the aesthetic, and remains an important focus for it, but it

has also given birth to a type of human activity which gives pleasure and

benefit, sometimes quite independently of the artworld.

Look at history. It seems likely that people thought there was something

special or characteristic about the way they engaged with art before the

eighteenth century, but it was then, with the coining of the term

"aesthetics" by Alexander Baumgarten in his Reflections on Poetry

published rn L735, that the official history of "the aesthetic" began.

Baumgarten used the term to denote a "science of perception"; aesthetics is

the study of things perceived, in contrast to things known. Binkley,l3 in

his discussion of Baumgarten, identifies "things perceived" with things

directly recorded by the senses. This focus on the perceptual, he thinks,

was reinforced by the development of the concept of disinterestedness, for

removing "interest" from experience divests it of utility

and invests its value in immediate awareness. An

l3fi-oUty Binkley, "Piece: Contra Aesthetics" reprinted in Philososphy Looks at the

Arts. ed. |oseph Margolis, Temple University Press, Philadelphia,1978. pp25'41
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aesthetic experience is somethi.g pursued for its own

sake.t4

So Binktey is tying together three supposed qualities of aesthetic

experience; its perceptual nature, disinterestedness, and the idea that we

do it for its own sake. Somehow all these are meant to add up to an

exclusion from the aesthetic of the kind of intellectual play that is so

important in our response to modem art. But do they? It seems to me

quite possible to have intellectual activity which does not relate to

practical concerns, and to undertake such activity for its own sake. It must

be the restriction of the aesthetic to the perceptual that does all the work in

excluding intellectual play. But I deny that there is an unbroken historical

tradition restricting aesthetics to the perceptual. Binkley's quick survey of

eighteenth century views on the faculty of taste seems to leave out, or

misunderstand, Kant and the English associationist, Archibald Allison.

Both these thinkers place considerable emphasis on the role of the

intellect and the play of ideas in aesthetic resPonses.

Allison's conception of aesthetic experiencels centers around the idea of

an object triggering a train of ideas and images associated with it and with

each other. He says about the works of Handel and Milton, for instance,

that when we attend only to their sensuous qualities we miss out on the

full experience. This we have

only when our imaginations are kindled by their Power,

when we lose ourselves amid the number of images that

pass before our eyes. . . .16

ltuia pze.
1sat"hib"ld Allison, Fssays on the Nature and PrinciPles of Taste. 4th Edition,

Edinburgh,1815.
ltuia prr.
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Allison's theory of taste is summarized by Dabney Townsend:

for a simple emotion to become an emotion of taste, it

must be part of a complex which is formed by the Powers

of the mind - association and imagination.lT

Even if an aesthetic response starts with something perceptual, it quickly

becomes a response of the mind, not just the senses. Clearly here is one

eighteenth century theorist who does not confine the aesthetic to

sensuous perception alone. And he is part of a tradition that Binkley and

Noel Carroll have seen fit to ignore.

Carroll, in his paper "Art and Interaction"l8 contrasts the aesthetic, as

"generally understood", to responses mediated by concepts and reasoning.

This, I think, is historically suspect. Syllogistic reasoning may well have

always been out of place in responses to art, but I think I have

demonstrated in the previous chapter that the conceptual plays a

significant role in Kant's conception of the aesthetic, most obviously in his

theory of the operation of aesthetic ideas. For Kant, even though our

aesthetic judgments are not examples of experience being subsumed under

determinate concepts, the subject matter of an aesthetic judgement can

still be conceptuat. This can be demonstrated by the examples he uses in

the discussion of the aesthetic ideas - the power of Jupiter, his prescience.

These ideas are evoked by visual images, but are themselves conceptual,

and so are the "host of kindred representations" that the images trigger.

(The similarity between Kant and Allison is obvious here.)

Perhaps the reason why Carroll neglects these clear examples of the role of

17Dubr,"y Townsend, "Aesthetic Attitude, Aesthetic Experience and Emotion", Ibi.bh
Tournal of Aesthetics. Yol28/2.1988. p133.

1t*loel Carroll, "Art and Interaction", Toumal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Fall, 1985.

pp57-68.
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the intellectual in the history of the aesthetic is that he has a very

restricted understanding of what conceptual content and interpretative

play amount to. This is revealed in his criticisms of Beardsley's active

discovery as a feature of aesthetic experience. Active discovery has two

components, the construction of relafionships between elements in the

work and the feeling of intelligibility that accompanies that construction.

Carroll objects that the second does not attend every insight

I may come to realize that The Tum of the Screw is

structured to support at least two opposed

interpretations but that does not result in a sense of

inteltigibilityte

I say that these remarks show an implausibly strict notion of the

intelligible. "Intelligibility" does not mean solving the problem down to

the last point and coming to a single solution; we can have a feeling of

intelligibility while recognising options, ambiguities and even gaPs in our

understanding. I suspect that the kind of interpretative play that Carroll

thinks cannot be part of the aesthetic is like what the professional critic

does and not enough like what the amateur interpreter and general art

audience does.

Although promisingly titled, "Art and Interaction" continues to subscribe

to the old dichotomy. Carroll begins by distinguishing between an affect-

oriented approach to aesthetics and a content-oriented approach. Both are

dismissed. The affect-oriented approach is open to the usual criticisms

levelled against aesthetic attitude theories. The content-oriented approach

is found inadequate mainly because content is identified only with

perceptual or experiential or sensuous qualities. This makes it unequal to

ltuia poa.
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the task of encompassing our characteristic responses to art, which in turn

makes the concept of the aesthetic inadequate for use in the art world. I

want to defend the use of the term "aesthetic", and I have argued that the

inclusion in the concept of intellectual activity which is the basis of

interpretative work has historical justification. And this kind of thinking

about the aesthetic persists. One nice (if somewhat obscure) example is

cited by Bohdan Dziemidok in his excellent survey article "Controversy

about the Aesthetic Nature of Art".20 He quotes fellow Pole Wladyslaw

Tatarkiewicz writing in 1933. Aesthetic experience, says Tatarkiewicz, is

not all of a kind but falls roughly into three types: the narrowly aesthetic,

in which the sensuous dominates; the literary, in which the intellectual

response dominates; and the poetic, in which the response primarily is

emotional. I think that the fault in this analysis lies in its failure to

emphasise the similarities between these three types of responses. For the

art-public-in-the-street, though, this picture has infuitive appeal, for it

legitimizes the many facets of their aesthetic response. When we use the

term "aesthetic" today, I claim, we do not confine OUrselveS tO the

perceptual.

Many people, when they take an aesthetic interest, are taking an interest in

beauty. It could be argued that beauty has played a more central role in the

history of the aesthetic than has the perceptual, But, slowly, to beauty has

been added sublimity (first by Shaftesbury), and expressiveness (chieflyby

the Romantics). Here is an interesting question - is all beauty, sublimity

and expressiveness perceptual? If we grant that literature can be beautiful,

sublime and expressive then we have a problem. For although we directly

sense the words on the Page, they are not what is beautiful. The beauty is

zhohdan Dziemidok, "Controversy about the Aesthetic Nature of Art", British Journal

of Aesthetics. YoL 28, 1988. pp1-17.
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in the images and ideas that reading those words evokes in our minds.

Our aesthetic appreciation of literature is not perceptual, except perhaps in

the derivative sense that descriptions of trees, flowers and railway stations

offer us ersatz perceptions. It could be argued that our appreciation of

poetry !o perceptual, because what we aPPreciate is the sounds and

rhythms of the words. Even if we gtant this, (and we shouldn't, for these

sensuous qualities do not exhaust the beauty of poetry) we have to accept,

with the birth of the novel, either that the aesthetic died in much of

literature or that the meaning of the aesthetic was extended to openly

embrace the intellectual play that was already implicit in our appreciation

of poetry.

Things have changed in the art world. The novel was invented, the

representational traditions of painting overthrown, the idea of artist as

creator of objects has been challenged. Throughout, the dominant change

has been in the increase of intellectual content in art. This might be

thought to make our response to art of quite a different sort. But

intellectual content in art has always been there, intertwined with the

sensuous presentation. The recognition of symbolism in Rennaiss€rnce

paintings can serve as an example. Mythological and religious figures are

recognised by their goat's feet, their blue robes, their laurel wreaths. Their

positioning in the painting indicates their relation to other figures. These

features of painting indicate a content of concepts and conceptual

relationships. In modern art, intellectual content is often of paramount

importance, but it is still presented or evoked through sense or experience

(loosely interpreted). The difference is one of emphasis, not of ffPe. Noel

Carroll is right to think of the aesthetic as essentially experiential, but that

does not entail that the content of aesthetic responses is purely perceptual,
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or ever was.

One last word on the experiential and the perceptual. Binkley thinks that

the reason why modern art is bigger than the aesthetic is that we can get

the fulI benefit of something like Duchamp's LHOOO without having any

contact with the art work. We get the same effect, he thinks, from a

description of the object. Since, he says, aesthetics is perceptual or

experiential, appreciation of LHOOO cannot be aesthetic. But I say there is

a difference between saying that aesthetics is essentially perceptual and

saying that it is essentially experiential. As I argued in Chapter One, we

can get the benefit of LHOOO from a description of the object - that is all

we need to make the connections that are suggested by that work. We do

not need to perceive it. But we cannot receive the same benefit from a

detailed analysis of the work, because that denies us the experience of

forging the links for ourselves. The aesthetic is not necessarily perceptual,

but it ig essentially experiential. And no matter how intellectual the

content of the work and our response to it, our interaction with the work

is experiential as long as we are creatively involved in it.

To return to the wider issue: Should we admit that there are values in art

which are not part of the aesthetic and be happy with that, or should we

extend the concept of the aesthetic to include those values? Carolyn

Korsmeyer2l poses the dilemma like this:

either "aesthetic" means something fairly precise but

does not acconunodate the range of artistic value we feel

is appropriate, or "aesthetic" is defined in terms of art,

is expanded to include all sorts of artistic qualities, and

2karolyn Korsmeyer, "On Distinguishing Aesthetic from Artistic", Toumal of Aesthetic

Education VoI2, 1977 pp45'57.
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loses whatever precision its contrast with other types

of perception and other qualities of objects afforded it

under attitude theories.22

There are two things for me to reply to here. One is the idea that if we

widen the aesthetic, we will have to define it in terms of art. The other

holds that if we widen the range of the aesthetic we will lose the contrast

between it and other types of interaction. The Ernswer to both of these

points is to concentrate not on the content of but the Process of aesthetic

interaction. Art is the source of changes in our conception of the aesthetic,

but the aesthetic is not merely any resPonse we have to art. If I can say

enough about the process of aesthetic interaction, then the aesthetic can be

characterized (not defined) in terms of that process. We learn to interact

aesthetically through art, but that skill, once learned, is independent of art,

both practically and conceptually.

Conclusion

If I widen the concept of the aesthetic to include intellectual play and

interpretation, do I thereby lose the contrast with other types of response?

Let me say first that I do want the contrast between aesthetic interaction

and, for example, engagement prompted by investigative or economic or

idle or historical or exploitative interests. It is not the object of the

interaction that makes it aesthetic or not, but the approach or the Process'

There is a difference between watching a football match only to see

Wolverhampton win and watching it to enjoy the pleasure of the play.

And like many aesthetic attitude theorists, I think that there is a difference

ztuia pss.
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between reading a novel with an interest in aesthetic experience and

reading a novel as a source of insights about nineteenth century social

history. To summarize, the differences between aesthetic engagement and

other types of interaction characteristically have to do with being open to

ideas and influences, making creative and Playful connections, not being

directed by goals or having only provisional goals, responding in an

underdetermined way. And these things can be equally true of resPonses

which have sensual, emotional or intellectual components.

I maintain the contrast between the aesthetic and the "ordinary" for a

reason that might seem paradoxical. I hold to the contrast so that the

aesthetic can be, where appropriate, introduced into the ordinary. The

particular kind of interaction that we have learnt from our relationship

with art is a very valuable one for humans. We should keep it separate in

our minds from other activities in order to cultivate it. One reason for

this is that there are activities which bear strong similarities to the

aesthetic as I have described it. We make the same kinds of connections

sometimes in creative science, in humour, in personal relationships. And

I think we would benefit by using this type of connective process in even

more ways. I want to extend the aesthetic in order to keep it alive, in order

that we may privilege that specific kind of interaction and enjoy the

benefits it offers, especially in the activity of ethical judgement.
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CHAPTER FOUR

AESTIfiTIC IUDGENGNTS. OUALTTTES AND EVALUATIONS

Introduction

I have been talking about aesthetic experience as play. Now I turn to the

task of describing aesthetic judgement as play. The process of play might

seem too subjective an activity on which to base judgement.

Accordinglyr ofl.e of the PurPoses of this chapter is to show how the

objectivity of attributions of aesthetic qualities and of aesthetic

evaluations can be consistent with a position with so much emphasis on

interactive play.

Section One: Experience and Iudgement

Experience is the basis of judgement. My experience of artworks and

aesthetic objects is the raw material from which my aesthetic

judgements are made. Perhaps this should be stated more strongly - it is

the experience of play between my resources and the given object,

between elements in that work and what I bring to it, that constitutes the

process of judgement.

In aesthetics, there is more than one kind of judgement that can be

made. I can make a judgement about what ideas the artist is trying to

express in their work. I can make a judgement about how well the artist

has succeeded in representing those ideas in paint or stone or music. I

can make a judgement about the worth of those ideas, their originality

or social relevance. And I can make judgements about the quality or

value of the artwork. It seems to me that the first and last types of
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judgement are based very much on the experience of the work. It is only

through taking part in the interplay of images and ideas that the artwork

offers that I can become aware of or construct meaning in the work. The

process of exploring possible connections and attempting to create

coherent pictures out of the play of associations just is the process of

coming to a judgement about what the work does or can mean. But the

difference between pure aesthetic experience and aesthetic judgement is

that in the former the interaction need not find any (even provisional)

end-point or equilibrium, (although the natural desire for coherence

that we have may promPt us to attempt that). In judgement, though,

there is a necessity for an end poinf if I iudge that the film "Blue

Velvet" is about the Oedipal violence underlying romantic love, then I

have created a stable picture out of the many resonances that the film

contains. A judgement about meaning is an interpretation; it is a

product of play with the work but it closes off the possibilities for further

play. This does not mean that all judgements about meaning are

assertions of a single, correct interpretation ; I can judge that my

coherent picture of the play of experience is just one of a number of

competing pictures, and it is nearly always true that such a judgement

will be revisable and open to change and extension.

The judgement of value also arises out of the experience of play.

Attributions of aesthetic qualities like elegance and balance are prima

facie attributions of value, and I shall be arguing soon that these

qualities are the product of interaction between the object and observer.

Some of these quality-producing relations are characterized by play;

particularly those that produce complex aesthetic qualities like meaning.

But although all aesthetic qualities are generated out of interaction, they

are not all generated out of play. The claim that I want to make about

the relationship between aesthetic value and the experience of play is a

much more general one. My contention is that we judge an artwork or
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aesthetic object as having value because of its ability to stimulate within

us the experience of play. How much value a particular work has will

depend on the nature of and the amount of the play that it stimulates.

There is much more to be said about this, and I will return to it at the

end of this chapter, when I present my criteria for evaluation.

What I want to concentrate on now is how the concePtion we have of

aesthetic qualities is affected by the emphasis in my account on

characterizing aesthetic experience as essentially interactive. My concern

is to show that even though these qualities are all generated out of the

relationship between the viewer and the object, many of them can still

properly be described as objective. The underlying point here is that

objectivity is not sacrificed by adopting a picture of judgement as play.

Section Two: Aesthetic Oualities: Realism or Relativism?

Each aesthetic experience is what it is because of the nature of the object

of the experience and because of what we who interact with the object

bring to it. These two things together form the content of the

experience. Aesthetic experience is not passive perception but creative

interaction. Now I want to say that aesthetic qualities of objects and

aesthetic values that we ascribe to them are what they are for similar

reasons. They are a result of the relationship between the object and

what is brought to it. Nowadays not just relativists but realists about

aesthetic qualities and values are saying things which sound like what I

have just said. In this section I want to talk about the ways in which

relativism and realism are both true and why they are. I argue that the

objectivity of judgements about aesthetic qualities and value can be

secured not only by a realist stance but also by a relativist one, and, more
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importantly, that both these stances are consistent with seeing the

relationship between subject and object as constituting the quality or

value.

In the debate between realism and relativism in aesthetics there are

many questions which focus on the status of atlributions of aesthetic

qualities to objects and of attributions of aesthetic value. These are

questions about the truth values of judgements, whether or not they are

condition governed, whether they are objectively or subjectively based.

These are questions which my view of judgment as play must face. But

I think that there is just one fundamental problem in this area. The

problem is that when we consider the range of aesthetic judgements it is

possible to make, sometimes our answers to the above questions are

inspired by realist-fire stances and sometimes by relativist-type stances.

There seems to be no one stance we can take. This is because there is

such a wide range of types of aesthetic qualities. So my first task is to

illustrate the huge variety of aesthetic qualities we attribute to objects.

Then I consider why both relativistic stances and realistic stances are

attractive. After that I propose my way of linking all aesthetic qualities

while allowing and explaining the varied views we have on their

status. Then I return to those questions that interest me and see if my

way of thinking makes them easier to answer.

What are aesthetic qualities? The most common answer to this

question is a list. The list usually includes beauty, balance, harmony,

expressiveness (and therefore, derivatively, a whole host of emotional

terms; sadness, joyousness, pensiveness, exuberance) strength, vigour,

d.elicacy and so on. But this is just the start. There are many types of
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what Scrutonl calls aesthetic features of works of art. His categories

include evaluative terms, expressive terms, affective terms, terms used

metaphorically, terms which refer to representational content, to genre,

to true.to-lifeness. All these terms refer to qualities that can be

attributed to works of art. If we accept that meanings can be aesthetic

qualities then this broadens even further the range of types of aesthetic

qualities. It is certainly a very different thing to attribute the quality of

balance to an object than it is to attribute to it the quality of meaning

something. It is hardly surprising that we find ourselves wanting to

take a realist stance on qualities like balance but also find ourselves

tempted, in some cases, to take a more relativist stance on qualities like

"means X".

So aesthetic qualities come in a wide range. Aesthetic objects can be

delicate, pensive, sexy, innovative, a good example of high baroque,

boring and cliched, faithful to the Victorian period, frightening,

anachronistic, evocative of the ills of socialism, patronising' idealistic

and expressive of as many thoughts or meanings that artists and

audiences are able to conceive. With this variety, little wonder that it is

difficult to adopt one view on the status of aesthetic qualities and stick

with it. Judgements about some of these qualities would seem to have

ordinary truth values, others not. Some look like they are objectively

based, others subjectively based. Some of these qualities are things we

think of as results of perception, others of interpretation. One result of

this variety of aesthetic qualities is that by focusing on one sort or

another it is possible to make both realistic and relativistic stances

towards them look attractive. Another result of this variety is to make

it necessary that any one theory about them should accommodate the

lRog"r Scruton, Art and Imagination Routledge & Kegan PauI,1974. p29-31.
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intuitions that underlie both relativism and realism. What are those

basic intuitions?

Section Three: Relativist Intuitions

I think it is important to say why relativism about aesthetic qualities

and values is attractive. Put in its crudest form, relativism about

aesthetic judgements amounts to saying that it makes perfect sense to

say that X is beautiful for me but not beautiful for you. And every day,

it seems, people (perfectly sensibly) assert exactly this, and obtain

agreement about the acceptability of their "disagreement". Thuy often

use judgements about, or percePtions of, aesthetic qualities as paradigm

examples of relativism. If relativism has a stronghold in the public

mind, it is in aesthetics. But to be an extreme relativist (perhaps a

complete subjectivist) about aesthetic qualities is to assert that all

aesthetic qualities can be, perfectly sensibly, "real" for me but not "real"

for you. But is this going too far?

Here is an often used example: take this imaginary vase; I perceive its

slendemess and gentle curves and pale colour and call it delicate, but

you perceive the same and call it gross. "WF{AT!" I say "You can't be

serious! Can't you see properly?" But if crude relativism is true then I

must accept your incomprehensible judgement as valid - valid for you.

I must accept that you atFribute to the vase a quality not just different to

mine but opposite to it - a qualify that could not possibly be based on

perception of the same primary qualities. We would be hard put, I

think, to find a relativist in the street willing to go this far. What then
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are the limits of a common-sense relativism?

People want to be relativists about aesthetic qualities because they want

to preserve the possiblity of differences of opinion about art and such.

But these disagreements are almost never as wild as the one suggested

above. If you disagree with me about the vase, it is more likely that you

disagree about the degree or intensity of the quality ("Its not that

delicate") or its importance ("Yes, yes, its delicate but that revolutionary

glaze....") Possibly your disagreement will be the result of a different

perceptual gestalt - the slender, gentle, pale vase to you is insipid. But

the different qualities we attribute to the object are almost never

opposites. br our perception of the object we always have things in

common. We could get by with something a lot weaker than crude

relativism to account for our differences.

But what can I say to explain why I find the vase delicate while you find

it insipid? We see the same object and are responding to the same

features (sometimes disagreements occur because two people focus on

different features of the same object - again, the explanatory power of

relativism is not needed here). But, it seems, we interpret the features

of the object differently - why? The answer to this is connected to

another reason why people find relativism in aesthetics attractive.

People are attracted to relativism not just because of the mere fact of

disagreements and differences in so-called matters of taste but because

they have an understanding of the different backgrounds we bring to art

and objects and how that affects our Percepfions and judgements. The

most obvious difference in what we bring to art is the difference made

by our culture. There is an avalanche of potential examples of this -
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here is a token one: To the uneducated western eye, the tapa cloths of

Pacific Islanders look purely decorative. To the Pacific Islanders though,

they look highly symbolic and charged with historical and spiritual

significance. Not just culture makes a difference; so does knowledge

(general and art-historical), exPerience, Pelsonality and no doubt

sometimes the state of one's digestive system. If you think the vase is

insipid while I think it delicate it might be because you are less naive

than me about sentimental pottery or because you know other (more

striking) examples of the potter's work or because you are just feeling a

bit dyspeptic and generally negative about everything.

Here is the main point to be got out of this: relativism looks attractive

because we can see why people have different resPonses to objects yet it

seems that for exactly this reason crude relativism (or rather, rampant

subjectivism) is unattractive. Aesthetic judgements can be relative to

different cultural, cognitive and psychological backgrounds and to

accept the explanatory Power of this way of talking is to deny utterly that

you can, in *y case you choose, validly contradict my judgement that

something is beautiful. Insofar as relativism explains why some

aesthetic judgements can differ it also explains why others cannot. If we

share enough culture, knowledge and experience, you and I cannot

disagree wildly. The reasons behind relativism lend less support to

subjectivists than to the kind of objectivist who sees judgements as

grounded on aPProPriate facts about history and culture.

One relativist who recognised early the failings of a crude relativism or

subjectivism about aesthetic qualities is |oseph Margolis.2 He

zJoseph Margolis, 'Robust Relativism', Ioumal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism XXXV,

1976, pp3746, reprinted in PhilosoPhy Looks at the Arts ed. foseph Margolis, Temple
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ProPoses:

a robust relativism, that is, a relativism that admits some

range of competing claims, claims for which there are at

least minimal grounds justifying joint application of

competing PrinciPles3

Margolis notes that aesthetic iudgements must at least be congruent

with the primary qualities of the objects those judgements are about'

Here is an example. Take my aesthetic judgement "Titian's Bacchus

and Ariadne is vibrant and dynamic". Now when my friend Philip

visited my house he called my print of this Titian "messy and

disorganised". According to Margolis, that judgement (much as I

deplored it) was not strictly inconsistent with my judgement of "vibrant

and dynamic", because our claims did not have ordinary truth values'

But both our claims have justifying grounds; there is in both cases some

congruence between the judgement and the primary or uncontroversial

qualities of the object (it has many figures, lots of out-thrust limbs, a

distinct spiral structure and a treat deal going on). But if someone

comes in and calls the painting "static and borin$", th.4! judgement can

be rejected as incongruent with the non-aesthetic qualities of the

painting.

This robust relativism of Margolis' Soes a long way toward capturing

the intuitions of the relativist in the street. It allows room for

disagreement but not for judgements that seem in complete

contradiction to our ordinary PercePtion of colours and shapes' There is

a problem though, in accepting Margolis' position as one that accounts

for all aesthetic judgements. For there are some judgements that we

University Press, Philadelphi a,7978. pp387-401'

3Margolis p388.
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make that allow of no disagreement and which we think are more than

merely congruent with the primary qualities of the object.

Section Four: Realist Intuitions

Any satisfactory theory about the grounds and status of judgements

about aesthetic qualities and values must take into account not only the

intuitions of the common-sense relativist but also the intuitions of the

common-sense realist. One intuition that must be catered for is that at

least some aesthetic qualities are indisputable and simply there to be

seen. Certain kinds of geometric patterns are striking and certain kinds

of dance movements are graceful and that is all there is to it. No room

for competing but congruent judgements; statements about these things

are straightforwardly true or false.

The appeal of this stance is obvious if it is illustrated with the right

examples. Slow funeral marches in minor keys are sad and paintings

with soft, bright colours and upward curves are cheerful. Symmetrical

designs are balanced and canvasses covered randomly with multi-

coloured splashes are chaotic. Giacometfi's figures are austere and

Rubens' nudes are lush. In all of these examples it is natural to assume

that these aesthetic qualities exist not just for us but for everyone. It is

also natural to assume that that this is because the sadness, the balance

and the austerity inhere in the objects themselves. The common-sense

realist intuition is that these qualities are straightforward qualities of

objects and that the experience of them is simply a matter of passive

perception. Failure to perceive these qualities must therefore be
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indicative either of faulty perceptual equipment or willful obtuseness.

Appealing though this picture is in the case of certain aesthetic qualities,

it doesn't take much thought to see that it cannot possibly hold tme for

the whole range. There are just too many aesthetic qualities the

recognition of which depends on the possession of a particular

cognitive background or socialization. But this is not a reason to reject

altogether the realist stance on aesthetic judgements. What is needed is

an account of the ground and status of aesthetic judgements that can

explain the realist intuitions we have about some qualities while also

explaining the relativist intuitions we have about others. Such an

account should recognise the differences between different types of

aesthetic qualities and explain those differences in a way that would

satisfy both the common-sense realist and the common-sense relativist.

Such an account should also explain the similarities between types of

qualities, even those from very different ends of the range. The

problem is how to show that very different types of aesthetic qualities

can be seen both as dissimilar and similar to each other. As Michael

Tanner observes,4 aesthetic terms are sufficiently various to make any

single account of them inadequate. The solution is to range them along

a continuum, and to explain what is the ground of each type of quality

as it occurs at at each point on the continuum.

Section Five: The Continuum

The way to preserve the intuitions of both the realists and the relativists

4Michael Tanner, "symposium: Objeetivity in Aesthetics", Proceedings of the

Aristotelian Society- Suppl Vol XLtr, 1968. p55-72.
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is to grant that both are appropriate, but for different kinds of aesthetic

qualities. My claim is that there is a continuum of aesthetic terms

which ranges from those which are usually realistically construed to

those which are usually relativistically construed to those that are

downright subjective and idiosyncratic. Underlying and explaining the

continuum of qualities is a parallel continuum of the grounds of

recognition of aesthetic qualities. This continuum of grounds ranges

from those based on physical constitution to those based on cultural

location to those underpinned by personal experience. Let me explain.

I'll start at the end where the realist intuitions seem attractive.

As I said above, there are a number of aesthetic qualities the attribution

of which seem to us to admit of no argument - symmetrical designs are

balanced, and Giacometti's figures are austere. Lines that suggest the

human form are attractive and meaningful. At this end of the

continuum, we expect and obtain near universal agreement on

aesthetic characterizations. At this end of the continuum the qualities

seem to be there in the object. Of course the fact that we experience the

qualities as there in the object is no evidence for the claim that they are

there in the object, in the way that primary qualities are. Goran

Hermeren, in his excellent book, The Nature of Aesthetic Oualities.S

claims that nearly all aesthetic qualities are internal qualities, that is,

they are experienced as qualities of objects rather than as qualities or

reactions of experiencing subjects.6 The exceptions, he thinks, are

some uses of affective terms, in the cases when a critic is claiming that

only he or she is moved, frightened etc by the object.T Now I believe

Scor*, Hersreren, The Nature of Aesthetic Oualities. Lund University Press, 1988.

smia par.
7lbid. plzo, see also his d.iagram on p142-.
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that there is more variation than Hermeren would admit in the degree

to which we experience aesthetic qualities as internal, and this is an

issue I will return to. But it is clear that at this end of the continuum,

we typically experience qualities like the balance of symmetrical figures

and the sadness of drooping lines as in the object itself. What needs to

be emphasised here is why this is so, and why we expect and obtain near

universal agreement about these qualities.

The reason why the qualities at the "realist" end of the continuum are

internal and universal is that the experience of these qualities is

grounded in the physical constitution of human beings. There is no

difficulty about the objectivity of judgements about qualities at this end

of the continuum. These aesthetic qualities are like secondary qualities.

Grass itself is not green but human physiology guarantees that we

perceive it so. Similarly, symmetrical patterns in themselves are not

balanced, but here again human physiology guarantees that we will

perceive it so. Drooping curves are not sad in themselves, but,

regardless of culture, all humans perceive them to be so. The

explanation for the universality of response in this case probably lies in

the fact that those drooping curves evoke the postures and gestures of

the human body when naturally expressing sadness.

Not all qualities that are experienced as expressive of emotion belong at

this end of the continuum. Westerners perceive the colour black as

funereal and evocative of death but in India where the colour for

mourning is white, this is not the case. One virtue of thinking of

aesthetic qualities and their grounds as lying along a continuum is that

it encourages the use of thoughtful distinctions, even within a

seemingly homogenous class like expressions of emotion.
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At this end of the continuum, we exPect universal assent to our

aesthetic characterisations. There will be exceptions, for just as colour-

btind people can fail to assent to our distinctions between green and red,

there may be people whose physical constitutions do not conform to the

standard human norm. What is true here, as Aristotle says, is true for

the most part. There may also be argument about what qualities really

belong at this end of the continuum - whether a particular quality is

justifiably located here will depend uPon the account that can be given

of the physical state that underlies the disposition to perceive that

quality. In the absence of a physical explanation, I think it is reasonable

to take universal agreement on the attribution of a quality as good (but

defeasible) evidence that that quality is physically based.

At this end of the continuum then, the realist's intuitions are upheld.

The justification for their intuition though is not based on a

sophistication of naive there-in-the-object realism. The justification of

the realist's intuition lies in species-relativism. Aesthetic qualities and

values exist at this end of the continuum in virtue of the response that

all or almost all human beings have to primary qualities because and

only because the members of that species have a certain shared physical

constitution.

Aesthetic qualities are many and various and to account for them all we

must continue to move along the continuum. I call the range of types

of aesthetic qualities and grounds of aesthetic qualities a continuum

because of the vague and permeable boundaries between the major

points on it. I conceive of the three major points on the line along
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which the grounds of qualities are ranged as the three most

conveniently labelled "physical" "cultural" and "personal". But it is

obvious that it is sometimes very difficult to distinguish between a fact

about humans which is physically based and one that is culturally based.

One fact that is clearly physically based is that humans find the human

form and lines that suggest the human form attractive and meaningful.

In contrast to this it is unclear whether finding certain forms graceful or

stimulating is physically or culturally based. Similarly, there is an area

of vagueness between the cultural and the personal; how many

individuals have to experience a particular resonance from a particular

image before it becomes part of the culturally based fund of resonances?

Areas of vagueness between the major points on the continuum are not

a problem for my account of the status and grounds of different

aesthetic qualities. Instead they are to be expected and are evidence that

what we are dealing with is not a homogenous class of aesthetic

qualities or a set of clearly defined categories but a range of such

variation that it invites us to use the picture of a continuum.

There are many examples of aesthetic qualities and values which are

culturally based. Each culture has its own fund of meaningful icons and

images which evoke common associations in the minds of its members.

Art is futl of elements which refer to religious and popular and artistic

conventions that only those in the know will respond to. A nativity

scene littered with coke cans will seem iconoclastic to us, or evocative of

the commercialisation of religious festivals. To a naive South

American Catholic it might aPPear blasphemous, merely confusing, ot

even unremarkable (alas, emPty coke cans are probably a world-wide

phenomenon). At this point in the continuum then, there is shared
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but not universal agreement about the aesthetic qualities of objects. The

lack of universality, however, does not mean that attributions of these

culturally based qualities cannot be objectively assessed.

Aesthetic qualities the recognition of which depend on familiarity with

artistic conventions form a special class of the cultural. I picture them

as further along the continuuln; resPonse to them is based on grounds

that fewer share, and, because of the multiplicity of artistic conventions,

agreement is tempered with fertile controversy. Claims of realism

about this kind aesthetic quality would perhaps be misplaced, since

these qualities are not usually experienced as internal to the work, but

as relational properties. This is not to say that claims about objectivity

will be misplaced; there are solid facts about art history and art

conventions that make the attributions like "innovative" or

"derivative" objective in a perfectly robust sense. But in this area

disagreements are still possible. (One area where pursuit of a single and

universally agreed on characterization would be appropriate is where

an answer is sought to the question "what did the artist intend by X?" -

It is vital to remember though that this question is not the same as

"what does X mean?" If these two were the same then modern critical

practice would be nonsensical and art a lot more boring than it is).

At the opposite end of the continuum from the "real" and the

physically based qualities are the idiosyncratic interpretations, the

personal responses; the subjective. Some might feel uncomfortable

with these being on the same continuum as qualities - surely these have

little to do with the object and ought not be classed with respectable

physically and culturally based qualities of objects. But they do have

something in common. Like all other responses to the aesthetic object,
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the personal response is a resPonse to that obiect. If what I'm doing

when I consider a poem or interpret a painting is not an interaction

with the object then indeed it should be excluded from this discussion

of aesthetic qualities. But if it is an engagement with the object then

insofar as it is, it is similar to the perception of a graceful form or the

recognition of an artistic genre. The difference is that it is a relationship

not between the person's physical self and the object, or a Person's

cultural self and the object but between the particular pattern of

experience and memory and emotion that is theirs alone and the object

that resonates with it. In the case of physically based responses, the

relationship between person and object is partly characterizedby the fact

that all other people share the physical constitution that makes this

person have this response. In the case of culturally based responses, the

relationship between person and object is partly characterized by the fact

that most people from the same culture share the cultural background

that makes this person have this response. But what is true in both

cases is that the experience of a quality is the result of the interaction

between an object and a particular person. This is also true in the case

of personal responses. The relationship between Person and object is

marked by the fact that there is no expectation that any other Person

will have the psychological makeup that makes this Person have this

response. But the experience of the quality is the result of an

engagement between Person and object, just as in the physically and

culturally grounded cases. In each case there is the same relationship,

but it rests on different grounds within the person.

Of course I do not want to claim that my idiosyncratic attributions of

qualities and values to an aesthetic object are "just as real as, just as
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good as" the attributions that we all make because of our physical and

social nature. One advantage of ranging responses along a continuum

is in allowing the drawing of distinctions between the different points

on it. If I experience Hamlet as a frightening and horrifying play

because it happens uncannily to echo my own, dramatic family history,

I do not call this a "quality" of the play or even an interpretation of the

play. I say "It had that qualify for me" or "the way I perceived it was..-"

As long as my response to the play was coloured but not fully

determined by my childhood experience, I am having an aesthetic

response. But it is when what I bring to the play has a basis that I share

with others that I go beyond talk of aesthetic response and what it was

like for me, and begrn to use the language of aesthetic qualities. How

much our response is shared and what underlies that sharing

determines how we characterize what we experience in artworks, and

the language we use to describe what is going on. When we talk of

responses from the physically based end of the spectrum, we use the

language of perception of qualities. This continues some way into the

culturally grounded section of the continuum. When we get to

responses which draw on selected artistic and critical conventions, we

abandon the language of perception and begin to talk of interpretation

instead. Somewhere around here the awareness begins to grow that the

process is one of self-conscious interaction and we are less inclined to

see the qualities as intemal to the object. As the culturally based section

of the spectrum shades into the personally based, we continue with the

language of interpretation, but with an increasing awareness of our role

in the process, and the extent to which the response depends on the

distinctively personal. At the limit, our language is that of pure

subjective response, and at this end it is inappropriate to make claims of
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objectivity about our judgements. But throughout, the relationship of

subject and object is the same. What changes is the ground of the

response, the number of People who share it, and the awareness that we

are involved in an interaction. At the physical end of the continuum,

the recognition of qualities seems to us to be passive, because it is so

automatic, being based in physical constitution. As we move along the

continuum, the relationship is experienced as more active, because it is

possible for it to happen on the conscious level. This is reflected in the

difference we See between "perception" and interpretation.

One reason for keeping subjective response in the picture and on the

continuum is that it is a relationship of the same basic kind as

perception and interpretation. Another reason is that it often interacts

with and informs resPonses that are also grounded in cultural

background. The contribution of personal experience and emotion

often enlivens and empowets interpretations that are firmly set in the

intersubjective arena. Perhaps it is this very possibility that accounts for

the attractiveness of engagement with ar! it is an opportunity to

integrate personal, cultural and physical aspects of the self in a playful

and unthreatening situation, the sole PurPose of which is pleasure in

understanding.

The preceding gives my picture of the range of aesthetic resPonses. We

see qualities and values in objects as a result of our resPonses. The

different groundings of those responses lead us to describe the qualities

we see differently; as real, as relative or as subjective. It seems to me

that a lot of mistakes have been made in aesthetics because of reluctance

to see the full range of aesthetic qualities and recognise that they have

different facts about human physical, cultural and psychological
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constihrtion underlyitg and explaining them.

To conclude: my view is that aesthetic qualities are constructed by us

out of our interaction with objects. This view emphasises the active

role of the subject, and I suggest that the more self-conscious we become

about our part in the Process, the more we are emPowered by our

engagement with art. But this view does not compromise the

objectivity of judgements about aesthetic qualities, because it recognises

the physical and cultural basis of many of those constructions.

Section Six: Addressing Some ImPortant Ouestions

Now that I have explained my conception of a continuum of aesthetic

qualities and the grounds of those aesthetic qualities, and how this

continuum makes sense of the intuitions of both realists and relativists,

I turn back to those interesting questions that I mentioned at the

beginning of the chapter to see how easily they are answered in terms of

the continuum as described.

1. Are aesthetic judgements assertoric? That is, are they statements that

have ordinary (true or false) tmth values? My answer to this is "yes

and no". For those aesthetic judgements that concern qualities that fall

at the end of the continuum that is underpinned by physical

constitution, there are ordinary truth values in the same way that there

are ordinary truth values for statements about colours (although not for

the fine discriminations between shades that different cultures make).

This is similar to the view held by Philip Petits, who thinks that
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aesthetic characterizations do have ordinary truth values insofar as they

are true when appropriately "positioned". This notion of positioning is

analogous to the notion of standard conditions for colour perception. I

agree with Pettit if he is saying that the aesthetic judgements that are

grounded in physical constitution, as is the perception of colour, are as

uncontroversially true or false as are judgements about colour. But not

all aesthetic judgements are grounded in the physical'

For those aesthetic judgments that concern qualities that have cultural

underpinnings, the positioning will locate the property within the

conventions of the culture or the artworld. Some of these judgements

will have ordinary truth values, others may not. If a particular play is

clearly a drama, then positioning it correctly with respect to genre will

yield assertoric statements about its qualities as a drama. If, however, it

is unclear what category it falls into, then the truth conditions are more

complex. "This scene is overblown" is a statement that might be

straightforwardly true of a drama, but highly contentious of the stune

piece "positioned" as a melodrama. Wherever there is acknowledged

room for disagreement, there is less likelihood of assigning ordinary

truth or falsity to aesthetic judgements. This does not mean that

anything goes. Statements about qualities can be more or less congruent

and incongruent, appropriate and inappropriate.

2. Are aesthetic judgements govemed by conditions? That is, is there a

universally accepted set of conditions necessary and sufficient for the

attribution of aesthetic qualities and aesthetic value? One person who

SfnUip Pettit, 'The Possibility of Aesthetic Realism' in Pleasure. Preference and Value.

Studies in Philosophical Aesthetics. ed. Eva Schaper, Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge, 1983. pp1.238.
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would say "no" to this is Frank Sibley. hr "Aesthetic Concepts"g he

denies that there can be necessary and sufficient conditions for the

attribution of aesthetic qualities because, he says, non-aesthetic feafures

cannot be said always to count towards delicacy, for instance: they only

do so characteristically. Sibley is defending here a kind of particularism;

that is, he is maintaining that there can be no rules about the attribution

of aesthetic qualities. Now there is a lot to be gained by concentrating

on the particular, ffid in this case the point should be that the

relationship between aesthetic qualities and values, and the non-

aesthetic features on which they depend, varies from artwork to

artwork. This relationship varies because of the different contexts set

up in each work, and in some cases it changes from culfure to culture

and from person to person. As a result of this we should not hope to

find a set of universal conditions, or rules, for the attribution of

qualities or value. But here is another question: is it possible to give

necessary and sufficient conditions for the ascription of aesthetic

qualities and values in Barlieular cases?

I believe it is. If we specify not only the conditions applying to the

particular object but also those applying to the subject, then it is possible,

at least in principle, to offer a set of necessary and sufficient conditions

for the attribution of aesthetic qualities and values in a single case. This

is akin to the weakest possible form of universalisabiltiy in ethics,

which states only that one is required to have the same evaluation of

situations which are alike in every respect. In both aesthetics and ethics

this would be a matter of specifying the object or situation in the

greatest detail. In practice, of course, it is quite difficult to do this since

9Ft-,k Sibtey, "Aesthetic Concepts", reprinted in Philosophy Looks at the Arts. ed

Joseph Margolis, Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 7978. pp6*87.
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the physical and psychological conditions which underlie a Person's

having a particular aesthetic response are so various and subtle that we

can only offer a broad sketch of what they might be. Let me say

something less then: that if we pay attention to the conditions

pertaining to the subject as well as the context of the object, it is possible

to offer a set of practical and useful (but not necessary and sufficient)

conditions for the attribution of aesthetic qualities and values.

3. Are aesthetic judgements objectively based or subjectively based?

Are aesthetic qualities like secondary qualities? From what has gone

before, my answer to this will be obvious. All aesthetic judgements, I

say (along with Kant), are subjectively based; that is, they are all based

on the nature of the subject and arise from the interaction of the subject

with the given object. But it is also true that some aesthetic judgements

are as objective as any we make that are based on our ordinary

perceptual capacities. Some aesthetic qualities are just like ordinary

secondary qualities; we all perceive them in a certain way because we

are determined to do so by our human constitution. Yet other

judgements are relative; relative to certain cultural or artistic or

intellectual perspectives. What does this mean for the subjective-

objective distinction? As Hermeren says:

The important and interesting task is to see what distinctions

can be made within the class of subjective qualities; the

subjective-objective distinction is too crude in this context.l0

This brings to an end what I have to say about aesthetic qualities. Now I

want to talk about criteria for evaluating aesthetic judgements.

lt-Iermeren, p8O.
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Section Seven: Evaluating Aesthetic Judgements

I have been concenfrating on showing that my view of aesthetic

experience and judgement as play does not i*P,tg the objectivity of

attributions of aesthetic qualities. Now I claim that the very nature of

play gives rise to important criteria for evaluating judgements about the

meaning and the overall worth of artworks. The characteristics of

aesthetic experience as I conceive of it are undetermination of response,

richness and coherence. I want to claim that these characteristics also

operate as standards for aesthetic judgements.

The first points can be made quickty. The fust characteristic of PIay,

underdetermination of response, is also a negative condition for the

worth of aesthetic judgements. One thing that counts against the value

of a judgement about an artwork's meaning or value is the knowledge

that that judgement has been determined by some factor operating in

the mind of the judge. I do not value the judgements of the queasy on

horror movies, nor do I take seriously the condemnations of light

comedy that issue from the politically obsessed. Whenever what the

judge brings to their understanding of a work restricts the free play of

connections, the judgement that results is one of less quality (other

things being equal) than a judgement that is a result of open interaction

with the work. One reason why this is so is because something we

value in judgements about meaning in particular is consonance with

what is given in the work. A response which is ordained from the

beginning to be a feminist critique is in danger of missing important

aspects of the work.
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Richness of interpretation is an important value in aesthetic

judgement. Within limits set by the requirement of coherence, the

richer the connections made in an interpretation of a work, the more

we value it. Sometimes powerful interpretations are offered which

have a very simple form, but it seems to me that their Power comes

from the fact that this simple theme or idea has many connections with

the detail of the work. In this sense a simple interpretation is properly

described as a rich one, and if the simple interpretation does not

generate these multiple connections with the detail of the work, then

we do not consider it of (much) value.

Coherence is the thild criterion I propose on which to evaluate

judgements. There are two aspects of the demand for coherence to be

distinguished. The first is the demand for coherence or consonance

between the interpretation and what is given in the work and in the

culture immediately surrounding the work' We do not value

interpretations which focus on only some of the physical qualities of the

work, or those which embody resPonses contrary to the standard

physically based responses that nearly all humans have. If someone

calls Titian's Bacchus and Ariadne severe and depressing, then their

response fails to be coherent with the vibrant colours and the spiral

structure of the painting. Interpretations can also fail to cohere with the

cultural given. To those even minimally educated in Greek mythology,

what Ariadne seems to be threatened by is a tumult of wine, pleasure

and wanton force. Anyone who judges the painting to be about her fear

of prolonged scholarship is putting forward an interpretation that is

incoherent; it just could not be consistent with the understanding of
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symbols in our culture. So the criterion of coherence can be seen as a

requirement of fit between judgements and the physical and cultural

qualities of artworks. In the continuum discussed above I mentioned

"qualities" of artworks that depended on Personal, idiosyncratic

grounds. In my view these do not involve interpretations or

judgements of meaning. Mere "responses" may or may not cohere with

the physically and culturally based. But such resPonses are, for obvious

reasons, not privileged in social discourse about art.

The other aspect of coherence as a criterion for evaluating

interpretations and judgements is the desirability of internal coherence.

Other things being equal, we value more those interpretations that

present aspects and elements of the work in a network of

interrelationships, with the connections between them supplied. Good

interpretations are like pictures or stories - in fact, like works of art

themselves - in that they present their content as a pattern, with

foreground and background, similarities and contrasts, harmonies and

striking notes. Interpretations the parts of which do not "hang

together" we generally consider of less value.

|udgements about meaning then are evaluable in terms of these three

criteria. There are other criteria, of course, all that I am claiming is that

these are important ones.

What about criteria for evaluating the quality of artworks themselves?

I will not labour these points, but it seems clear that whatever other

standards are applied, richness and coherence are desirable qualities in

artworks. But the point that I most want to make here is that one very

important criterion on which we evaluate artworks is the propensity
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that work has to stimulate in the person who approaches it the play

which I have said is characteristic of aesthetic experience. This is a point

I take from Kant, who holds that the universal validity of the

judgement of taste is grounded in the experience of the free play of the

imagination and the understandi.g. This view is also similar to one

held by Ruby Meager who, in talking of aesthetic value and significance,

believes that these are not dependent on the features of works, but on

the type of experience that they produce.ll My claim is that it is the

play of ideas and images and associations that provides the pleasure in

aesthetic experience, and it is a pleasure in the excercise of one's

faculties, and a pleasure in being stimulated to do so by an object

extemal to ourselves. Good art does not need to be complex in itself,

but it does need to promote play that is multifaceted, connective and

rich.

11R tby Meager, "Aesthetic Concepts" British lpumal of Aesthetics. 1970' p308.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO / ART AND MORALITY

Section One: Introduction to Part Two

My thesis is that there are important connections between ethics and

aesthetics. In my view, though, the relationship is seldom direct'

Moreover, my conception of aesthetics is much wider than the concept of

art. The aesthetic is a particular way of interacting and has no definite

subject matter. Similarly, my conception of ethics is much wider than the

concept of morality. Ethics, I claim, differs from morality in that it

encompasses the wider question asked by the Greeks: "How can I live

well?". The connections I see are not specific, pedagogical and direct - they

are similarities of process. One result of the Process, in both cases, iS a

judgement of high quality. Another result of the Process, in both cases, is

the enhancement of self and of life.

The similarity between ethics and aesthetics, then, is a similarity between

the process of judgement in each case. This type of connection has been

hinted at by fonathan Dancy at the end of his paper "Ethical Particularism

and Morally Relevant Properties"l Dancy claims that there are no moral

rules and no properties of situations that are always morally relevant.

One problem that faces the particularist is of giving an account of when

and why certain features do turn out to be morally relevant. Dancy does

not attempt to answer this question - he merely hints that the morally

relevant properties in each case, the salient properties, will emerge from a

consideration of the whole situation. This is meant to happen in a way

lJonathan Dancy, "Ethical Particularism and Morally Relevant Properties", Mind. Vol

XCtr,1983. pp530-547.
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which is similar to the way in which certain features of a building will be

emerge as aesthetically salient. We are convinced of the salience of these

features and the correctness of the judgement by assenting to a description

of the building; we agree because we have come to see it in the same way.

For Dancy the connection between aesthetics and ethics consists in the way

describing or judging the situation positions or pictures certain aspects of

the case. Exactly how this works is something I will attempt to describe in

Chapter Seven. But I have chosen to take Dancy's suggestion about

analogies between aesthetic and ethical judgement even further. I see

many similarities between the two Processes of judgement. One reason

why I am interested in these similarities is because I am sympathetic both

to particularism and to Artistotelian views of ethics and individual

judgement plays a major role in these theories.

Let me sketch how these connections work. The first half of my thesis

described the processes involved in making aesthetic judgements.

Aesthetic experience of a certain kind is the basis of judgements about the

meaning and value of artworks and other objects regarded aesthetically.

The appropriateness of those judgements is assessed in terms of their

underdetermination, richness and coherence. Furthermore, the grounds

of a judgement must be a rich and coherent set of physically, culturally

and personally based responses.

In the second half of my thesis I make similar moves with respect to

ethical "experience" and ethical judgement. The general idea is that a

good ethical jud.gement is one that is the result of a particular process. This

process should be characterised by underdetermination, richness and

coherence. But pursuing the process is not sufficient to produce a good
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judgement - what goes into that process must itself be evaluable. The

right information about the situation must be used. And the right values

must be employed. Those values are the ultimate grounds of the

judgement and therefore they must themselves be evaluated in some way.

This is the crucial difference between the aesthetic and the ethical case -

the constraints on ethical judgement must be more than the richness and

coherence of the process of judgement. The values that cohere with other

factors in the situation must be independently justified. Like Arisotle, I

think the justification of values lies in their relationship to human

flourishing. But I am not an Aristotelian'

Lr Chapter Five I say why I do not share the same chain of justification of

acts as Aristotelians. The inadequacy of their account is that in defining

the right act as that which the virtuous judge would do, they fail to say

how it is possible for the merely continent to judge situations aright. I

argue that what is required to fill this gap is a theory of good judgement.

In Chapters Six and Seven I put forward my theory of judgement as Play.

In Chapter Six, I explore the analogies between the process of aesthetic

appreciation and judgement and the process of ethical appreciation and

judgement. Underdetermination, richness and coherence are as

important in ethics as they are in aesthetics. I explore these three

constraints on judgement in the context of three important issues;

namely, the roles of emotion, partiality and rules in moral judgement.

The discussion of rules leads me to explicitly defend the particularist

position, and to give an account of how reasons can oPerate without the

assumption that they will be generally relevant.
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In Chapter Seven I continue my defence of particularism by describing the

process of judgement in a specific case. I put forward the idea of ethical

judgement as picfuring and show how this offers a way to understand

reason-giving in the particularist schema.

Chapter Eight concerns the problem of how to justify the values that enter

into the play of judgement. Good values are those that promote human

flourishing, but it is not easy to give a convincing characterization of this

state. I argue that all that is needed is a general conception and then offer a

sketch of one. Here the model used to explain the grounds of aesthetic

judgements comes into play. Each conception of flourishing is based on a

number of facts about the physical, cultural and personal nature of human

beings. These facts fall along a continuum. A good conception of

flourishing is one that is based on a rich and coherent set of those facts

about human nature. An essential part of such "coherence" is the fit wi*t

the core of facts from the physically based end.

I conclude with an explanation of how my model of judgement as play has

the positive payoff of reducing problems of motivation and cultivating

wisdom and appreciation of the self.

The connections I see between aesthetics and ethics are very different from

the way art and morality have been connected in the past. Before I go on I

examine some of these alternative views and say how I think they are

insightful and why they are inadequate.
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Section Two: Art and Morality

How have ethics and aesthetics been connected in the past?

1. Direct Learning from Novels.

One commonly held view is that some art works, usually novels, teach us

how to react in ethical situations by providing us with examples. This

view supposes that we learn from the mistakes and successes of the

characters in books, and are then able to apply what we have learnt to our

own lives. Sometimes it is the intention of the writer to produce this

effect - this is particularly so in fiction written for adolescents. My

favourite example of this is in girls' school stories of the 1940s and 1950s.

These tales are nearly always about the acquisition of virtues and the

value of fulfilling your potential (very Aristotelian). The story begins

with a heroine who is basically decent but flawed or unformed in some

way. Through a series of challenging situations she learns some valuable

lessons and emerges at the end of the novel a more mature young wom€rn

with feet firmly planted on the road to excellence. The learning

experience of the reader is facilitated by identification with the heroine -

the reader learns by example, but also through vicarious experience of the

character-forming process.

I have no doubt that this educative function of novels exists and is very

valuable. However it cannot be an account of a general connection

between aesthetics and ethics for it throws little light on the usefulness of

other, less didactic novels and even less on the non-literary arts.

Another possible, direct relationship between novels and moral learning

is the acquisition of practical wisdom. Aristotle claims that the getting of

practical wisdom is a matter of experience - and that the young have not
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had sufficient experience to develop this virtue. Might not the vicarious

experience of life through reading novels provide the basis for practical

wisdom? Certainly novels offer us some kind of experience of many

diverse situations and persons that we would never come across in our

own lives. It seems possible that this widening of horizons could play a

positive role in our ability to grasp and resolve difficult ethical situations

by offering a wealth of different scenarios with which to compare anC

contrast our own.

Again, I think that this can be a valuable addition to our ethical education,

but I see two problems with it. The first is that the experience that

Aristotle thinks necessary for practical wisdom is the experience of actively

dealing with life situations. Perhaps the vicarious exPerience we gain

from novels is in some sense too passive to have an effect on our values

and on our ability to make good judgements. This is certainly true of the

experience we might gain through watching television. Studies have

shown that the brain states associated with television watching are almost

entirely passive and that information presented on television is typically

stored without reflectionz. Experience of the world gained through

television might not even qualify as experience in Aristotle's sense. And

although the brain states associated with read.ing are more active3, and

although we may arguably be making judgements ourselves while

reading, the judgements we make are insulated from their consequences'

The second problem is again just that the gaining of experience from

novels, whether it is truly possible or not, limits the connection between

aesthetics and ethics to very few art forms.

2Guy Lyon Playfair. The Evil Eye - The Unacceptable Face of Television. Jonathan Cape,

London, L990. pp5042.
3Ibid ppsoo2.
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Nevertheless, what we gain from novels is something worth considering

and Martha Nussbaum has a sophisticated version of the previous two

arguments which she describes in her article "Finely Aware and Richly

Responsible".4 Nussbaum's view is that literature teaches us to attend

to the very subtle feelings, motives and values that are involved in

difficult life situations and therefore it enables us to be responsible, not

just for the decisions we make but also for the ways in which we carry out

those decisions, and the ways in which our actions affect the lives of those

involved. Nussbaum develops this theme at some length, using as her

example the central characters in The Golden Bowl by Henry ]ames. These

characters are presented by Nussbaum as epitomising sensitivity,

constantly attending to the emotional nuances of situations, ever caring of

each other's feelings and responses. From this example and others like it,

suggests Nussbaum, we learn the fine awareness necessary for truly

responsible ethical action.

It is a pity for Nussbaum's arglunent that the very same characters she is

lauding as exemplars of sensitivity and responsibility can also be

perceived, by some readers of The Golden Bowl, as manipulative, self-

deceived and ultimately self-seeking. This suggests a more general

problem with Nussbaum's approach and with any theory about direct

learning from novels. Except in the most straightforward novels (Kitty in

the Upper Fifth. Tulia of Sherwood School) the action and the characters

are open to interpretation by the reader. Now, it might be argued that only

the most perverse reader will take the wrong message from fane Austen

4 M"tthu Nussbaum. "Finely Aware and Richly Responsible", titeraturc-asdlhg

Ouestions of Philosophy. ed. Anthony j. Cascard, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1987.

PP151-191.
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or Marge Piercy and I agree. But armed with The Golden Bowl as a case in

point, I want to claim that a truly general account of the relation between

art and morality, or even just between novels and moral learning, must

propose a relationship that does more than the convey a specific message,

particularly one that may be misunderstood. For there to be a relationship

between art or aesthetics in general and ethics, the connection must be one

to do with process and not with content. An ethical benefit arising from

the process of interacting with art is a benefit that is available anywhere,

and is not restricted to the works of those artists who have a didactic

purpose. So how is this benefit gained?

2. Indirect Learning from Art.

Whatever the content of an artwork, our interaction with it nearly always

has this coillmon feature; we €re trying to aPPreciate it, we are trying to

make sense of it. How do we go about making sense of something? We

sort through the elements that are presented to us; we try to discover

themes or major ideas; we link those themes to the details. We reorganize

our ideas as the process goes on. One way of describing this is as telling a

story about what the artwork means, or how it fits together. Now I think

this is a process which we engage in with all art. We do it with music and

with plays. We do it with paintings and with novels. The process can take

place while we are experiencing the artwork, or afterwards. The important

thing is that we are making sense of the given, and doing so in a

particularly pleasant and unfettered fashion.

In engaging in this Process we are acquiring a skill that is of obvious

importance in ethical life. When we confront a situation which requires

an ethical judgement, we must go about making sense of that situation
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using just those moves which we use in making sense of an art work.

Exactly how this happens in the ethical case is something I will

demonstrate in detail in Chapter Seven. Right now I am concerned with

the general issues.

In the case of direct learning from novels, one important aspect of the

learning is identification with the characters in the book. The reason why

this is so important is that it assists the internalization of what is learned.

Teaching by demonstration alone secures assent, but activity in the

learning process produces deeper understandit g. This is a commonplace

among educators. Identification with characters in a book can transform

reading into an activity; we can "live through it with them", feel their

indecisions, pay the emotional price of their mistakes, and experience the

redemption in the final conclusion to their story. It is this activity that

makes the learning stick. Now in the learning we gain from experiencing

the process of making sense of art, activity is paramount. We learn by

doing, and our learning is reinforced by the pleasure of understanding.

We experience ourselves as creating structures and patterns from what we

perceive. We feel the power of our imaginations and of our

understanding as we refine their use; we experience success; we gain

confidence in our judgement. The capacities developed and the skills

acquired in this way are those of practical wisdom. The exPerience gained

here is not vicarious but actual, although learned in a realm that is

insulated against the consequences of mistakes. This is the connection

then: what we learn from our interaction with art are some of the skills

we will need in order to judge wisely in our ethical lives.

One more thing about making sense and telling stories. What we do with
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art works is something that we do with our own lives. David Novitzs

has written convincingly on the role that telling stories about ourselves,

or narrativizing our lives, has on our conception of our own identity. He

suggests that since our lives are in themselves not stories but just

chronicles of events, we must construct for ourselves the themes, the

climaxes and the meanings of them. We select some details for a

privileged role, and disregard others. We organize our experience around

the central and self'definitive themes that we have chosen for ourselves.

This narrativizing of our lives makes sense of who we are.

I have no doubt that this process goes on. Perhaps what Novitz says is

close to Nietzsche's dictum that we must live our lives like works of art.

What Nietzsche means might be captured by saying that we must

understand our lives as if they were works of art and moreover do this

consciously. The important point for my purposes here is that if this

narrativization is something that humans naturally do, and if it makes a

difference whether it is done well or badly, then telling stories about what

is going on in art works is an activity that enables and improves the way

we make sense of our own lives.

3. Kant's Connection and how to Humanize it.

Finally, I want to turn to Kant and his conception of the connection

between ethics and aesthetics. Really Kant sees two connections, one

between the beauty of the natural world and the idea of a creator and one

between the experience of the sublime and the idea of ourselves as more

than physical creatures, He says "For the beautiful in nature we must

seek a ground external to ourselves but for the sublime one merely in

5 David Novitz, Knowledge. Ficton and Imagination. Temple University Press,

Philadelphia,1987.
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ourselves"6 I am interested in his account of the sublime because I think

it is possible to give a humanistic version of how our exPerience of the

sublime works and what it tells us about ourselves.

This is how Kant sees the experience of the sublime: A person comes in

contact with something that is impossible to comprehend in ordinary

empirical terms but yet can be grasped as an idea. If I try to comprehend

the magnitude of a pyramid or the stars in the night sky, I find I am unable

to take in just how many stones there are in the pyramid or just how

many stars there are in the heavens. It is beyond the capacity of my senses.

My response to this is to feel small, threatened, overawed by the hugeness

of the physical world. But, for Kant, this is not the feeling of the sublime.

The sublime exists because following this moment is another moment in

which we feel enlarged and empowered by the realization that we can

comprehend physical nature as an idea. and that we can do this because we

are more than just a creature in the world of sense. It is the movement of

shrinking then swelling, if you like, which constitutes the feeling of the

sublime. Kant describes it as "the feeling of a momentary check to the

vital forces followed at once by discharge all the more powerful".7 Its

importance for ethics is that it engenders the realization of our Possession

of a supersensible nature. For Kant it is evidence that we dwell not just in

the phenomenal world but also in the realm of the noumenal.

What can someone who does not believe in the realm of the noumenal

do with this picture? Well, I think that the picture can be humanized.

The realization that we are more than just creatures with senses does not

5lmmanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement. hans. James Creed Meredith, Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1952. p93.

Tiuia psr.
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have to entail that we recognize ourselves as creatures with a

transcendental nature. The feeling of empowerment that we get when we

consider the magnitude of nature can come from the realization that we

are not just sensors, we are understanders. The starry heavens are

impossible for us to grasp numerically, but we can understand their

nature, respond to their beauty, invest them with meaning for ourselves.

The experience of the sublime reminds us that we are creatutes with very

special capacities and the employment of those capacities enlarges us and

emPowers us.

This humanistic re-reading of Kant touches a theme that runs throughout

my thesis. One of the most important facts about both artistic creation and

aesthetic experience is that involvement in them makes us aware of

ourselves as value-creators. There are many ways of seeing how aesthetics

and ethics are connected; I have discussed some, and I go on in the next

chapters to detail others. But this seems to me to be the most basic - that

when we interact with art and when we interact with life and do so self-

consciously we become aware of our ability to create structure and

connection and richness and meaning, or, in two words, human value.
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CHAPTER FTVE

l\rHY I AI4 NOT AN ARISTOTELIAN - CFL{[{{CTER AND

CONTINENCE

Introduction

I believe that the best way to understand judgement is as the process of

play. The reason that I am so interested in judgement, and how best to

characterise it, is because, although I have been much influenced by

Aristotelian concePtions of ethics, I am a defender of particularism' I am

championing an account of judgement as play because I see that as part of

the particularists defence against the charge of subjectivism.

The doctrine of particularism can be described very simply. It has two

basic and related theses. First, there are no moral principles. This means

not only that there are no absolute moral principles, but also that there are

no prima facie moral principles either. This is because, second, there are

no generally morally relevant ProPerties, even of the sort which may be

outweighed by others in a particular case. These two features of

particularism make it very difficult to say what a good or right or

appropriate act is, or to describe the standards for good ethical judgements.

Usually the justification of an ethical decision is given by reference to a

moral principle, or a generally relevant moral feaflrre, and to the absence

of other competing principles or features in the case. Such a justification

is clearly not available to the particularist. The alternative to this type of

justification is one that centres not on principles but on the agent. In this

respect, particularism is similar to Aristotelian and other types of virtue

ethics. But I want to distinguish between two different ways in which

justification of particular moral judgements can center on the agent. one
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way is the Aristotelian waf r the other my own.

Section One: Why I am not an Aristotleian

Aristotle, whether or not he is a true particularist, certainly does not

believe in the existence of universal and absolute moral rules. ]onathan

Barnes describes Aristotle's position thus:

morals cannot by any means be reduced to a set of

universal principlesi any principle that is formulated is

liable to exception, Erny universal moral judgement

(strictly construed) is false.l

If moral judgements cannot be justified by reference to moral rules then it

is necessary to find some other means of justification, or accept the truth

of subjectivism. Aristotle, of course, is no subjectivist, and his way of

justifying the contents of moral judgements is to concentrate not on the

act but the agent. Where rules cannot guide us, we need to use our own

judgement, and the judgement of agents can be evaluated in terms of their

character and capacities. The chain of justification for Aristotle goes like

this: a good moral judgement is one made by a virtuous judge; the

virtuous judge is the agent with the right kind of (moral) character and

(intellectual) capacities; namely, those which are conducive to human

flourishing. What it is for humans to flourish is determined by reference

to the nature and characteristic activity of human beings.

Now I think that the particularist will have to make similar kinds of

moves, but, in my version at least, not exactly the Same' Here is the bare

1 A"irtotl", Ethics- ed. Jonathan Barnes, trans. I.A.K.Thompson, Penguin Classics,

London,1975.
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outline of my theory. In my kind of agent-centered ethics, the point at

which moral judgements are justified is the decision making-process. A

good act is one that is the result of a good judgement. A good judgement

is one that is made using the right process, dealing with the correct

information about the case, and informed by the right values. The process

is a crucial element in the chain of justification, and I shall discuss it in

detail in the next two chapters. It is also important that the right

information and the right values are fed into the decision Process. The

justification of values plays a foundational role in my theory, for without

a convincing defense of these values, my theory is wide oPen to misuse by

subjectivists. I take the defence of values to be the bottom line in my

ethical theory, as does Aristotle, and I devote the final chapter of this

thesis to this task. Like Aristotle, I believe that virtues or values can be

justified only in terms of how well they contribute to human flourishing.

But there are also important differences between my account and

Aristotle's. Although our theories are both agent-centered, his is

character-based while mine is proeess:bascd. Let me explain. The first step

in Aristotle's chain of justification is identifying the good judgement as

that which is made by a virtuous judge. In this sense his is a type of

response-dependence theory. The next step is then to specify the virtues

and in turn to justify them by reference to how they relate to human

flourishing. What is left out of this account is just what it is that the

virtuous judge is doing when they make their judgement. All we know

of them is that they are possessed of the right kind of character, and not

how this interacts with the details of the situation. There is no account of

good iUdge4ggnt only of the good judge. Now this is not surprising, since

it is a very difficult task to give a substantive account of good judgement,
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when what a good judgement will be varies from situation to situation.

Given the intricacies of particular situations, the Aristotelian (and

response-dependent) intuition is: specify the good judge and let the

judgements take care of themselves.

Now I am not satisfied by this move and moreover I think that it is the

particularist who should be trying to say something direct about what

makes a particular judgement a good one and not just relying on the

notion of a good judge, however well-grounded in human flourishing

such a notion is. That is why my account is not about character and

virtue, but about process, information and values. By talking about such

things I hope to make clear in a way that Aristotelians cannot what really

goes on in a good judgement.

Section Two: Character and Continence

The question arises: does my theory then have no account of character?

The answer is: yes, I do, but it is not part of the account of what makes an

act good or right or approPriate, nor is it central to what makes a

judgement a good one. What is more, I believe that there is a problem in

Aristotelian ethics which shows that even within that system, accounts of

character cannot do all the work that they are meant to. I intend to show

that an Aristotelian character based justification of judgements does not

say enough to satisf someone interested in the nature and justification of

judgements.

The problem centres on the existence of the continent Person. The
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continent person, is, by definition, someone who knows what the right act

in this situation is, who performs the act, but does not have the desire to

do so. They are not virtuous. But how is it possible that the continent

person does not possess the virtues but is able to know what is the right

thit g to do? The chain of justification which I presented as Aristotelian

defines right action in terms of what the virtuous judge would do. But if

the continent person too can make good judgements, what then is the role

of virtue? Aristotle says quite clearly that the continent person does know

what the right thi.g to do is and they know it because they are obedient to

reason.2 In a general way I take him to be asserting that what is required

for the exercise of good judgement is the intellectual virtues, not the

virtues of character. (It is not possible to be continent with respect to the

intellectual virtues, since they do not depend on desires, and the continent

person, by definition, lacks the right desires.)

Despite the claims I make above, I find it hard to accept that the virtues of

character have no role in discerning what to do in a particular situation.

Perhaps, contrary to what Aristotle explicitly says, the virtues of character

do have a role in coming to know the right thing to do in a particular

situation. If they do, though, then the continent person must be able to

approximate this in some fashion, since they are capable of knowing the

right thing to do. What role would the virtues pIay, and what in the

continent agent could approximate that role? The answer to the first

question I think is obvious. We cannot make good judgements without

applying the right values to our assessment of the situation. These values

are those that are embodied in the virtues. So what in the continent

person could approximate the possession of the virtues? The answer

must be the recognition of those values. The continent person does not

z Ibid 1102bG28 and tl68b32-L169a23
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have the virtue of benevolence, they do not possess a fixed disposition to

be benevolent, and they do not have the right desires. But they must

recognise the value of benevolence in order to perceive the right thing to

do in a situation which involves the possibility of doing good for others.

In fact the continent person does everything that the virtuous Person

does, except do it easily and with harmonious desires. What makes virtue

better than continence is not facility in making correct or appropriate

judgements, but ease of motivation in carrying out the act. This may

make the virfuous person more reliable, and obviously it will make their

lives pleasanter, and these are important matters, but they are not directly

germane to the evaluation of ethical judgements. An account of character

is not then a proper part of the chain of justification required for standards

of good judgement.

Someone who would disagree with this claim is Nancy Sherman3' She

holds that the virtues do have a role in the perception of situations.

Preliminary to deciding how to act, one must acknowledge

that the situation requires action. The decision must

arise from a reading of the circumstances. This reading,

or reaction is informed by ethical considerations

expressive of the agent's virtue. Perception is thus

informed by the virtues . . . Accordingly, much of the

work of virtue will rest in knowing how to construe the

case, how to describe and classify what is before one.4

Her position is that the virtues are required in order to perceive the

situation aright. Now, I am very sympathetic to Sherman's general

fu*.y Sherrran, The Fabnc of Character - Aristotle's Theory of Virtue Clarendon

Press, Oxford,1989.
amia pze.
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project, which is to show the importance of emotions not just in

motivation but in perception of situations and in our estimation of agents.

But I think that her requirement that the emotions needed to throw light

on situations are expressive of full-blown virtues is too stringent. It seems

to me that to deny proper discernment of situations to all but the virtuous

is to make the class of those who can make good judgements far too small

and to make it impossible for anyone to acquire the virtues in the way that

Aristotle recommends. In Book II, section ii of the Ethicss Aristotle says

quite explicitly that we become virtuous by performing actions which are

in accordance with virtue. But how could we perform actions in

accordance with virtue unless we were able to judge what those actions

would be? Again I claim that for Aristotle's system to make sense, it must

be possible for the continent person to judge correctly. It is interesting that

Sherman contrasts the virtuous percePtion of situations not with

continent but with akratic perception. If we were akratic, she says:

we might have the right (ethical) viewpoints, but lack the

right modes of seeing and appreciating. We would see

with an inferior kind of awareness. The point is that

without the emotions, we do not fully register the facts

or record them with the sort of resonance and importance

that only emotional involvement can sustain. It is as if

we could see, but only flatly and inertly, as if our

perceptions were strung together in our minds but not

fully understood and embraced.6

If this is the proper characterisation of the akratic agent, what is to be said

about the continent agent? If the continent agent can judge rightly, (and

5 Aristotle, Ethics. ed. Jonathan Bames, trans. f,A.K.Thompson, Pmguin Classics,

London,1.976.

6Sherman p+7.
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they must be able to, or there would be no road to virtue) then emotion

must play some role in their deliberations, though not quite the same role

as it does in the virfuous agent. How, then, does emotion figure in the

perceptions of the continent agent? What I have to claim, I think, is that

the recognition of values that I said the continent agent must have

somehow is tied to an emotional response that is sufficient to facilitate

perception of the situation while still being less than an expression of fuIl-

blown virtue.

Emotion can exist without being an expression of a virtue. It can be

present just occasionally, and not as part of a fixed disposition, and, I

think, it can be something that is consciously brought forth, and entered

into. If the continent person recognises the value of compassion, for

instance, then in a situation in which the emotion of compassion is

relevant, that person cirn choose to enter into, concentrate on, try to feel

more deeply, the emotion of compassion. What they are doing here

seems to me to make sense of Aristotle's dictum that to acquire virfues

one must counterfeit them. I claim that the continent Person can have

the right perception of the situation, and this is partly because they can

have an appropriate emotional response, a resPonse that is based on the

recognition of the value, and can be enhanced by imaginatively entering

into the emotion. This is sufficient to enable a correct perception of the

situation. It is not sufficient to make the continent person virtuous,

although it is just this excercise of judgement and the imaginatively

entering into the emotions relevant to the case that constitutes the

acquisition of virtue. To sum up: judgement is not character-based, it is

character-forming.
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Conclusion

The point of this argument is twofold; first, to show that the Aristotelian

account of a good act and a good judgement is not in fact character-based;

good judgement requires a recognition of the values embodied in the

virtues, but not necessarily possession of the virtues themselves. Second,

the point is to highlight the fact that to see the chain of justification in the

way I originally presented as Aristotle's is to leave out a most interesting

and important part of that chain, namely the way in which the evaluation

of the situation is made and the way in which the values take part in that

evaluation. Here I return to my own project of giving a justification of

judgements which will defend the particularist from the dangers of

subjectivism. This proeess of evaluating a situation is what I am

interested in, and I think it is a essential part of the justification of

judgements that some account is given of what this process should be like.

The issue of the character of the agent is an important one, and it is

important because it relates to motivation, and to our overall assessment

of the worth of the agent. But good character, I claim, is not an essential

element in the process of coming to well justified ethical judgements.

This process of judgement is the heart of my position and I discuss in

detail in the next two chapters. So now I hrrn to the description of the

process and present the constraints on judgement that do part of the work

of saving my theory from the charge of subjectivism. These constraints

arise out of my characterisation of judgement as Play.
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CHAPTER SD(

CONSTRAINTS ON THE PLAY OFruDGEMENT

Introduction

Moral theory today is a strange mixture. While philosophers involved in

practical ethics are gaining unprecedented attention in the public eye

through their work on business, medical and bio-ethics, little effort is

devoted to constructing a normative theory to unify and justify their

pronouncements in the practical field. This lack is instructive - it signifies,

I think, a disillusionment with the options offered by traditional, monistic

theories. Those involved in practical work soon find that their subject-

matter is too complex to be accounted for in terms of rights, respect for

persons, or utilitarian considerations. What has emerged is a kind of

eclecticism about moral theory; they take a bit of each or any as the

situation calls for it.l Now this is not something I disaPProve of, because

it is the pre-theoretical expression of particularism, but it does present a

serious problem, and that is how to save this eclectic approach from the

charge of subjectivism. This task is one that is squarely in the field of

normative theory, and it is this task to which I am addressing myself.

Of course not all philosophers have abandoned normative theory. The

traditional monistic theories continue to be defended and modified.

Moreover there has been a huge increase of activity on the part of the

virtue ethicists. Their approach is a timely one and admirable for its

emphasis on the plurality of virtues, the importance of attention to the

lHoward Brody recommended exactly this approach in his address to the New Zealand

Royal Society of General Practitioners in June, L991.
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particular, and their naturalistic conception of value. I derive much

inspiration from the virtue tradition but I think its proponents have used

the concept of virtue to avoid an issue that is of vital importance, and that

is the issue of what constitutes a good judgement. One of the great

strengths of virtue ethics is that it emphasises not the character of the act,

but the character of the actor. But in doing this they move attention away

from the process of judgement and focus solely on one sufficient condition

for good judgement, namely the possession of a virtuous character. There

is a gap in virtue ethics as it stands, and that is an account of what makes

the judgement of a less than virtuous character a good one. It is this gap

that my theory is intended to fill.

Let me demonstrate the need for a theory of judgement from another

starting point. Those practical ethicists who have abandoned monistic

theories in favour of an eclectic approach have adopted a type of pluralism.

But they have done this without regard for the theoretical problems that

beset pluralism. The position is an extremely attractive one, but the main

defect of pluralism has been identified as the problem of how to cope with

the inevitable conflict of principles. The real problem here is how to give a

justifying reason why one principle should override another in a specific

situation, and to explain in what sense an overridden principle remains a

principle.

-One way to go on this problem is to claim that principles are not

overridden but revealed to be qualified. The suggestion is that for each

situation there is a principle which covers it, and every situation like it, but

that this principle is one which is detailed and specific; one of a set of

modifications on an original gglegl principle. The difficulty with this

move is two-fold. As fonathan Dancy2 points out, an almost endless
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number of modifications of general principles must be made in order to

capture the complexities of situations. Moreover, the more modifications

a principle undergoes, the harder it is to answer the question about how we

know that principle by reference to its self-evidence.

So how does the eclectic practical ethicist justify their decisions? Reference

to the plurality of principles creates problems both in the delineation and

epistemology of those principles. Dancy's solution to this problem is to

abandon principles altogether in favour of a particularist approach. His

view is that in confronting an ethically charged situation we perceive

directly its morally relevant features. These features are those that are

relevant in this situation, and there is no assumption that they will

necessarily be relevant in any other situation. This means that the

significance of these features cannot be captured in principles. It also

means that the decision based on those features cannot be justified in

terms of principles.

It is obvious at once that the biggest problem that the particularist has to

face is the charge of subjectivism. The worry is that, without the support of

principles, ollr decisions in particular cases have no grounds at all and

could therefore be based on any kind of bias, distortion or whimsy our

personal background might supply. Now Dancy, I take it, would want to

resist the charge of subjectivism, and he does talk of giving reasons for

ethical judgements, but these "reasons" are not appeals to moral principles.

Lrstead he talks of salient features and the way in which they operate as

reasons for judgement without carrying the implication that they will be

salient in other situations in which they occur. To help us to understand

2Jonathan Dancy, "Ethical Particularism" Mind- Vol XCII 1983' p532'
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how this could work, he uses the analogy with aesthetic reasoning. This

he characterises as essentially holistic - we cannot say what features of a

building will be aesthetically salient without considering the building as a

whole. This holism entails that salient features are not isolable in the way

that is required by anything but the weakest form of universalizability.

Aesthetic reasoning is also characterized, he thinks, by the fact that those

engaged in it are not trying to produce evidence for their judgements so

much as trying to get others to see the object in the same way that they do.

Ethical reasoning, he claims, should be conceived of in the same way.

These are interesting claims, and I shall have something to say about them

in what follows. What is not clear at this point though is how the analogy

with aesthetics is to save him from the charge of subjectivism. Seeing

reasons as only understandable in a holistic context and comparing assent

to reasons with the sharing of a perception or perspective does nothing to

defend particularism from the possible perils of subjective judgement.

My project is to rescue particularism from subjectivism and to do so by

taking Dancy's suggestion and pursuing the analogy with aesthetics. But

this takes me in a different direction than most other moral philosophers.

The modern history of normative ethics has been all about the search for

the specification of the right act. Kantianism and Utilitarianism have

failed because their specifications were too narrow to encompass our

intuitions about the moral complexity of situations.3 Pluralism

foundered because it was not able to specifii situations precisely enough

without losing credibility for its principles. Virtue ethics turns from

concentration on the act to concentration on character, but this approach

3Fo, 
"t interesting account of how Kantianism can be responsive to the particulars of

situationsseeBarbaraHerman,'ThePracticeofMoral}udgement,',@
Vol82, August 1985. PP41t1-35.
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fails to guide those who are not blessed with the possession of full-blown

virtue. Virtue ethics embodies an important change in focus, but it leaves

something out.

What I propose is that in order to justify the ethical decisions we do make,

we should attend not to the characterization of the act, nor solely to the

characterization of the agent, but to the nature and qualig of the process of

judgement.

Section One: Particularist ludgements and Aesthetic Judgements

My project is to save particularism from subjectivism and to do so by

pursuing the analogy with aesthetics. In doing so I focus on characterizing

the process of judgement in a certain way. One reason why I do this is that

characterizing the act or the situation looks to be a hopeless task, given

their complexity. My basic approach is this: characterise the process of

judgement, and let the actual judgements of particular situations take care

of themselves. But this is not really enough. Three things are required to

save the particularist from subjectivism. First, a description of the process

of coming to understand a situation, evaluating it, fitting values into it and

so on. Second, an account of what constitutes the right information about

the situation to feed into this process of understanding. Third, a defence of

the correct values to bring to the process.

What counts as the right information is an important issue, but it is not

one that will detain me long. There is, though, an important distinction to

be made. "Right" information is ambiguous between; first, information

which is correct, and second, information that is relevant to the situation.
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Both of these sorts of "right" information are needed for good judgement.

There is no difficulty in characterizing correct information - all the

ordinary epistemic standards apply. It is harder to give a satisfying account

of what information is relevant to a particular judgement. Obviously

some information will be irrelevant. If the situation at hand concerns how

I should respond to a small child persecuting my cat, then information

about the history of Byzantine art and what my mum had for breakfast are

going to be clearly irrelevant, because there are no points of contact

between that information and the details of the case at hand. Where there

is no contact, there can be no (useful) interaction. Other information may

or may not be relevant; where there ig a relationship between some fact or

theory about the world and the situation at hand, then such information

should be considered in the context of the case - put into the interplay of

the judgement process. The salience of the information will emerge as a

result of that interplay. Incorrect or irrelevant information will adversely

affect judgement, but the normal canons of correctness and relevance will

act as correctives, and the process of judgement will do the rest.

It is a much more arduous task to give a satisfying account of the right

values to be put into the process. Not just any values will do if my theory

is to be saved from subjectivism. So the bottom line for the particularist

involves giving an account of what the right values are. The values

brought to an ethical judgement are the most important part of what

informs that judgement and these values must themselves be evaluable

for there to be standards of good judgement in ethics. Like Aristotle, I see

that virtues or values can be justified only in terms of how well they

contribute to human flourishing. This is a task I take uP in Chapter Eight.
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In this chapter I describe the process of ethical judgement and put forward

three constraints on this Process.

The process of ethical judgement, I claim, is similar in significant ways to

the process of aesthetic judgement as I have described it in Part One. My

claim is both descriptive and prescriptive - many of us do make

judgements in the way I shall describe, and moreover we should make

judgements in this way and be aware that we are doing so. At the heart of

my account of aesthetic judgement is the concept of play. Interplay

between elements of the aesthetic object, between those elements and what

the subject brings to the experience; the constant movement of interaction,

influence and mutual adjustmen! this is what I mean by play' Play is the

most apt description of the process of aesthetic experience, and this type of

experience is the basis of the activity of judgement.

What I want to claim about ethical judgement is that it too has its basis in

the experience of play. In the response to an ethical situation what we do is

create/experience an interplay between different features of the situation,

emotional responses that we feel, values that we hold, memories of the

outcomes of past situations, imagined consequences of action, and

sometimes the perspectives of others. Each of these elements of the

interplay alters in relation to the others - a value we hold may become less

salient when it meets with the enormity of certain consequences; an

emotion may change in response to attention to a particular fact of the case;

an approach based on past experience may be altered by the views of

anothel based. on their experience. What is not going on is merely the

calculation of consequences or the subsumption of the situation under a

pre-existing rule. I do not think that this description of the process of
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ethical experience and judgement is a contentious one; I think it is a

picture that we all recognise. The experience is a familiar one; we approach

situations with a certain fund of experiences and values, and we find that,

as we respond to the very particular facts of the case, some of our past

experiences emerge as relevant to the case, others drop out. Values turn

out to be more or less important, certain emotions or value-laden

perspectives are triggered, others are not. Sometimes our experience of the

situation modifies the way we hold a particular value, or the way we stun

up to ourselves the content of our past experience. The interplay is

characterized by mutual adjustment of the elements within it.

Now this process that I am describing is very like that which John Rawls

calls "wide reflective equilibrium". For Rawls, the job of this process is to

arrive as the "best" possible moral theory. This is done through a Process

of interplay and mutual adjustment between considered opinions, moral

principles, and background theories. His and my conceptions of the

activity of interplay are very similar; but one difference between us is that I

take the process to be central not only to the construction of a moral theory

but to the construction of particular moral judgements. But my aim is not

merely to characterise ethical judgement in this way, but to show how the

acceptance of this characterization carries with it a good deal of explanatory

power and more importantly, constraints on the activity of judgement that

are essential if particularist judgement is to be saved from subjectivism.

One thing that emerges from this sketch of the interplay of ethical

judgement (and a more detailed example of the process follows in the next

chapter) is that the salience of facts about the situation, or values that

might be relevant, is dependent on how those particular facts or values
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stand in relation to the other features of the case and perspectives of the

person responding to it. That notion of salience as emerging from the total

picture that Dancy talks about and compares to aesthetic salience is not

mysterious at all, but a natural result of allowing different elements of the

interplay to interact freely. Here is a quick example. Stephen knows that

Christine is going to kill someone, and that she is going to use the

handgun concealed in her desk. When Stephen breaks into Christine's

room, forces her desk and takes the gun, he knows that he is taking

someone's property without their consent. He is stealing. In most other

circumstances, the fact that his action is rightly described as stealing would

be salient, one highly relevant to his judgement or to our overall

assessment of his action. But in this situation, the fact that what Stephen is

doing is stealing is not salient at all, when seen in the context of Christine's

intentions, the probable outcomes, the value of protecting life, and so on.

This is an easy case - the process of interplay between the facts of the case

and the relevant values is simple, the outcome obvious. What is

important does not always emerge so clearly in real life. But when it does,

it does so as a result of the process of interplay.

Section Two: Iudgement - Free Play and its Constraints

How does the identification of the process of judgement as play help to

save particularism from subjectivism? You might think that the inclusion

of personal perspectives and emotions makes judgement all the more

subjective, and that the emphasis on interplay leaves far too much room

for bias, mistakes and ethical red herrings. What I claim is that the

identification of judgement as play puts constraints on the process of

judgement, constraints that will go a long way towards saving the
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particularist's judgements from the dangers of subjectivism.

In the first nLalf of this thesis I characterized aesthetic experience and

aesthetic judgement as essentially an activity of free Play. The constraints

on this free play are derived from the nature of the play itself. The first

constraint I have called the underdetermination of resPonse. This is the

requirement that no element that enters into the Process of interactive play

should determine the outcome of the process. Of course it is possible that a

situation might arise in which there is only one factor which carries any

significance at all, and in this case, and in this sense, one element may

"determine" the outcome of a process of judgement. This kind of situation

is most unlikely. What would be important in such a situation is that the

person who is engaged in the activity of judgement does not rule out the

possiblity of other factors having significance, and would allow them to

interact with each other, should they exist. This requirement is clearly

related to the concept of free play; the interaction cannot be a "free" one

where any factor dominates the process and restricts the interaction

between all elements.

Perhaps it is possible to have a free and underdetermined interaction

between a very restricted set of elements. In that case a second requirement

is needed; that of richness. The "freedom" of the interaction should

govem not only the way particular elements interact, but also the range of

elements that can enter into the interaction. Anything could be relevant,

and the judge must cast their mental net widely in order to allow for the

influence of possibly significant factors. just how widely should the net be

cast? Obviously the process of judgement would be impossible if, for each

situation, all values had to be consulted, all scenarios imagined, all details
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taken into account, all past cases brought to mind. So how much should be

included and on what grounds? Clearly there can be no rules that would

help us here, for particular cases vary too much. What is a help, I think, is

Kant's model of the free play of the imagination and the understanding.

What he has in mind is the (natural) cooperation between (what he would

call) two faculties of mind; that which explores the possible (the

imagination) and that which orders the given (the understanding). In the

process of judgement, free play of the imagination and the understanding

involves casting around, in an oPen and imaginative waf r for relevant

facts and values, projecting possible outcomes, inventing hypothetical

cases against which to test responses and intuitions, and so on, and sorting

and ordering all these into a coherent picture.

This picture of the process gives rise to the third requirement or constraint,

that of coherence. It is this requirement of coherence that acts as a guide in

determining how much material should be put into interaction.

Sometimes it will be obvious to the judge that certain details or values or

cases will be irrelevant, sometimes these elements have to be considered in

the context of the case (put into play with other elements) in order to see if

they will have any significance. Distinguishing between these two classes

may be difficult, and the judge may be in danger of making a hasty or

biased decision about which elements are clearly irrelevant and which

need to be considered in the context of the whole situation. This is always

a danger in moral judgements and the proper corrective to it is awareness.

One virtue of my conception of judgement is that having as constraints

both richness and the underdetermination of response demands just such

awareness of how certain factors may be excluded or play a determinative

role in one's own mind.
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L *y view, ethical judgement is best conceived as .rn activity of interplay

between the many factors relevant to experiencing and assessing a

situation. This process of interplay is constrained by three requirements,

requirements that emerge from the nature of the interplay itself:

underdetermination of response, richness and coherence. Let's see now

how these constraints operate with respect to three areas that are important

in ethics: emotion, partiality, and the use of rules.

Section Tfuee: Emotion

In Chapter One I discussed the idea that emotions (as well as other

"practical" responses) ought to be left out of aesthetic appreciation. I

claimed that the reasonable core of rnrth that should be salvaged from this

seemingly quite unreasonable stipulation is that emotions ought not to be

allowed to determine one's response, thereby cutting off other avenues of

experience and interpretation. In the history of ethics, as well as in the

history of philosophical aesthetics, the role of the emotions has been

denied by many influential thinkers, most notoriously Immanuel Kant.

But it is inaccurate to portray Kant as maintaining that the emotions

cannot play a role in moral judgement - he merely refuses to allow that

they could be a sufficient ground for moral judgement on their own. He

also believes that moral judgement can take place in the absence of

emotions; witness his discussion of the coldhearted and insensible man

who nevertheless does his dtty.a Now this doesn't leave a very

important role for the emotions; they can help us in our moral

4lmmanuel Kant The Groundwork of the MetaPhysics of Morals hans. H.J. Paton

Hutchinson, London, 1958. p65.
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judgements, but we can do without them if necessary and they certainly

cannot be a basis for moral judgement on their own. Of course the

background to this stance of Kant's is the long-running and deep-seated

distrust of the emotions that is obvious in Plato and is almost a

cornerstone of the Christian tradition. Emotions are dangerous because

they are overwhelming, because they are fickle and fluctuating, and

because they have long been identified with our "beastly" natures.S

Emotions are seen as subverters of reason, and capable of overthrowing the

proper authority of our rational capacities.

The picture is a familiar one, and it is curiously persistent in our culture, if

not in philosophical writing. What I want to say about it is that, just as in

the aesthetic case, there is a core of truth there. Emotions can be a danger

to moral judgement insofar as they are sometimes capable of determining

entirely one's reaction to, perception of, and assessment of a particular

situation. Emotions like jealousy, fearfulness, malice and love can in their

various ways blind us to details and values relevant to understanding a

situation, or make us insensible to the importance of those factors we do

recognise. It is easy to see how the requirement of underdetermination of

response operates with respect to emotions.

The requirement of richness demands that the judge include a sufficient

array of elements in their consideration of a situation. This requirement

therefore may call for the inclusion of emotions in the interplay of

elements that constitutes the activity of judgement. Nancy Sherman5

Wury Midgely nicely debunks the image of our darker side as'beastly" or "animalisitc"

in her book Beast and Man: The Roots of Human Nature, Comell University Ptess, Ithaca,

7978.
5Nurr.y Sherman, The Fabric of Character: Aristotle's Theory of Virtue- Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1989. Ch Z sections 3 & 4.
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and Martha NussbaumT have both done important work on the positive

role that emotions play in moral judgement. Emotions are needed firstly

in order to perceive a situation as having moral significance, then in order

to properly see the salience of the different factors, and finally for having

the right responses to the picture of the situation that emerges. I shall not

labour these points; I feel there is little I can add to the excellent work in

this area done by others.

How does the requirement of coherence relate to emotion? When I first

confront an ethically loaded situation, I may have conflicting emotions, or

emotions of which it is hard to say what their weight should be. The

requirement of coherence guarantees that the emotions which inform and

underlie the final picture of the situation are aPPropriate. Take the

hypothetical situation in which I fall pregnant, and am considering

whether or not I should have an abortion. One emotion which I might

bring to this situation is a strong feeling of protectiveness towards the fetus

that I am carrying. It is important that I have this emotion, for without it,

or something like it, I will not be in a position to recognise fully the moral

weight of the situation. But as I go through the Process of putting into play

in my mind the facts about the state of my career, which perhaps I am just

beginning, the state of my relationship to my partner, which perhaps is still

unstable, the feeling that I am just a child myself and unready for the

responsibility of parenthood, the value of self determination that I hold so

dear, the feelings of fear and desperation about losing control of my life,

then what emerges is the sense that this original emotion cannot fit, as it

stands, into my judgement of the situation. Coherence requires that this

emotion is (in the simplest case) outweighed perhaps, or transformed into

TM"tthu Nussbau:n, The Fragility of Goodness: Luck and Ethics in Greek Tragedy and

Philosophy Cambridge University Press, Canbridge, 1985. Ch 10.
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protectiveness about my own child setf, still needing to be cared for in this

situation, or utilized as source of motivation to seek the counselling that

will enable me to gtieve effectively the loss that my decision to abort

makes inevitable. This process of transformation of emotion during the

play of judgement is very important, I think, because it reduces the danger

of my decision being later subverted by * ignored but still powerful

emotion. The progress towards coherence (as I have described i0 in

judgement is an extremely important ideal to have in the ProPer handling

of emotion.

Section Four: Partiality

Like emotion, partiality has long been seen as inappropriate in ethical

judgements. Impartiality is the core of both Kantian and utilitarian ethics,

and much of the appeal of these theories lies in that feature, although the

impartiality of classical Act Utilitarianism is the less intuitively appealing

impartiality with respect to pleasures rather than persons. Impartiality is

an attractive feature in an ethical theory because of a very strong moral

infuition that what morality is all about is correcting the natural bias we

have toward ourselves and those close to us. For many moral

philosophers, the notion of impartiality is partly constitutive of what

morality is.

Accepting for the moment that this is true, partiality can still play a role

even in theories as clearly based on impartiality as Kantianism and

Utilitarianism. Looking after one's own children before those of strangers

may well turn out to be a consistently universalizable maxim - the
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impartiality requirement is satisfied by the fact that we are willing that

everybody else do so as well. Utilitarians might justify partiality towards

one's own in terms of side-effects, or long-term consequences. A

sophisticated Utilitarian may acknowledge the utility of cultivating

dispositions that do not aim directly at maximizing the distribution of

utility, on the grounds that the possession of such dispositions, even those

involving partiality, ensures the best results in the long run. Moreover, it

seems to me, a utilitarian after the style of Bentham could claim that we

are justified in performing actions based on partiality because we are much

more likely to be able to accurately predict the consequences of our actions

when they concem those close to us. The probability of good consequences

is nearly always going to be higher in those cases where we are moved by

partiality. Nearly always. But there's the problem. For each of the ways in

which impartialistic theories can justify partiality carries with it the

possibility of a case which would stand as a counter-example. We might

just know ourselves to be in a position to foresee with near certainty the

effects of our actions on that underprivileged child in South Auckland.

We might be faced with a case in which the good we can do by

undermining the usually useful disposition of partiality far outweighs the

damage done by that undermining. Side-effects and long-range

consequences do not always count in favour of partiality.

Now is this a problem? Those who want to defend partiality as a value

might reject impartialistic theories just because such counter-examples

exist. But I think it is clear that few if *y people would want to raise

partiality to the height of an absolute value. We d-o want to abandon

partiality if the stakes are high enough, or the cost small enough. We do

think it appropriate to deny our child a new pair of fashionable sports
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shoes if there is a direct demand that only we could satisfy for the price of a

life-saving drug. Such cases are justified by impartialistic theories. On the

other hand, we do think it appropriate to save for our own university

education instead of sending our surplus cash to World Vision. Such cases

can also be justified by impartialistic theories, once various qualifications

are invoked. What is the particularist to say about this?

What I would say is that the values both of partiality and impartiality, the

details of the case that concern side-effects, long-terrn consequences, the

issues concerning the role of dispositions; all of these operate in our

consideration of the case whether we subscribe to an ethical theory or not.

I claim that the theories themselves do no work except to stand as

reminders that certain values have great importance. Anyone who wants

to hold that certain values are absolute will find monolithic theories

atlractive, but anyone who searches for qualifications of, for instance,

Utlitarianism, in order to justify partiality in some cases is already engaged

in the kind of process of judgement that makes theories and rules obsolete.

lf reasons can operate as justifications for reinterpreting the principle of

utility, then they can operate to justify particular judgements without

recourse to theory. What I am saying is that if anyone is a sophisticated

Kantian or a sophisticated Utilitarian, then they are already half way to

being a particularist. What they lack is the right picture of what they are

doing.

One of the persistent themes of this thesis is that the picture you have of

what you are doing makes an enorlnous difference. The picture of the

process of judgement that I present, with its emphasis on the judge's

participation in the activity of play, has several advantages. One of these is

the heightened awareness of the role that each factor must play in order
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that the process of judgement be truly one of "free play". This awareness is

vital as a corrective to the biases that endanger judgement and also serves

to alert us to the dangers of an impoverished approach to consideration of

situations. How does this work with respect to partiality.

The particularist will expect that in some situations partiality towards

oneself and one's own will be appropriate and in some situations it will

not. Obviously no rule can be glven to tell you which category any

particular situation will fall into. It is just a matter of judgement. But the

constraints on judgement provide some guidance. The requirement of

underdetermination of response demands that we be aware that our

partiality may blind us to other significant factors in a situation. The same

is true of the value of impartiality; our adherence to this value may

overdetermine the way we perceive the situation at hand. Neither

partiality nor impartiality are vices, but in any situation we must avoid the

vice of having either of these values overdetermine what goes on in the

process of judgement. How could you know that, for instance, partiality is

playing an overdeterminative role? In the most extreme case you know

that your partiality is interfering with the freedom of your judgement

when no other factor could turn out to be salient. That is, when, in

imagining other cases comparable (but different) to the one in hand, the

value of partiality remains constant as the determining factor in your

judgement. There can be cases when one value does turn out to be the

only significant value, but consideration of analogous situations will

reveal if no difference could make any difference.

The second requirement of richness suggests an interesting perspective on

the nature of partiality. Richness of play in judgement demands that a
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sufficiently wide range of factors be entered into the interaction. With

respect to the value of partiality, what range is there available? To even

the most amateur student of human behaviour it will be clear that human

beings are capable of identifying with many different groupings; what we

think of as "our own" can range from our individual selves, to families, to

communities and so on. Corresponding to these groupings are different

conceptions of how far our partiality extends. To an individualist,

partiality means preference for self. To a traditional Pacific Islander,

partiality means preference for the interests of any member of the extended

family. To a World War One British patriot, partiality extends as far as

national boundaries. To a member of Amnesty International, partiality

extends across national boundaries, and to a member of Greenpeace it

extends across the boundaries of species and even sentience. What you call

partiality depends on what group you identify yourself with. The image I

have of these different levels of partiality is that of a system of concentric

circles radiating out from the individual self. It is possible to identify

oneself as a member of each of these circles, and therefore to have one's

partiality extend to oneself, only a few people, many people, every person

or even everything. (Of course, we usually call the partiality which

extends to every person "impartialty".)

The point of having this model is to explain how the requirement of

richness operates with respect to partiality. Within any situation it is

possible to have our perspective on that situation altered by identifying

with a different level in the system of concentric circles. Richness in

judgement requires that the judge, when considering a situation, be able to

position themselves not just in one of these levels but in a range of them.

One consequence of the particularist position, I take it, is that it will not be
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possible to say, prior to the examination of a case, which perspective will be

the appropriate one to adopt. So a range must be "tried on"; that is,

allowed to interact with the other elements of the case.

Those who are sceptical about particularism will not be satisfied by this;

they will want to know just how we know in any case what the appropriate

perspective is. There is no answer to this. My defence of particularism

relies on a response-dependence account of the content of actual

judgements. The appropriate perspective is that which emerges from the

right kind of process of judgement. There are constraints on the process of

judgement, and ordinary standards of relevance apply when factors

interact with each other. Obviously, the number of people who are affected

by the situation will be one factor that is relevant to which perspective is

adopted. In most cases, if it is only the self, or the family, or the nation that

is affected then it will be urulecessary to consider the situation in terms of

one's identification with the whole species. But if only the family is

affected, and there is a conflict of interests between self and family, should I

be thinking of myself as an individual, or as member of the family? The

importance of the interests at stake is a significant factor, as is how those

interests fit with the wider picture of my life and with facts about, for

instance, what is generally conducive to human flourishing. We all easily

recognise the kinds of reasons that can be given and the kinds of factors

that can make a difference. But whether or not they will make a difference

in a particular case is not something that can be known beforehand. There

are many reasons why different perspectives with respect to the limits of

partiality might appropriate. But justifications of particular perspectives

can take place only in the context of a particular case.

Good judgement is a skill and it is an art. It is something we learn by
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example and by practice. There are no step by step rules for doing it. But is

there any role that rules can play in the process of judgement? What of the

role of our long-honoured moral rules? Is there any room at all in the

particularist schema for these?

Section Five: Rules

Since I am comparing the practice of judgement in aesthetics and ethics, it

might be useful to briefly consider the role of rules in art creation and art

appreciation. Kant is well known for saying in his Critique of Iudgement

that there can be no use of rules in making judgements of taste. But what

are the practices of those who engage in art creation and appreciation and

those who teach it? A foray into the art history classroom reveals that

rules are used. Beginners are given rules that act as guidelines about what

to look for in certain genres, how to interpret symbols and the conventions

of paint and sound in usual cases, and so on. Sfudents who are learning to

create art are also offered rules about how to create certain effects. But the

important thing to notice about these rules is first that they are only offered

as rules of thumb; there are always cases where these guidelines will be

inappropriate to the artwork in question. Second, these guidelines are

presented as starting points; the mature student of art history and the

accomplished artist are marked by their ability to discard such guidelines

when the case calls for it, and to use their own judgement and creativity to

create a coherent interpretation or an innovative artwork.

What of the role of rules in ethics? My basic position on the role of rules

follows the pattern created by *y analysis of judgement as Play. The use of
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rules must be constrained by underdetermination, richness, and coherence.

In this section I explain how those constraints operate. But a more wide-

ranging discussion of the role of rules in ethics is appropriate here because

part of my project is a defence of particularism, and particularists must

defend their claim that moral rules are unnecessary.

How does the use of rules fit with the requirement of underdetermination

of response? If rules are taken to be absolute or stringent, then clearly the

application of a rule to a situation completely determines the outcome of

deliberation about that situation. If the situation contains as EIn element

the fact that some end could be achieved by someone taking something

that doesn't belong to them then the rule against stealing will prohibit

that. Application of the rule ends the deliberation and the outcome is

determined by the rule. But much more commonly situations invite the

application of conflicting rules. This is a problem for the defender of

absolute rules, sometimes solved by an effort to rank rules8. Whatever

the success of such rankings, though, it is still the case that a situation

perceived through the framework of rules is a situation Pelceived

narrowly. Insofar as rules are general, then the understanding of a

situation will be confined to those aspects of it which fall under those

general rules. Clearly such a model of deliberation will violate the

requirement of underdetermination of response.

What of weaker conceptions of rules? Very few still hold, as Kant did, that

rules should be both general and absolute. Instead the prevailing

conception is that of rules as defeasible, as mere summaries of past cases/ or

rules of thumb. This position is significantly weaker than that of the

SKurrt, for example, tries to solve the conflict of rules problem by ranking perfect duties

over imperfect duties (hoping that there will never be conflicts within these categories).
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absolutist because it seriously undermines the role of rules as justifications

in reasoning. Summary rules and rules of thumb operate merely as guides

to salient features of situations. My position on the status and use of these

weaker notions of rules is twofold. First, the use of any rule-like concept in

the process of judgement carries with it the danger of narrowing the

perception of the judge. Even summary rules must be general in nature,

and insofar as they are, then seeing a situation in terms of them

determines and restricts the range of one's response to the situation.

Second, an examination of the concept of a summary rule shows that such

rules are in fact redundant. Showing the plausibility of this last claim is

intended to give weight to the recorunendation that our understanding of

the nafure and use of rules be revised in order to safeguard against the

determination of response that I believe is inimical to good judgement.

What is a summary rule? A summary rule is an encapsulation of past

experience, a generalization based on previous particular moral

judgements. We are supposed to need such rules because of the confusing

particularity of the world. According to Martha Nussbaurn, we understand

this confusing world by finding in it general features and

we guide ourselves morally by giving ourselves, or being

given, precepts or rules in terms of those repeatable

items.9

These rules are

summaries of particular decisions, useful for the

purposes of economy and aids in identifying the salient

features of the particular case.1o

Certainly identifying the salient features in a case can be difficult, but can

9Nussbaum,p298.

ltuia pzee.
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summary rules help us in this task? Nussbaum recognises the difficulty

here. In adopting a conception of summary rules, she says, we put

ourselves in a position of cognitive insecurity. We

must always be on the lookout for what there is before us

in the world; we cannot rest secure in the thought that

what we are to see and respond to is something we have

seen before.11

The role of summary rules, she thinks is to save us from this insecurity,

and to give us at least some help in identifying the salient features of a

case. Th"y do this, supposedly,by virtue of being generalizations from past

cases.

I do not want to deny that we do and should refer to past cases in our

deliberation about a case at hand. But often the reference we make is to

particular cases, not generalizations about the many. A particular,

concrete, past case can be used as a comparison, to explore similarities and

differences, to gather evidence about probable outcomes of actions. Part of

the play of judgement is this activity of trying the present case against the

pattern of previous cases, looking for fit and failure to fit. This must be

done in detail - a generalization about a number of cases could not fulfiII

this function because the very details that are useful might be those effaced

by the generalizing process.

It is a fact about moral judgement, though, that rules are invoked by those

engaged in the process of judgement. I want to claim that what is going on

here is not reference to a generalization about past experience but a

reference to a value which is enshrined in the rule invoked. The question

11tbid psoo.
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then for the judge is not "Is this generalization relevant to the case at

hand?" but "Is this value relevant?" And here at last we come to the real

role of rules.

I.n my opinion, the rules that we do find ourselves referring to when

engaged in the process of judgement are not summaries of past experience

but rather mnemonics for values. I think that there is no doubt that we

sometimes use rules to structure our deliberations, especially in the initial

stages. But the best way to understand the way those rules operate is as

reminders of the various values that might be relevant to the case in hand.

With this understood, I can now say how the requirement of richness

relates to rule-use.

Richness in the range of elements that interact in the Process of judgement

is aided by the use of rules insofar as those rules are conceived of as

mnemonics for values. Having on hand a set of rules which Serve as

reminders of values can help the judge to cast their mental net wide

enough to gather all the elements appropriate to making a good

judgement. Indeed, the requirement of richness demands that the full

range of values which could be relevant to a situation be considered'

Thinking in terms of rules is one way of doing this. I want to make it clear,

though, that I do not think that the use of rules is in any way necessary for

good judgement. Reference to values iS necessary, but there is no need to

use rules as [rnemonics for those values. Nevertheless, such a use of rules

is an option, and one that might well be useful to a young Person, or a

confused person, or a continent person. But it is vital, if the judge is to be

flexible in their perception and appreciation of situations, that these rules

are seen not as absolute, or even generally reliable generallzations, but as
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ways of reminding oneself of values that are pertinent to the situation.

We do use rules, but I want to claim that the use we put rules to in our

deliberations is far better explained by conceiving of rules as mnemonics

than as summaries of past decisions.

Let me take as examples some rules like "Keep promises", "Save lives" and

"Eat healthy". What I take these rules to be are statements about the

values of fidelity, beneficence and health. Is there anything in these rules

over and above the statement of value? The answer is, I think, some kind

of call for stringency. This could be interpreted in three different ways.

The call for stringency could mean: 1) never disobey the rule; 2)

understand the rule as prima facie binding but overridable; or 3) never

dismiss this value out of hand. The first alternative is implausible for

reasons too often rehearsed to bear repeating. My interest lies in

distinguishing between the second two options. I favour the third over the

second because I am defending a fype of particularism, and the particularist

can have no truck even with overridable principles. But the notion of a

prima facie principle is a very attractive one. Here is a characterization by

R.E. Ewin:

If I make a promise, though, then that fact and the rule

that I ought to keep my promise are never irrelevant or

otiose; they always provide a reason for doing whatever it

is that I have promised to do. The reason need not be a

final one and can be overridden, but, if it is not to be a

final one, it needs to be overridden and therefore to be

considered.l2

The essence of the notion of a prima facie rule or principle is that it

12R.E. E*it, Cooperation and Human Values. A Study of Moral Reasoning. Harvester

Press, Brighton,l981. p.51.
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embodies some value which always counts for something in a situation to

which it pertains. That value must therefore be outweighed or overridden

if it does not determine the outcome of deliberation. Presumably it is

outweighed or overridden by some other value more pertinent to the

situation. This picture of the deliberation process fits very well with our

experience. But all the particularist has to show is that there are some

(perhaps only a few) cases where the principle, or the value behind it, is

not overridden but fails to be relevant at all, even though a description of

the case brings that rule to mind. One such case,I want to claim , is the one

I mentioned earlier in this chapter. When Stephen takes from Christine's

desk a gun he knows that she intends to use as a murder weaPon, he might

consider the value of respect for private property but reject it as a pertinent

concern in this case. What does this rejection amount to? Those in favour

of a conception of prima facie principles will describe the case as one where

the value of respect for private property is outweighed by the value of

conserving innocent human life. Those in favour of a conception of

principles merely as mnemonics for values will describe the case as one

where the value just does not apply. How should we adjudicate between

these two models? It is not at all clear what a proof of one or the other

would look like. The best we can do is to look at the coherence and

pragmatic value of the theory that each fits into and to refer, as far as we

can, to our actual experience. With respect to the second of these

"justifications", I think it instructive to look at what is left over,

psychoiogically speaking, when a value or rule is rejected. One indicator

that a value has been overridden is the feeling of regret that attaches to the

loss of, or failure to promote that value. So, in examining our exPerience

we should ask ourselves a question like "If I were Stephen, would I

experience any regret that what I was doing was an act of stealing and thus

a violation of the value of respect for private property?"- When I ask
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myself this question I find that I would experience no such regret and it is

my (perhaps unwarranted) assumption that the many and the wise would

come to the same conclusion.

On the basis of just such persuasive examples, then, I claim that it makes

sense to conceive of rules and the values that they enshrine not as prima

facie and overridable principles, but instead as elements pertinent to

judgement that may not be ignored, but can be dismissed, without leaving

a residue. This interpretation of the role of rules is consistent with

particularism. In summaryt my position on the positive role of rules is

this: they can be used as mnemonics for values. In doing so they are aids to

an important requirement for good judgement, the requirement of

richness. What this comes to is the demand that all values which could

(by any reasonable stretch of the imagination) be pertinent to an

assessment of a situation are brought to mind, even if they are to be

(perhaps instantly) dismissed. This position does not commit me to the

existence of prima facie rules because the dismissal of values can, in at least

some cases, occur without the tell-tale residue of regret.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PERCEPTION, PICTURING. AND REASON GWING

Introduction

What is the best way to conceive of reason giving in moral judgement? In

the last chapter I agreed with Jonathan Dancy that it is not a matter of

referring to principles which are generalizations about previous

experience. So what !g happening when we try to offer reasons for

particular decisions? What are we doing when we engage in argument

with others about ethically loaded situations?

Dancy's positive contribution to this question is sketchy and undeveloped.

At the end of "Ethical Particularism"l he says

The man who provides reasons is not so much providing

evidence for his ethical judgement as trying to show his

audience how he sees the situation. He supposes that to

see it his way is to join in with his judgement of right

and wron& so if you do come to see it his way you will

agxee with his ethical judgement, but by giving his

reasons he is not arguing for that judgement, in the way

that adherents of moral principles might suPPose-

So for Dancy the giving of reasons is really the activify of getting others to

see the situation in the way that you do. This could be compared to what

some claim2 happens in aesthetics; we do not so much give reasons for

our judgements and interpretations of art as try to get others to see the

work in the same way we do. That moral reasoning is (at least partly)

llonathan Dancy, "Ethical Particularism", Mind, Vol XCtr, 1983' p545'

2 One such is Frank Sibley in his "Aesthetic and Non-Aesthetic" PhilosoPhical Review.

Yo174,1955. pp135-59.
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about the way we see things is certainly an attractive idea, but one that

needs a lot more cashing out in order to be convincing. This chapter is an

attempt to explore the idea that moral judgements might be like

perceptions and to offer a fuller picture of what "seeing it this way" could

come to. That such an exploration is worthwhile is amply justified by the

readiness with which metaphors of sight (like "a fuller picture") spring to

our lips and pens when we talk of understanding.

In this chapter I am not offering an analysis of what all our moral

judgements really are. I do not believe that there is one description that

can do justice to the many different things we might be doing when we

make a moral judgement. What we do depends on the theory we have, or

the picture we have, of what a moral judgement should be like. The

conception of moral judgement I put forward is one that fits with what

some people actually do, but more importantly, I will argue in the

conclusion of this thesis, it is a conception that has a very positive effect

on our ability to live well. The payoff that comes with embracing this

picture is the closing of the gap between judgement and action.

Some accounts of the process of moral judgement come to us directly,

recommended as decision procedures. Some come to us through pictures

implied by theories which are about not the process but the justification of

moral judgement or the meta-ethical status of moral judgement. Here are

some of the conceptions of the process of moral judgement we have

inherited: the subsumption of the particular situation under a given

general rule; the activity of fitting our intended action into the form of a

rule; the impartial calculation of consequences; the consulting of our own

interests, feelings or consciences; the appeal to social convention. All of

these are accounts of what it means to give a reason for a moral

judgement about a particular situation. They are appeals to different kinds

of justifying reasons. And all of these pictures assume that the resulting
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moral judgement is a belief which is accompanied by a motivating factor,

such as a desire based on self interest or fellow feeling or perhaps on the

operation of the superego, or in the case of the Kantians, something much

more mysterious.

The conception that Dancy favours is different from all of these. The

picture of moral judgement he has is of seeing things in a certain way. I

will put forward a theory that I think captures what Dancy means and also

gives an account of how reasons can operate in moral judgement without

being construed as generally morally relevant. But first I look briefly at

fwo writers who have taken up the idea that moral iudgement is a

perception. The first of these is john McDowell-

Section One: Moral PercePtion?

McDowell presents his view first3 in a reply to Phillipa Foot's "Morality

as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives"4. The heart of McDowell's

position is a rejection of the picture of moral judgement as a belief plus an

independent desire. What he puts in its place is a picture of moral

judgement as a perception of, or a conception of, the facts relevant to the

action. This "perception" of the facts is nothing but a set of beliefs about

the world. Desires, he thinks, have no necessary role in the process. He

says this because he wants to reject the idea that moral imperatives are

hypothetical imperatives; namely, that the motivation to act on them

d.epends upon a detachable desire. Clearly his position is a form of

cognitivism, for McDowell says at one point that beliefs, on their own,

3loh11 McDowell "Are Moral Requirements Hypothetical Innperatives?", Proceedings of

the Aristotelian Society. Vol52, 1978. ppl3-29.
anhiuipu Foot, "Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives" Philosophical

Review lxxxi, 1972. p305
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provide the motivation to act. At another point, though, he says that

what provides motivation is the favourable light in which the agent sees

the projected action. Now this fits better with our understanding of what

a 'conception' is, but can this favourable light be understood as

independent of desire? As purely cognitive? Confusingly, McDowell says

this:

....what appears as a desire, in the most natural filling

out of the reason is better regarded as a cognitive

state, a colouring of the agent's view of the world.S

Now how can a purely cognitive state be a colouring of the world? Surely

"colouring" implies some kind of infusion of value into our perception.

McDowell also writes of these perceptions as "world views". And a world

view is not just a passive observation of the world. By "world view" most

of us mean a way of looking at things that is structured by certain concerns

and values. There seems to be ambiguity about whether McDowell's

moral perception is a purely cognitive observation of the world or an

activity which involves the injection of value by the subject, in the

'colouring' action of their conception of the circumstances. I think that

the fact that McDowell slips between the use of the word "perception",

with its connotations of passive observation, and the word "conception",

with its connotations of value-ladenness demonstrates that this tension is

not resolved in his mind.

Regardless of the ambiguity in McDowell's position on moral judgments

as perceptions, it is clear what he should be arguing. If he rejects the view

that desire and betief are distinct he must hold that the beliefs which are

the grounds of motivation are not the value neutral entities we once

thought they were. Beliefs that colour the world are value-laden and are

not congenial to the cognitivist. How can we characterize these new-style

sMcDowell, p24,
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beliefs? McDowell would definitely reply "NOT in terms of attendant

desires". But perhaps he has disposed of desires too readily in his crusade

against the hypothetical imperative. What he rejects as part of moral

judgement are independent and detachable desires, but are all desires of

this sort?

Early in his paper McDowell says

To a virtuous person, certain actions are presented as

practically necessary - by his view of certain situations in

which he finds himself. The question is whether his

conceptions of the relevant facts weigh with him only

conditionally upon his possession of a desire.5

Now it is true that the virtuous person does not Possess a detachable

desire to supplement their conception of the situation - that would be a

better description of the continent person's state. But the virtuous person

does not lack a desire; they have (in Aristotle's language) the habit of right

desire. And this desire is not detachable, I say, because it is integrated into

the beliefs of the virfuous person, into their perceptions, their

understanding of the world, their personality. People who are merely

continent lack this integration, and that is why they need an independent

desire (the desire to do good, or to become virtuous) to motivate them.

McDowell wants to say that a moral judgement is a set of "coloured"

beliefs, a perception. But I think this is an inadequate description. I think

that the only appealing characterization of these new-style, value-laden

beliefs is that they are in fact complexes of beliefs about the world, desires,

theories, perceptions, and personality traits which are integrated or

mutually embedded or mutually informing. What these complexes are is

the result of the activity of play in the process of judgement. They are, if

you like, the end state or equilibrium reached after the play of elements

5lbid, ple.
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relevant to the situation is complete. ("Completion" may be a misleading

word to use here because sometimes the end state will be provisional, or

revisable, if there are other factors which may arise or be discovered that

will alter the way in which elements of the complex will stand in relation

to one another.)

The conclusion I want to draw from all this is that McDowell's stance on

moral perception is useful because it suggests the way in which values and

desires are not separate from but integral to the way we see situations. But

he does not go far enough in saying how these values and desires are

integrated. I also think that "perception" is not the best term to use to

describe this process, because it has connected to it connotations of a

passive observation of moral value existing in the world, rather than an

active engagement with the world that brings to it value in the form of

human interests and concerns. What really occurs is an interpretation of

the world through the integrated complex of beliefs, desires, theories of

the good, emotions etc that is the result of the activity of play. This is not

an analysis of what everyone does when they make a moral judgement

(although I suspect that for the person untainted by moral theory, this is

rather like what they do, although without awareness) but rather a

description of what we can do, and moreover, as I will argue later, what

we should do if we want to flourish.

The concept of moral perception has received its fullest treatment by

Martha Nussbaum in her book The Fragility of Goodness. There are a few

ways in which her views are an advance on McDowell's. First, she is

much more comfortable with the role of human values in the Process.

While McDowell seems unwilling to abandon the idea that moral

perception is cognitive, calling it at most 'coloured' rather than value-

laden, Nussbaum is happy to admit that values are embedded in our

perceptions. She puts considerable emphasis on the necessary role that the
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passions play in informing our understanding of situations. Her concept

of "situational appreciation" includes within it the contribution of

emotion and imagination to the perception of circumstances and her

descriptions of the contents of particular moral perceptions are

descriptions of interpretations. not observations, of the situation. This

emphasis on interpretation is, of course, very congenial to someone like

myself, who is keen to highlight analogies between aesthetics and ethics.

But what is this process of interpretation and how is it best conceived? As

a matter of perception? Or something else? The conception that I favour

is not one of perception, but of pieturog. Let me explain.

Section Two: Moral Iudgement as Picturing

The process of moral perception is like the process of aesthetic

appreciation. It is essentially a matter of putting many elements into a

mutually adjusting play. In the aesthetic case, the person interacting with

the given object or artwork brings to it emotional responses, associations,

theories, comparisons, ideas, and aesthetic values they already have.

These elements undergo a process of integration that requires mutual

adjustment and enhancement. This process is always a process of

interaction with the object, creating in the movement between object and

the elements brought to it new patterns, new ways of organising the

material, creating new relationships and values. The result is a rich and

coherent way of seeing the object and it is this resultant picture that

constitutes the aesthetic judgement. In the moral case, the person

interacting with the given facts of a situation brings to it emotional

responses, beliefs about the world, the results of past experience, theories

about the good, comparisons with other situations, calculations of

consequences, desires, values, states of character. The process of

integrating these elements with each other in interaction with the
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circumstances of the situation creates the perception of relationships and

values. The result is a rich and coherent picture of the situation and it is

this resultant picture that constitutes the moral judgement. Both in the

aesthetic and the moral case the process is one of interpretation, of creative

interaction between the given, and the intellectual, emotional,

imaginative and perceptual resources of the Person.

I find myself talking of the moral judgement as a picture rather than a

perception for two reasons. First, as I said eatlier, perception does carry

with it connotations of passive observation and clearly my model is one of

activity. Second, perception sounds instantaneous and this is not always

the case with moral judgement. In fact, this might be one reason that

leads people to dismiss talk of perception altogether. For although

sometimes our moral judgements are lightning fast, on other occasions, in

more complex situations, the process can take quite a while. The best way

to understand it, I think, is this. In the aesthetic case the play can go on

both on the conscious, intellectual level and on the unconscious,

perceptual level. We might have to work quite hard to "make sense" of a

complex artwork, fitting together ideas and responses painstakingly in our

interaction with what is given. With simpler objects, or with works that

we have experience of, an easy handle on, the coherent picture of

relationships comes to us naturally and quickly. We shouid not be

contrasting the two different experiences as, say, active understanding

versus passive perception, but acknowledging the similarities between

them. The human mind puts things together very fast sometimes.

To defend this conception I have of moral judgement as play and the end

point of the process of play as a picture, and to illustrate just what I mean

by "picture" I want to offer an example of a real life moral judgement. I

will present the facts of the case, and then try to indicate how the Process

of judgement operates, and describe the different ways in which the case
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can be pictured. Part of the purpose of doing this is to offer an account of

how reason giving with out reference to principles might operate.

Section Three: A Real Life Example and Reason-Giving

The example I want to give is a story both sad and true. I use this example

with the kind permission of Dr. Mark Thomas of the Infectious Diseases

Unit at Auckland Hospital, who presented the case to a symPosium on

medical ethics at Auckland Medical School.

The case concerns a man, who shall be called lohn, who was found to be

HfV antibody positive in 1988. )ohn had been in and out of hospital many

times with the usual range of problems that beset AIDS victims. He was

admitted to Auckland Hospital again in November 1990 with an acute

deterioration in his condition. Two weeks later he was well enough to sit

up and was transferred to St. foseph's hospice for terminal care.

One week after fohn's transfer Dr. Thomas was contacted by the house

surgeon at St. Joseph's. John had noticed a deterioration in his eyesight

such that print appeared blurred, as did the view from his window. This

was quite alarming to him, as he was an artist by occupation and pastel

drawing was his main source of daily motivation and pleasure. He had

done several large drawings during his week at the hospice. Dr. Thomas

visited lolrn and on examining his eyes found changes suggestive of

severe bilateral cytomegalovirus retinitis. ]ohn wished this to be treated to

prevent further deterioration in his vision, but the only treatment

available was gancyclovir which is usually given intravenously every 12

hours for 7-L0 days. It was hospice policy not to give any intravenous

medication to their patients, therefore ]ohn requested a temporary transfer

back to Auckland Hospital so that he could be given the sight-saving
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treatment. Those were the bare facts of the situation, and it was up to Dr.

Thomas to decide what should happen to John.

But to explore the process of judgement that Dr Thomas went through in

this case it is necessary to look at more than the "bare facts" of the case.

There were many factors that could be seen as relevant to the decision-

making process.

The cost of the treatment was high. Although the then current hospital

accounting charges were the same for a bed in the hospice and for a bed in

a medical ward (fi457 per day), the true cost of care in a medical ward is

Iikely to be much higher. The cost of a7 day course of gancyclovir was

9441. Unfortunate though it is, doctors have accepted some responsibility

to consider in their decision-making issues about how the limited

resources of the public health budget should be spent. Colleagues of Dr.

Thomas expressed the view that enough money had been spent on John

already and that since it was probable that he would die soon, it would be

inappropriate to allocate more. A background fact that might be relevant

here is that, of the total medical budget of Auckland Hospital, some 90o/" is

spent on people in the last six months of their life.

How long was fohn likely to live? Surprisingly, he had gained strength

since being admitted to the hospice, and it was Dr. Thomas's judgement

that he might be expected to survive for another one or two months, but

no longer.

The hospice administrators were adamant that they would not allow

intravenous treatment of their patients. The reasons for this policy were

that by not allowing it they coutd operate with fewer staff and less

experienced staff, thus keeping costs down. Th"y believed that the ProPer

atmosphere for a hospice could not be achieved if intravenous medication
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were allowed, for they had a commitrnent to providing their patients with

a non-hospital like environment in which to live their last days.

Officially the responsibility for managing ]ohn's case lay with St. |oseph's,

but in this situation Dr Thomas was offered the job of making a decision.

He accepted this responsibility because he saw himself in the role of

patient advocate, partly because of his extensive experience with AIDS

sufferers and also partly because he himself was an amateur artist and felt

he was in a position to understand the importance that John put on

retaining his sight.

Dr. Thomas was in a difficult position. He was not the kind of doctor who

favoured making decisions on his own, so he sought the advice and

opinion of ]ohn's mother. John's mother was a strong personality who

was very close to her son and she had quite definite ideas about what

should happen. She felt that John's desire to retain his sight and keep

drawing for the last few weeks of his life were indicative of a failure on

John's part to accept the fact of his approaching death. She thought that

transfer and treatment at this stage was inappropriate.

We have enough information now to start seeing how different features

of the situation can interact with each other. One of the cardinal values in

medical ethics is respect for the autonomy of the patient. Usually where

there is a conscious and competent patient, the respect for autonomy

ensures that it is the patient's decision what treatment they will receive.

But the value of autonomy is not absolute, and in this case, it is affected by

two other factors, first, the cost of the treatment in a system where there

are scarce resources, ffid second, the fact that, in the experience of Dr

Thomas, sufferers of AIDS in the last stages of their lives experience a kind

of "twilight" time in which they are iess able to make considered decisions
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about their own welfare.

Add to this the mother's perception that Iohn ought to be letting go his

sight as part of a proper acceptance of and preparation for death. Her view

of the situation is not important merely because she knows her son (after

all, he disagrees about the appropriateness of treatment) but because, since

she is close to him, she will be the one who gives Iohn most support

during the last days of his tife. Another small detail that is relevant here

is that it is much easier for John's mother to visit him in the hospice than

in the hospital. The issue is how to provide |ohn with the best quality of

life in the short time he has left.

The picture that emerges here is one that foregrounds the inappropriate-

ness of expending resources on the dyitg, and an attitude to death as

something that should be approached with acceptance, suPPorted by loved

ones and in a dignified environment.

The term "picture" is particularly appropriate here because what has

emerged from the interaction of the different aspects of the case is the

foregrounding of some of those aspects and the recession into the

background of other aspects. The process of judgement is one in which

the play of elements with each other resolves itself into an arrangement of

those elements, rather like the arrangement of tiles into a mosaic. Some

elements become central, perhaps mutually reinforcing each other, and

others become peripheral. The inadequacy of this mosaic metaphor is that

in judgement the elements do not always stay the same, although

differently arranged - each element may be transformed by the relations in

which it stands to the others. In this case, the value of patient autonomy,

when put in the context of the desirability of a "good death", and the

issues about allocation of resources, can take on a very subsidiary or rather,

transformed role. Perhaps costs alone could not so affect the value of
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autonomy in this case, but the extra issues concerning ]ohn's quality of life

and acceptance of death might do. Concern for John's autonomy can be

transformed into concem about how to support him in the process of

accepting physical deterioration and death in a way that is most responsive

to his character and most respectful of his values and desires. In this

picture of the situation, the value of autonomy does not play a central role

because of the way in which it has interacted with other issues and been

transformed to fit a particular approach to the facts.

Of course, this is not the only way to picture the situation. There is at least

one other, competing picture which does put autonomy and self-

determination in the foreground, and does so because of the relations it

stands in to values concerning the meaningfulness of life and the facts

about John's identification of himself as an artist, his recognition in the

arfworld and the prima facie rights that we see patients as having to

medical treatment that maintains their quality of life. Perhaps the best

way to convey how the element in these pictures interrelate is to present

them in "picture" form. Here then are representations of trpo possible

ways of picturing the elements of fohn's situation.
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One reason why I picked this case to discuss was because it offered at least

two ways of seeing the situation, two judgements that could be made.

Choosing between them is difficult, perhaps because one seems to

emphasize the personal, existential approach, while the other is more

socially orientated, because of the emphasis on resources, and more

grounded in a general conception of the good (death) for humans, and it

might seem that these are to some extent incommensurable. Moreover,

since each picture seems to contain within it supporting reasons that make

that picture a defensible one, how can a choice be made? It seems that

both judgements are justified. I am not perturbed by the conclusion that

here there might be two possible, morally acceptable, but conflicting

outcomes. In some situations this will be the case. But one thing that is

important here is the way that reasons operate within each picture, and

here I come back to trying to make sense of what Dancy meant by saying

that reason giving in ethics is like reason-givi.g it aesthetics.

How does the practice of reason-giving fit with seeing judgements as

pictures? Here is one thing that seems important. What counts as a

reason in one picture need not count at all in another. The fact that fohn's

mother finds it easier to visit him in the hospice operates as a supporting

reason in the first picture, because it relates to the importance of giving

Iohn the support he needs in the Process of accepting his death. In the

second picture it plays no role at all, because the second picture centres

around not the acceptance of death but the triumph of self definition. The

fact in question operates as a reason in the first picture just because it fits

in in a ceftain way. It connects with other factors, it contributes to the

overall coherence of seeing things that way. In the second picture this fact

does not connect with other elements of the picture. It is as out of place as

a small, cast iron curlicue on a Doric temple. But there is no need to

labour Dancy's architectural analogy; ordinary standards of relevance will

vield the conclusion that some facts either fail to contribute to, or actively
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undermine, the coherence of a situational picture.

Let me take a more important factor, the value of autonomy. It will be

clear that this value is one that must be considered in the process of

judgement, but does it need to appear in the final picture of the situation

that constitutes the completed judgement? Note that this value does not

appear in the first picture. Why not? The most obvious answer is just

that it does not fit in; in fact, to include it would upset the coherence of the

relationships between the other factors. Does this mean that the value of

autonomy does not operate as a justifying reason in this situation? From

inside this picture it does not, (unless in some transformed way). But I

should consider the possiblity that this value may be a reason for rejecting

the whole picture, that is, it might operate as a reason from outside. If it

does so, then this conception of reasons runs counter to Dancy's, for it

implies that reasons can have relevance in isolation from other factors,

perhaps even universal relevance.

I reject the possibility that the value of autonomy could operate as a reason

in isolation. In the second picture, the value has its power because of the

central relationship it stands in to other factors. Imagine a case which is

the same as ]ohn's except that what the patient wants to save his sight for

the continued perusal of Playboy magazines. Imagine also that this man

has only three days to live. Setting the value of autonomy in the middle

of this picture will mean that the value has much less force - perhaps

none at all.

I do not deny that within the prssess of judgement, values like autonomy

do exert a force of their owrt, and so they should. What I am claiming is

that within the final picture of the situation that constitutes judgement,

such values only have the force that emerges from their relationship to

other factors. In some cases that force is entirely absent, and they cannot
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oPerate as reasons.

Conclusion

This concludes my attempt to flesh-out Dancy's claim that reason giving

in ethics is not a matter of referring to principles, but more like what

happens in aesthetics. |udgement in both ethics and aesthetics is a matter

of constructing a coherent picture of the elements given, through the

process of putting them into a mutually influencing Play. Certain

elements will operate as justigi"g reasons of those judgements, but only

within the context of a particular picture. Where disagreement is possible,

it is not based on the existence of an ignored, isolated, but universally

relevant value, but on the existence of a competing picture, in which

values and facts and background theories of the good all work together to

offer a different, coherent conception of the situation. Competing pictures

can be ranked in terms of how many facts they account for, how coherent

they are, how well they fit with what we know of the world of

consequences and human nature, how close to human flourishing their

prescriptions take us.

One more thing before I leave this. I have been talking about moral

judgements as picfures, because "the way we see" situations seems to me

to be all about the foregrounding of some things and the backgrounding of

others, the mutual influence of factors when placed along side each other

(so to speak) in the mind. I have chosen a visual metaphor because I find

it compelling. But it also seems to me that it makes just as much sense to

talk of moral judgements as stories. If you like, you can think of the

process of judgement as a matter of constructing a narrative out of the

given material; this too is a process of highlighting and backgrounding, of

creating broad themes and supporting details, making a coherent whole
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out of what is at hand. My two pictures of John's situation could instead

be two stories, and in fact I suspect that often this is how people conceive

of what they are doing when they offer a different view of the situation.

The important thing is that whether I fry to convey my judgement of the

situation to you as a picture or as a story, what I am doing is offering you

something which positions the various elements in relation to each other,

and into a coherent whole. And I think that this is what many of us do

when we offer our defended judgements of situations. Moreover, I think

it is something that we should be encouraged to do, because there are very

real benefits that follow from doing so. This is a matter that I will discuss

in my conclusion.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

VALUES DEFENDED . HUMAN FLOURISHING

Introduction

I have given an account of the constraints on ethical judgement,

constraints that arise from the nature of judgement as Play, I have given a

description of the process of judgement that makes sense of the practice of

reason-giving for particularists. What remains is the task of limiting the

values that may enter into the play of judgement. I believg as Aristotle

does, that this can only be achieved by reference to human flourishing.

This chapter offers a defence of values in those tems, and, as such, is

about the bottom line of justification in ethics.

Section One: The Purpose of an Account crf Human Flourishing

There are two things I want to be clear about at the outset. Here is the first

thing. The account of human flourishing that I am looking for is an

account of the individual flourishing of the human being, as oPPosed to

the flourishing of a society or a species. Of course, the flourishing of an

individual willbe, in many important ways, constituted by their

relationships to others in their community - for social animals, individual

flourishing is also flourishing as a member of a society. All this can be

accommodated within the concept of flourishing as an individual, and I

will say more in defence of this later. But I do not intend to give an

account of the flourishing of every individual human, and this is the
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second thing I want to be clear about. My account is one of what is

generally the case about flourishing for human beings. This is all I need,

and this is because the account of flourishing in my theory is used to

justify general human values which are relevant to understanding and

evaluating sifuations. These values are relevant to decisions, but not

determinative. To see the importance of this point, consider the position

of someone I call the naive naturalist. This is the person who agrees with

Mury Midgley when she says:

....what we are naturally fit for, capable of, and adapted to

will help us to know what is good for us and, therefore, to

know what to do1

The idea is that we move straight from an account of what humans are, to

what is good for them, and from there straight to what it is right for them

to do. That this is seen as the naturalist's position is reinforced by critics of

naturalism such as Charles Pigdenz who states: "We cannot extract

human goodness from an investigation into what we are". What Pigden

means here (given that this remark comes directly after his considering

the problem of the conflicting human features of violence and

cooperation) is that we cannot extract a universal and action-guiding

account of human goodness from what we ale. The model for the naive

naturalist then is that we derive prescriptions for action straight from an

account of human flourishing. Now, for each Person to be able to derive

those prescriptions from an account of flourishing, that account of

flourishing must 1) apply exactly to every Person; that is, give an account

of what it is for every single person to flourish and 2) give egoistic reasons

for other-regarding actions. I do not believe that any account of

flourishing can fulfill both or either of these requirements. But let me

tMury Midgley, Beast and Man. The Roots of Human Nature. Cornell University Press,

Ithaca,1978. pI77.
2charles Pigden, "Geach on Good", Philosohical Ouarterly. Vol.40, No.159, ppl29-154
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explain why my account of flourishing need not fulfill them and how my

model differs from that of the naive naturalist.

My modet of the role of flourishing is this: descriptions of human

flourishing yield, not straightforward prescriptions about what to do, but

instead, values that must enter into the Process of judgement about a

particular situation. Those values inform, but do not determine. the

outcome of the the process. Prescriptions for action emerge from the

process. The important thing to notice about my model is that the account

of flourishing plays an important but not determinative role in arriving at

a judgement about right or aPProPriate action. This means that the

description of flourishing my model needs is a general one only -

particular facts about unusual human beings can be relevant at the level of

the decision making process, and do not have to be included in the

account of what generally makes humans flourish. What is more, the

general characterisation of flourishing does not pretend to offer egoistic

motivation for other-regarding actions. The signific:rnce of these two

points will emerge more fully in my discussion of the problems that beset

accounts of human flourishing.

Section Two: What is Flourishing and What Values Does it SuPPort?

I want to give a sketch of what I take flourishing to consist in and offer

suggestions about what values emerge from such a general account of

flourishing. I offer a brief description only because I think that

disagreements about the concept of flourishing are seldom about the

content of a notion of general flourishing; there seems to be widespread
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agreement about what usually makes people flourish. The problems for

characterisations of flourishing lie elsewhere, in the relation between facts

and values, in conflict between human attributes and in various forms of

scepticism. Accordingly I shall spend most of my time on addressing these

problems. But first I indicate what I take to be the matters on which all

agree.

There are a number of things that usually constitute, or are important

contributions to, flourishing for most people. Th"y fall under three rough

categories: physical health, psychological health and good fortune. In the

category of physical heath is included freedom from illness, the

satisfaction of bodily needs, bodity integrity, positive physical well-being,

strength, vitality and so on. In the category of psychological health is

included self-esteem, good interpersonal relationships (with family,

friends, lovers, the community), a sense of belonging, the opportunity for

self-expression, being in control of your own life, judicious optimism, self-

acceptance, the regard of others, a variety of interests, engagement in

projects. In the category of good fortune is included sufficient wealth and

material goods, being born into a fair society, intelligence, decent parents,

the avoidance of car accidents and nuclear conflict and so on.

These lists are obviously incomplete and they dearly overlap; having good

relationships is partly a matter of good fortune, and lack of them can harm

your physical health. Moreover good relationships are important in

themselves, not solely because they contribute to psychological health; this

is the case with all of the things listed in that category. The categories are

rough and the list too short, but my claim is this: these things, and things

like them, are what usually make people flourish and, when they are not
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flourishing, the absence of one of these things is usually the explanation.

Because I am makiog u claim only about what is generally the case,

support for my view is easy to find. Talk to your friends, read the agony

columns, look up biographies of successful, huppy people, ring your local

telephone counselling service. (I did, and discovered that seventy five

percent of their callers have problems to do with relationships and the rest

are worried about money.)

My account of flourishing is a general one, and I mention common

features of flourishing lives. For any one person to flourish it is usually

necessary for them to possess some subset of the total list of general

features. This subset will usually include the most fundamental features

of flourishing (basic physiological and psychological health), plus some

features related to that person's particular capacities, interests etc. Their

flourishing as a whole should form a "picture" - that is, the grounds for

evaluating any person's conception of flourishing should be similar to the

grounds for evaluating works of art. In support of this analogy I offer the

following.

There are two aspects of psychological health that I want to particularly

emphasize as important for flourishing. The first is the coherence or

wholeness of a life. Whatever the elements that make up a particular

person's flourishing, it is important that these form a coherent set. What I

mean by coherence here is both the strict requirement of consistency and

also the desirability of harmony, or mutual enhancement. I want to claim

that it is generally the case that if a person is to flourish then, for example,

their personal projects must not entail the destruction of their health or

autonomy. Moreover, I want to claim that flourishing is usually

enhanced by the active integration and mutual benefit of different aspects
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of a person's life. My tife is better, for instance, if I can discuss my work

with my partner, and if I can resolve my childhood fears through my

poetry, and if I can develop my physical fitness through my bird watching

activities and so on. Wholeness both of personality and of life is the

ultimate object of many of the psychotherapeutic practices used by

counsellors and psychologists, and this is good evidence, I think, that this

coherence I have described is an important part of flourishing. The second

aspect of psychological health that I want to mention is the importance of

richness in the flourishing life. I claim that it is usually the case that no

matter how coherent the various elements of a life are, if there are not

enough of them, then flourishing is unlikely. I have in mind here the life

of ceaseiess training embraced by some (I hope fictitious) triathletes - the

extreme devotion to their project that excludes the possibility of family

life, Iove-relationships, intellectual endeavour, light entertainment, social

service or anything else that humans usually find pleasant and rewarding.

Variety, I think, is an important part of flourishing. I have no knockdown

argument for this claim, but I assert that experience, of our own lives and

of the lives of others, bears this out. It is instructive to note that the lives

of Maslow's3 "self-actualized" people are characteristically many-faceted.

Here again I must emphasize that these two important features of human

flourishing are asserted to be so in general - for the most part people

flourish more when their lives are both coherent and rich.

There may be another constraint on the construction of a conception of

flourishing by any individual, also suggested by the analogy with

aesthetics, and that is the requirement of underdetermination. At the risk

of inviting the criticism that my account of flourishing is in fact

3Abruhu* Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being. Princeton, New Jersey,7962.



determined by the desire to find close analogies between aesthetics ^:t
ethics, I would like to suggest that the picture a person has of their

flourishing should be flexible and open to change. If their conception of

flourishing is ruled or determined by one aspect of that conception, then

that individual is too vulnerable to the blows of fate. I do not deny that

bad fortune can make flourishing impossible, but it seems to me that there

is a fault in not being flexible enough to reconstruct one's picture of the

flourishing lile when necessary. Losing a partner, or a job, or a leg only

makes flourishing impossible if one's picture of flourishing was

overdetermined by the exclusive importance placed on this person, this

career, this kind of physical activity. The point I am making can be seen as

an extension of the requirement of richness. The richer one's conception

of flourishing, the more likely one is to weather losses and continue to

flourish, although perhaps to a lesser degree.

I have been championing an account of individual flourishing, but that

may seem unattractive to those who want the values that enter into moral

decisions to also produce good decisions about society at large, non-human

animals, and the environment. At the beginning of this chapter I briefly

made the point that, since human individuals are social beings, their

interests naturally intertwine with those of others, and, therefore, an

account of individual flourishing would also be an account of flourishing

in society. But perhaps this is too facile. It is a serious question whether

values which will protect non-human animals and the environment can

be derived from an account of what makes individuals, generally,

flourish.

Rosalind Hursthouse4 argues for "animal concern" thus: animals benefit

4Rosaiind Hursthouse, Beginning Lives. Open University, Blackwell, Oxford L987. pp
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us ("our lives are enriched by the animals we love") so it is in our own

interest to have virtues which protect them. And having the virtue of

"animal concern" means that we will consider their interests even if that

does not directly benefit us in a particular case. It seems clear to me that

Hursthouse wants to include animals into an individual account of

flourishing in order to ensure egoistic motivation, if not for particular

acts, then at least for the acquisition of dispositions. But this conception of

where motivation comes from is too simple. For a start, there is too much

disagreement about the detail of an account of individual flourishing to

make this straightforward egoism work. Egoism is only part of the story of

how motivation to live and act well operates in human beings.

The individual account of flourishing does not ensure egoistic

motivation. But the individual account is the one we most readily

understand and identify with. It might be objected that this sounds like a

Western prejudice, because humans are able to, and do, think of

themselves not just as individuals but as members of societies, as

members of the animal kingdom, even as part of the environment. This

is true, and it is true because humans construct their self-conceptions

through identification and contrast. They see themselves as who they are

by seeing that they belong to one group and are different to another. (This

makes me think that a real hope for world peace is the arrival of aliens'

when confronted with that difference, we will see ourselves as one.) Since

there are many different groupings that human beings can identify with, it

follows that many different self-conceptions are available to them.

Here is my claim. The flourishing individual is one who is capable of

240-44.
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identifying with many different groups - with the wider human society,

the animal world, and the environment. These different self-conceptions

engender a sense of belonging, involvement, and integration that is very

important for human flourishing. This claim is an empirical one, and

must be borne out by the appropriate evidence from psychology, but I

think that it is a highly credible claim, especially when it is remembered

that my account purports to be true only for the most Part, or in general.

There might seem to be a problem about which of these sometimes

conflicting self-conceptions any individual should adopt on a particular

occasion. This is something that must be resolved in the context of a

particular situation, and I addressed this issue in Chapter Six. For my

account of flourishing all that is needed is agreement that the capacity to

have these different self-conceptions generally is good for human beings.

Once we have this range of self-conceptions available to us, we do have

concern for animals and for the environment. The way we conceive of

our selves and our place in the world has an enormous affect on our

emotions and perceptions. There will be a (probable) egoistic payoff - we

will benefit both from the psychological effects of "belonging" and from

the real advantages of living in a balanced environment. This is still an

individual account of flourishing; it centers on individuals as they

conceive of themselves.

All of the claims I have made about human flourishing are empirical

ones; they are all open to defeat and revision in the light of our best

psychological and sociological findings. There are many many more

things that could be said about flourishing - all cultures are full of wisdom

about the good life. But what has been said is sufficient for my PurPoses.
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What values emerge from this description of usual human flourishing?

The list will contain the values commonly recognised by human beings

(why else would we recognise them, if not for the reason that they

promote flourishing?), and these values will be values not just for

ourselves but for others (since their flourishing will usually be connected

to the promotion of these values too) Again, the list will be sketchy and

incomplete, but here are some obvious contenders, with some of the

elements of flourishing that they relate to: autonomy or self

determination (satisfaction of bodily needs, self-expression, self-esteem

and being in control of one's life), justice or fair dealing (good

relationships, self-esteem, and just about everything else which one can be

deprived of through injustice), benevolence (good relationships, self-

esteem, and just about everything else that one can be deprived of through

misfortune and which can be provided by benevolent others), respect for

animals and the environment (survival, pleasure, the sense of belonging).

I think it is obvious how the list progresses. Each human value is related

to more than one aspect of human flourishing and the recognition of

those values, for oneself and for others, is what makes the flourishing of

self and others possible (and in most cases, likely).

Is this very generalized and sketchy account of human flourishing

sufficient for my purpose? I think that it is because my account of

flourishing is not intended to provide prescriptions for action in every

case. In my theory, the role of the concept of flourishing is to inform a

particular fype of decision-making process, not to determine its outcome.

When people question the obvious and general account of flourishing

they do so not by questioning the general relevance of the conception but

by denying that it applies to particular persons or situations or minority
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cultures. Th"y do not deny the truth of the account, for the most Part, but

dwell upon the exceptions. The structure of my theory allows me to deal

with exceptions at the level of decision-making, but to retain the general

and obvious (and widely agreed upon) conception of flourishing as that

which justifies the human values that must always be considered and

weighed in the process of judgement'

Section Three: Problems for Accounts of Flourishing

As I said earlier, it is not the general account of flourishing that is the

focus of criticisms of the concept, for that, I believe, is widely agreed uPon.

The difficulties lie elsewhere. I think that there are three major problems

that face accounts of flourishing. The first problem is that of giving some

account of the relationship between facts and values. The project of basing

ethics on conceptions of flourishing has long been thought to be

illegitimate because it relies on an unacceptable move from facts about

human beings to the values they should hold. The second problem is that

of explaining away the apparent conflicts there are between equally

"natural" human features like aggression and cooperation' The third

problem is that of satisfying those who are sceptical about the constituents

of human flourishing. I shall discuss each of these problems in turn, in

the last case distinguishing two different forms of scepticism.

Section Four: The Problem Concerning Facts and Values'

There is a problem that has faced naturalism ever since David Hume
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asserted that it is impossible to move from purely factual premises to

conclusions about value. The problem comes in the form of a dilemma.

Either the naturalist must somehow argue that it is possible to derive

values from facts, or they must admit that the premises they argue from

are not purely factual but value-laden. The problems with adopting the

first option are legion, and if philosophers to date have not managed to

give satisfactory answers to them, I shall not presume to take on the task. I

am more interested in the second option, and in particular, why it has

seemed unattractive. This option has become a popular solution to the

fact/value problem, and usually consists in denying that there is anything

wrong with admitting that facts are value-laden. ]ohn Cottinghams

begins his discussion of neo-naturalism with a list of philosophers who

reject the distinction between facts and values, including Aristotelian

Phillipa Foot and champion naturalist Mary Midgley. It seems to me that

their position can be simply encapsulated thus: since there is no such

thing as a value-free fact, then there can be no problem about moving

from talk ostensiblv about facts to talk unashamedlv about values.

The reason why many prefer not to take this option, and why they look

suspiciously at those who do, is, I think, this. They imagine that once we

allow that the premises of our argument (about flourishing, for instance)

are not purely factual, then we open the door for any kinds of value to be

incorporated in our premises, that we must necessarily sacrifice

objectivity, and any claim to the universality of our conclusions. The

virtue of sticking with facts is that they, at least, must be objective. The

premises of my argument about the nature of flourishing are descriptions

of the features of human beings. In what follows I hope I will dispel the

suspicion that to accept that these premises are value laden is to impugn

s]otIr Cottingham, "Neo Naturalism and its pi11alls" PhilosoPhy. October, 1983.
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the objectivity of the account.

I do not think that the rejection of the fact/value distinction should be

attractive to a naturalist. Surely the whole point of naturalism is to

ground and justify the values that we have in facts about human nature?

The emphasis therefore should not be on the idea that facts are value-

laden but on the idea that values are not fact-free. We need to refer to

facts in order to put constraints on the values that human beings might

hold. We need to reject not the factlvalue distinction but the factlvalue

dichotomy. We must accept that facts and values are intertwined, but

without tosing sight of either values or facts.

Let me explain this in more detail by discussing a particular case. My

general sfrategy is to identify flourishing with health, both physical and

psychological. This position seems to be oPen to the same difficult

questions about facts and values. If I base my conception of flourishing on

notions of health, then it will be argued that these concepts are not value

neutral. But my answer to this is: neither are they fact-free. It is not the

case that someone can call themself healthy in the face of their depression,

acrophobia, peptic ulcer, gout and Sloss obesity. Health ig value-laden in

the sense that to call someone healthy to is put a positive evaluation on

them, other things being equal. And it is value-laden in the sense that we

choose to regard some ilLnesses and disabilities as unimportant, because

they do not much interfere with our lives. But it is not oPen to any

particular individual to define health exactly as they like, to regard bowel

cancer as a minor problem, or to celebrate their paranoid delusions as

"healthy" and good.
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My position is that which is described by Christopher Boorse5 as "weak

normativism". According to Boorse, weak normativism allows

judgements of health to have a descriptive as well as a normative

component. It means that calling a condition healthy is not ius! to call it

good, it merely involves calling it good. It also involves describing

conditions in terms of the physical damage they cause, the functional

impairment (physical or psychological) of the organism, and how they

adversely affect the usual and possible pursuits of that organism. It is with

these descriptive components of the notion of health that obiectivity is

preserved.

Weak normativism is a very strong position. Because it does not claim

that ascriptions of health are value-neutral, it does not run the risk of

moving illicitly from plain facts to human values. It starts by assuming

that health is something that matters to humans. Because it includes facts

about, for instance, the functions of body parts and their relation to usual

human pursuits, it retains its objectivity, and its general applicability.

With respect to health, at least, it seems to be both the most sensible and

the most useful position.

Let me return now to the general question of how facts and values

intermingle in my account of flourishing. There is an enorrnous range of

facts about human beings, facts about their physical constitution, their

psychological tendencies, their social nature. Included in this list of facts

about human beings are facts about their various cultural practices and

personal idiosyncrasies. Included also are facts about what human beings

do actually value. Are these last "facts" facts or values? The langUage of

5chrisopher Boorse "On the Distinction between Disease and lllness" PhilosoPhlr and

Public Affairs. Vol5, 1975. p4948.
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the factlvalue dichotomy is of little use here. I think that the best way to

talk is to talk of the range of features of human beings. Of these features,

some are less value-laden (features of physical constitution) and some are

more (cultural practices that express cultural values). Think of them as

ranged along a continuum, with the more "factual" at one end, and the

more value-laden at the other. No feature will be totally value-neutral;

even the plainest facts about the functions of human body parts have a

value component, for they are (naturally) connected to the interests of

human beings. Likewise, no feature will be entirely fact-free; even the

values that particular individuals hold will be related to their beliefs,

interests and their environment. I am proposing here an elaboration of

the position of weak normativism. An important thing to notice about

this continuum of human features is that those at the "factual" end are

the features most universally shared by human beings.

Now this continuum of human features is the raw material from which I

want to construct my account of flourishing. Obviously there must be

some way of selecting from among this range of features for the range

includes many things that seem inimical to flourishi^g. Some humans

tend to be aggressive, some self-destructive, and I do not want to include

these features i. *y conception of flourishing. Some social practices are

oppressive or discriminatory and I do not want to include these. Some

values that humans actually hold must be selected out; the values of

militarism, sadism, and obsession do not have a place in *y conception of

flourishing. So how can I justify selecting amongst the range of human

features represented on the continuum?

My proposal is this: Among the range of human features on the

continuum there are some features which are more fundamental and
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pervasive in human life than any others. Selection amongst the range of

human features should be made on the grounds of how well those

features fit with the most basic and widespread ones. My assumption is

that these features will be shown to be the central ones by being explained

in terms of human features situated at the "factual" end of the

continuum. And since the "facfual" end of the continuum is also the end

where features are most universally shared, the justification of selection

based on those features should command the widest assent. That is my

proposal, and I will demonstrate in more detail how it works in my reply

to the problem posed by the first kind of sceptic. I take the two forms of

scepticism to be the most serious difficulties for a conception of

flourishinB, but before turning to them I want to reply briefly to those who

are troubled by the problem of possible conflict between features of human

beings.

Section Five: The Problem Of Conflict

The problem of conflict is seen as a problem for naturalistically based

accounts of value. The problem is this: a description of "human nature"

provides a list of human features, many of which, should they be

enshrined as values, would seem in conflict with one another. It is a fact

about human nature that humans are aggressive, cooperative,

autonomous, interdependent, self-directed, other-directed, need security,

need challenge. If we are moving straight from features to prescriptions

we must endorse as appropriate the manifestation of any natural trait,

including aggression, domination and the like.
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But the problem of conflict is mostly a pseudo-problem. Firstly, it is a

pseudo-problem in the context of my theory because I do not take my

project to be the same as the naive naturalist's - I am not engaged in

deriving prescriptions for action from an account of human nature.

Moreover, in my theory, the range of human features is just the raw

material from which to construct an account of flourishing, and my

justification of values depends on this account, and not directly on a

description of what is characteristic of humans. But I still have a problem.

The range of human feafures from which I am to construct my account of

flourishing contains some features which seem to conflict with each

other: for example, human cooperation and human aggression. Since my

account of flourishing ought to be a coherent one, I must select amongst

human features in order to construct it. And I will need some

justification for not selecting, for instance, aggression.

The fust thing to make clear is that not all behaviour we could label

"aggression" is in conflict with cooperation, or with flourishing in general.

This is the second way in which the problem of conflict is revealed as a

pseudo-problem. The aggression manifested by a baboon in its natural

habitat is in no way inimical to its flourishing, or to the flourishing of its

fellow baboons. The aggression of the male baboon seryes its purpose to

mark out and defend its territory and its mates, an essential function in

the community of baboons. It also selves to defend it against attackers of

other species. The aggression of the baboon is entirely appropriate to its

function as part of the physical and social survival system that makes

baboons possible. There is no conflict here.

So where is the problem of aggression? In human society also there are
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situations in which aggression is appropriate and necessary. We need it to

defend ourselves against attack. We need it in order to get our neighbours

to turn down their stereo at three in the morning. But although

aggression is as natural and useful for humans as it is for baboons, it can

be, and is often, manifested in ways inimical to social cooperation and to

flourishing. There are many ways of quieting your neighbours, and

aggression can be expressed through machine gun fire as well as through

firm words. What is needed for the human species is a distinction

between appropriate and inappropriate aggression. Giving grounds for

this distinction is what remains of the problem after the misconceptions

are cleared away.

It is my view that the grounds for the distinction between appropriate and

inappropriate aggression are to be found by looking at the continuum of

features of human beings and isolating those features which are

fundamental and pervasive in human life. Once these features are

isolated, aggressive behaviour can be categorized as that which is

consistent with and that which is destructive of, those central and most

widespread human features. And I think that this is a fairly

straightforward task. Here is a sketch of how it could work.

One feature of human life that is fundamental and pervasive is social life.

Social life gtows naturally out of the interdependence relationships

necessary for human reproduction. It is essential for the cooperative

venfures necessary for human survival; hunting, agriculture,

construction, trade and so on. It is vital for the solution of problems; the

sharing of ideas and expertise makes progress possible. Social life is the

source of many human pleasures and is the indispensable condition of

many important human activities, such as the use of language, the
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enjoyment of games and art. Clearly social life is a feature of human life

that is essential to what humans are and pervasive in its role in almost

every human activity.

Now it is easy to see, I maintain, which expressions of aggression are

consistent with social life and which are not. Defending yourself against

muggers is consistent and silencing your neighbours stereo with a hand

grenade is not. I will not labour the point. Discerning which features of

human life are basic and inescapable is a matter of observation. Rejecting

some forms of human behaviour as inconsistent with these features is a

matter of common sense. And that is the end of the problem of conflict.

Section Six: Two Types of Scepticism

I now turn to the problems posed by those who are sceptical about the

usefutness of a general account of human flourishing. I will deal with two

types of sceptic; the sadist and the artist. Lr each case, the sceptic wants to

claim that there is some aspect of general human flourishing which is not

necessary or even important in their own case. And in each case the

solution is in seeing exactly what the role is that flourishing plays in

questions about how to act.

For the pulposes of this discussion I will concentrate on a particular

human characteristic that the two sceptics seem to be rejecting, namely the

gaining and maintaining of good relationships with others. This

characteristic is an important element in the general conception of

flourishing and the values it generates are fellow-feeling, love, justice,
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generosity and so forth.

L. The Sadist.

The Marquis de Sade, it is said, maintained that sadism was as much a part

of human nature as any other behaviour that humans exhibited.

Moreover, for him, it was more important than any other value; and

therefore obviously more important than having good relationships with

other people. It is quite clear to most of us, I think, that the practice of

sadism is in conflict with the general account of flourishing, but the

Marquis was a sceptic about the applicability of this account to him and his

practices. How can my theory deal with this case?

I want to distinguish between two different questions that are embedded

in this problem. The first is: what could motivate the Marquis de Sade to

give up sadism? The second is: what role does an account of flourishing

play in the guidance of action? The answer to the first question will, to

some, be disappointing. We could attempt to demonstrate to the Marquis,

using psychological theories and statistics, that the road to his own

flourishing lies in improving his connection with other human beings,

with recognising and developing the values of fellow-feeling and justice,

and therefore, giving up sadism. But this may fail. The Marquis might

reject the goal of human flourishing, or at least those parts of it which do

not fit with his personal preferences. Or he might accept that flourishing

is best for human beings, but simply not care about the quality of his life

qua human. There is nothing that can be done to motivate such a Person.

What follows from the answer to the first question is the beginning of the

reply to the second. What follows is that the general account of
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But this is not the function I want it to serve. The project of finding a

conception of flourishing that fits every person's actual desires and

therefore motivates them to pursue that flourishing through appropriate

self-regarding and other-regarding actions is an impossible one. No

conception of flourishing could fit every Person, and it follows that

egoism could not do the job of motivating action. So what role does the

general account play in guiding action?

From the general account of flourishing we derive not reasons for

individuals to act, but those values relevant to all humans that should be

taken into account in the process of judgement leading to action- These

values are values relevant not just to the individual but to all human

beings. For example, the value of autonomy that informs my decision is

not the value of my autonomy but autonomy for humans.

The import of this for the Marquis de Sade is that his rejection of certain

parts of the general conception of human flourishing has no effect on my

theory. The point of my account of flourishing is to provide iustification

for values that must be taken into account in judgement. His rejection of

flourishing does not alter the way in which we evaluate his judgement

about the permissibility of torture. His sadistic actions are wrong because

they proceed from a judgement which ignores the values of fellow-feeling,

justice and many more.

What is missing from my theory at this stage is an account of motivation.

I see two points in the Process of judgement at which motivation is an

issue. The first is occurs where it is necessary to recognise the values.

Most of us have little difficulty recognising basic human values; usually
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our difficulty is in integrating them into our personalities and in

translating them into action. We recognise them because of our

upbringingr our social conditioning. But these may go awry in some cases,

and there may be agents who do not recognise the values, and the Marquis

might be an example of such a person. Providing motivation for a person

like this is difficulq no rational argument based on self-interest will do the

job, for reasons outlined above. We could try to offer such a Person a new

way of looking at their lives, and promise them more happiness, more

companionship, more peace of mind and self-respect should they be able

to adopt it. But the connection is only a probablistic one, and there is

nothing to say to those who do not want these things. There is no

universally compelling answer to the question: why should I recognise the

values?

The second point at which motivation is an issue is after the judgement

about the situation and the action appropriate to it is completed.

Motivation is needed in order to translate that judgement into action.

Lack of this motivation at this point is labelled by philosophers "weakness

of will". I claim that my theory as a whole reveals something useful about

this topic and I devote part of the Conclusion to a discussion of it. But

now I turn to the second type of sceptic.

2. The Artist or the Hermit.

The second typu of scepticism about the general account of flourishing is

that which is expressed by people rejecting some aspects of that general

account in favour of their owTI conception of what it is to flourish. For

examples here I refer to the hermit and to the sort of artist who avoids

relationships, family and all other interests in the pursuit of their art.
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These people are championing the existentialist view of flourishing, that

is, the view that by the choices we make about what is valuable for us, we

constitute for ourselves what flourishing is. There are two things that this

existentialist position could amount to. The first is the denial that there is

any such thi.g as human nature, the claim that the similarities between

human beings is ascribable merely to culture, accident or convenience, and

that there can be no even generally applicable conception of human

flourishing. I simply claim that this is highly implausible, given what we

know about the similarities between humans across culturesT and the

biological and evolutionary basis of so many human characteristics.

The second possible reading of the existentialist position is considerably

weaker. It denies not the general account of human nature and

flourishing but the universal account. The claim here is that even though

there may be usual ways of flourishing, it is always oPen to individual

human beings to make themselves exceptions to the norm by choosing to

reject the importance of society, family, health, autonomy or whatever.

One who holds this weaker position is John Cottingham. Although he

agrees that "there are certain facts about human psychology that we ignore

at our peril" he states his opinion that there is:

no set of physical, psychological or sociological facts

such that any rational person who accepts them is

logically bound to reach certain evaluations about how

life should be lived . . . a man in captivify can still

practice that highest Aristotelian virtue - theoria; a man

TSee Martha C. Nussbaum, "Non Relative Virtues: An Aristotelian Approach", Midwest

Studies in PhilosophJa. VII, 1988. (especially the list of cosrmon human attributes on Pages

48-49)
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at the point of starvation may achieve nirvana; and,

according to the sayings of fesus, being "reviled and

persecuted" can be an occasion for blessedness.S

His conclusion is that flourishing is "an indeterminate concept"; one

which can give no guidance in the realm of action.

Now I agree that flourishing is an indeterminate concept - it must be,

when an important part of flourishing is the construction and realization

of individual goals. The concept is indeterminate insofar as these goals

cannot be specified in a general account, but must be filled in by the

individual in accordance with their talents and interests. The problems

arise when the realization of these goals is in obvious conflict with what

seem to be fundamental aspects of the general account of flourishing.

Take the hermit. Their goal of enlightenment through solitude is in

conflict with one of the most pervasive features of human life and human

flourishing - social and personal interaction. Similarly, the artist may

have the goal of producing some magnum opus which, as a matter of

psychological fact, takes up all their time and emotional resources to the

point where no close relationships are possible, where the artist is reduced

to poverty, ill health and daily misery. What the existentialist wants to say

about these two cases is that, despite the fact that the artist and the hermit

are not flourishing in the way that most people do, nevertheless they are

flourishing in their own way.

Is this existentialist-style scepticism a problem for my theory? I don't

believe that it is, and I think I can both resist the challenge to the general

account of flourishing and also go some way towards accommodating the

intuitions that are stimulated by the cases of the artist and the hermit.

Scottir,ghu*, p 466
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These cases are not a problem for my general account of flourishing

because questions about the actions of individuals are not intended to be

settled merely by reference to the general account. The values that emerge

from the general account of flourishing are values which must be

included in judgements about lifestyle, but they are not determinative of

the outcome of those judgements. It is the judgement, not the account of

flourishing which determines, for each person, "how life should be lived".

So the cases of the artist and the hermit pose no threat to the content or

the function of the general account.

But what evaluation then should be made of the artist or the hermit? Are

they flourishing? Are they doing the right thing? Well, the answers will

vary with the particulars of the case. It is important to note first that not

all who seem to be rejecting aspects of usual human flourishing are doing

so. Mary Midgely has a very perceptive point to make about the

monastic.g A person choosing a solitary monastic life might seem to be

rejecting both freedom and relationships. But Midgely points out that the

monastic may be merely substituting relationship with God for

relationship with others and the freedom from the cares of the world for

the freedom from rules and constraints. These human values then are

not rejected, but merely experienced in alternative ways. The basic human

needs can still be met.

But the cases of my artist and my hermit are, by definition, not of this sort.

What evaluation should we put uPon their lives? I want to claim that

these people are not flourishing as human beings. If their personal

projects interfere too seriously with very central aspects of general

ttutury Midgley, Beast and Man. The Roots of Human Nature. Comell University Press,

Ithaca, 1.978.
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flourishing they cannot be said to be flourishing. As I suggested above, the

notion of flourishing involves both the wholeness and richness of lives

and it seems to me that these cases fail those criteria. Now, some would

say that though these people are not flourishing as human beings they are

flourishing A: hermits or aE artists. This locution makes sense/ for it is

possible to succeed as an artist without flourishing as a human being, and

some may wish to call this success "flourishi.g". But I think this use is a

derivative one and must not carry the implication that flourishing as an

artist is a form of flourishing as a human being.

So the artist described, in my opinion, is not flourishing. But it is another

question whether they are doing the right thing. Correctness or rightness

or appropriateness of actions is determined not by the account of

flourishing but by the process of judgement that precedes that action. This

judgement must incorporate the human values that derive from the

general account of flourishing and also the many facts about the particular

situation. Whether the artist is doing the right thing will depend on how

the values of health and community balance against, for instance, the

magnitude of the artist's talent, their family and social circumstances, and

their particular psychological makeup. The costs of losing that which

almost all humans want is balanced against what it is possible to gain

without a life devoted to art and what it is possible to gain from a.life

devoted to art. I do not think that there are many tortured artists who will

turn out to be doing the right thing but it is not impossible, perhaps in the

case where the artist has a very great talent, where this talent feeds uPon

the misery of their condition, where there are no other people

significantly involved, and where that artist has a personality such that it

would be difficult for them to achieve the flourishing appropriate to most
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humans. The amount of their talent is an important factor in

determining if the artist is doing the right thing in pursuing their art to

the exclusion of all other values, and this fits with saving the intuitions of

those who say the artist is flourishing as an artist - for few would say that

someone is flourishing as an artist if they had no talent. But talent is not

the only important factor and the relationships between the various facts

about the person's life and capacities may be subtle and complicated. The

process of judgement is a complex one, and I shall be saying much more

about it. What it is important to see here is that the intuitions that people

have about the flourishing of the artist are saved by the outcome of the

judgement that, at least in some cases, artists can be doing the right things

with their lives, even though they are failing to flourish as human beings.

Conclusion

Thus ends my account of general human flourishing and my defence

against those who think that flourishing cannot provide a satisfactory and

coherent bottom line in ethics. I think that I have shown that it is possible

to save a theory of judgement as play from subjectivism by producing a

convincing characterisation of the basis of values. Of course, $iving a full,

detailed, naturalistic account of human flourishing is an enormous task

which should be undertaken by a team of philosophers, psychologists,

health professionals, sociologists and no doubt many others. Human life

is complex and multi-faceted, and I can hardly hope to do justice to it in a

single chapter of a larger project. But what I have said is valuable in two

ways. First, it is firmly grounded in (informal) social agreement about

what usually makes people flourish, and therefore provides the best
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sketch and also the best taking off point for a fuller investigation. Second,

and this is very important, I believe that by being very clear about the role

my account of flourishing plays in my theory as a whole, I have been able

to defuse many common criticisms levelled at accounts of flourishing.
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CONCLUSION

It is one corollary of what I have been saying that this endpoint to my

thesis will be provisional, perhaps arbitrary. There are connections to be

made still, issues to follow up, ideas to be expanded. To do all of this

within the scope of a doctoral thesis would be impossible; it is a limited art

form, and I can only hope that what has been presented here is complete

enough to offer a rich and coherent picture. It is also true that, like any

instance of the ptay of judgement, the encapsulation of that play into a

communicable picture will necessarily contain less than the experience

itself did. The multiplicity of connections defies expression in a linear

form. I didn't get to present everything that I thought.

I want to conclude by tying up a few interesting ends and then saying what

I think is the most important payoff of adopting a picture of judgement as

Play.

Section One: Individual Judgement and Social Legislation

My work has centered around the process of individual judgement and I

felt it was important to explore this process because of the necessity of

supplying a positive characterization and a series of constraints such that

decision-making without rules could be well-grounded. But many of the

difficult personal decisions that we make are also the subject of legislation;

and I have in mind in particular the practices of abortion and euthanasia.

Is there any way in which my account of individual judgement can be

used to defend. the content of social legislation concerning these issues? It

might be predicted that I would be against any kind of legislation in these
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areas, preferring to leave all such decisions to individuals. But it is clear to

me that there are many bad judges and many ways of making bad

decisions and it may be possible for legislation to act as a corrective to

some of these.

Given my particularist stance I will not favour a legislation of rules on

these matters. What I do think is possible, though, is the prescription of a

process the intention of which is to direct the deliberations of the relevant

parties in such a way that they approximate those of a good judge. With

respect to abortion and euthanasia, in particular, there are a number of

facts, issues, and values which ought not to be ignored in decision making.

It seems to me that the law would be justified in requiring the participants

in decisions about these actions to take part in discussions which are

structured explicitly by a gUide-list of those facts, issues and values. The

participation of others in this Process is another way to promote the

mutual interaction of viewpoints that is necessary to good judgement.

The purpose of such a system would be, as I said, to construct the

similitude of a good individual judgement. If conducted well, it should

succeed in actually producing a good judgement. Moreover, it would

perform a valuable educative function. In a way, this suggestion is no

more than an endorsement of the idea that what is needed in these cases

are not rules but guidelines. But the difference is that a conception of the

process of judgement is to the fore in a way that can only have beneficial

effects on the quality of decisions reached and also on the capacities and

self-esteem of those who take part.

Section Two: A Disanalog,v Between Aesthetics and Ethics

In writing this thesis I have been pursuing an analogy for all it is worth.

But it is clear that there are differences between aesthetic judgement and
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ethical judgement. One such difference concems how much hangs on

coming to a good judgement. I can fail to come to a good judgement

because of some overdetermining factor, because of my failure to include

enough enriching elements in the activity of play, or because of my

inability to form a coherent picture of the work or the situation. I can

make mistakes about the facts which have to be dealt with, and I can bring

to the process values which are inimical to aesthetic or ethical flourishing.

In the case of aesthetic judgements these failings do not have a serious

impact on human life, although it is possible, in unusual circumstances,

that they might. In the ethical case however, even though some

judgements are about minor matters, it is far more likely that these

failings will have a serious impact on human life. One place where the

danger is high is in the values that enter into the judgemen| these must

be defended in terms of an objective and naturalistic account of human

flourishing. If I have idiosyncratic moral values I may cause a significant

amount of damage to those who are affected by *y decisions (including

myselQ, and this is a far more important matter than having aesthetic

values that lead me to spend my vacations in New ]ersey instead of in

Fiordland, New Zealand.

There is a sense, though, in which the possession of solidly human-based

aesthetic values and the ability to engage in the rich play that is

characteristic of aesthetic experience is a matter of some importance, and

that is that aesthetic interaction is part of the good life. In this thesis I

have not given an account of the basis of the values that should be

brought to aesthetic judgement (I do not have one) but I do think that

such a task is important. This is because the values one brings to an

aesthetic experience make a difference to the quality of that experience and

to therefore to the quality of life in general. Aesthetic interaction is an

instance of a peculiarly human and peculiarly valuable activity, and one

that has an important role to play in human flourishing'
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Section Three: Why Aesthetics is ImPortant

The ability to interact and judge well in the aesthetic realm is important in

its own right as an excercise of one's intellectual and personal resources. It

is extremely pleasurable, and it has an integrating effect on the personality.

But it is also important as part of the development of the kind of activity

which is required for good judgement in all areas of life. The habituation

of a person to openness in their responses, to putting things together into

coherent pattems, to awareness of their creative and constitutive role in

judgement and interpretation, is one of the most essential Processes in the

acquisition of wisdom. Other experiences can contribute to this

habituation - love, and especially erotic love, prompts openness to

enriching new ideas in a particularly effective fashion. But the interaction

with art,I think, is one of the most direct routes to experience of the power

of play in judgement.

section Four: Why Play is Important - The Issue of Motivation

There is a temptation to think of moral judgements as mere beliefs that it

is right to act in some walr or as conclusions, or perhaPs even as bare

opinions. What is left out is a sense of the Process, of the activity of the

person who makes the judgement. One important reason for adopting a

model of judgment as play is that it emphasises the activity and the

engagement of the judge. And I claim that this has very beneficial effects

on the motivation to act. My conception of ethical judgment stresses the

sef-conscious integration of the beliefs, desires, theories, and emotions of

the person making the judgement. It also calls attention to the process as a

self-determined one. These factors make my kind of ethical judgement
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much more closely tinked to motivation than any other. I am not

claiming that weakness of will disapPears when this type of judgement

process is cultivated - weakness of will is a comPlex psychological

phenomenon that has many causes, perhaps linked to self-esteem, self-

sabotage, fear of failure and so on. But I want to claim that integration and

self-determination can count against weakness of will and lack of

motivation. If a moral judgement is an integrative Process, then it is

much less likely that renegade desires will overturn the decision to act -

for desires are not ignoled by the Process but inform it and in turn are

informed and transformed by it. Desires are integrated in play and

educated. This is an interesting point with respect to the problem of how

to attain the condition of virtue. I think it more than possible that the

continent person's overall personal integration is steadily encouraged and

enhanced by cultivating the habit of making moral judgements on the

integrative model.

What is perhaps more important for motivation is the result of seeing

judgements as self-determined activity. It is almost a commonplace in

psychology and the practice of therapy that motivation to act is directly

proportional to the amount of control a person feels they have over their

lives. Since my model of judgement honours both the contribution and

the activity of the judge, this sense of being in control is greatly enhanced.

This seems especially true when my picture is contrasted with that of mere

rule following. Another related point that psychotherapists make is that

the emotional and practical paralysis that some people suffer from can be

reduced and eliminated through engagement and involvement. Certainly

my picture of moral judgement encourages and cultivates that.

One of the persistent themes of this thesis is the importance of recognising

what we bring to our judgements. This awareness of the contribution of

the self has two functions. The first is act as a corrective to the distortions
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of judgement that can occur as a result of the determining force of

emotions, perspectives, interests and theoretical commitments. ]ust the

acknowledgement that these may be operating is a powerful aid to their

elimination. The second function of awareness of the contribution of the

self is a positive one. Honouring the active role we play in judgement

engenders not just responsibility but self-recognition and self-value. As I

said earlier, the more we recognise our active role in judgement the more

we are likely to own those judgements and carry them into action. But,

perhaps even more importantly, the self-value that results from the

honouring of self implicit it, *y model is an excellent corrective to the

deficiencies in self-esteem that sometimes underlie weakness of will.

The play of judgement is an activity requiring oPenness, responsiveness,

and the possibility of change. Challenging new situations can modify

values and world views. This is another reason why consciously adopting

this model of judgement has the result of lessening the likelihood of

weakness of will. In the Process of putting my values and emotions and

beliefs and perspectives into a mutually adjusting play with the details of a

situation, I am opening myself to transformation of those values and

beliefs. Insofar as I engage in the ptay of judgement, I open myseH to

transformation of self. To make judgements in this way is to engage in a

continual process of self-constitution. If my judgements are based on and

are constitutive of what I conceive myself to be, then to act on those

judgements is the most natural thing in the world. In teaching begirming

students of philosophy I have been interested to find that when faced with

a hypothetical situation in which they could gain advantage by doing

wrong without fear of detection, their reason for not doing so was that

they just did not conceive of themselves as that kind of person. Self-

conceptions have great motivational power and my picture of moral

judgement emphasises their continued nourishment. (And there are

some pretty obvious self interested reasons why positive moral seU
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conceptions are preferable to nasty grasping ones.)

I do not think that it is possible to claim that there exists a necessary

connection between a belief that it is right for me to act in some way and

my having a motivating reason to to so. What there is is an entirely

natural connection between going through the process of moral

judgement that I have described and being motivated to act uPon it. It

does not guarantee action in every case because judgements can be more

or less integrated and self-constitutive. Perhaps, as Christine Swanton

suggested to me, having a really draconian suPerego produces more

consistent results in those people lucky enough or unlucky enough to

have one. But undoubtedly, the motivation that comes from my kind of

moral judgement is more self-affirming and more conducive to moral

responsiveness and general flourishing than any thing else on offer.

The ultimate justification of my model of judgement as play consists in an

appeal to three different standards. I believe what I have said corresponds

to the facts about human nature to which we have access through

psychology and biology. I am confident that what I have said has its own

intemal coherence and will also cohere with many common intuitions

about life and moral theory. Finally, I claim that my model of judgement

will have a pragmatic justification, because adopting it will contribute

positively to our pursuit of human flourishing.
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